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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
e

Regd.)

OPEN TILL
P.M. SATURDAYS

R

H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD

Telephone
AMBASSADOR
:

PADDINGTON

(Dept. P.T.7) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

4033
3271

PREMIER TE1ro%S0
,*ese
ßu'Y'J
SEND 2'd. STAMP

OR

OUR 1957
CATALOGUE

FOR

WITH THE NEW TURRET
TUNER £33.7. II
PLUS COST OF C.

SPENCER -WEST
TYPE 80
CONVERTER *

*
*
*

R. T.

These Televisors use a double wound mains
transformer which gives you complete safety
from contact with the mains supply when
handling the chassis or controls.

£6.5.0

B.B.C. or Commercial
Programmes at the
touch of a switch.
Built -in power supply
for 200/250 v. A.C.
Size 6gin. x 4in. x
31in. wide.
Guaranteed for 12
months

SPENCER -WEST PATTERNING REMOVAL
UNIT TYPE 54. Works with any Band 3 converter
unit and completely removes patterning
caused by Band
breakthrough. Price
I

plus 1'6 pkg. & carr

MAY BE EASILY BUILT IN 5 SEPARATE UNITS
FULL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AVAILABLE. INSTRUCTION BOOK
3/6 POST FREE INCLUDES BOTH DESIGNS

CONSOLE CABINETS with full length doors for 14in., 16m. and 17ín.
PRICE [14.14.0.
tubes.
H.P. Terms : Deposit [7.7.6 and 9 monthly
payments of 18/6. CONSOLE CABINETS, half door, still available at
[12.12.0. H.P. Terms
Deposit 66,6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18/3.
On above cabinets add 21/- for pkg. and carr.
:

WIIV buy surplus or reconditioned tubes when these Fully Guar.
111111
anteed Wide Angle Tubes are available
The latest type 17ín.
Rectangular Tube MW43/64 by Telefunken at [17 (inc. taxi post and packing
21,- extra.
?

ARTHURS HAVE IT !
LARGE

(Regd Trod. Mo.N

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
ILLUSTRATED
bit

Detachable
type (List

STOCKS OF VALVES and C.R.T.s.
Avo, Advance, Taylor and Cossor
Oscilloscopes in stock. AMPLIFIERS, Leak, Trix
& Quad.
GRAM UNITS, Garrard & Collaro.
Collaro TRANSCRIPTION UNIT 2010PX.
LOUDSPEAKERS, Goodmans, Wharfedale, WB.
Tannoy and leading makes.
PICK -UPS and
STYLI of most makes.
TAPE RECORDERS,
Grundig, Philips, Truvox. Playtime & Ferrograph.
METERS,

British and
Foreign Pats.

LATEST

Mullard, 1016

No. 64)
Reg. Designs,

Osram Part

VALVE MANUALS

Osram & Brimar No. 6, S/- each

;

2,

Postage 9d. each extra.

etc..

Protective Shield
(List No. 68)

;

PARTICULARS
Terms C.O.D.

ON

OR CASH

REQUEST.
with order

Est.
1919

Catalogues

sent

FREE

Head

Office, Sales:

ADCOLA
PRODUCTS
LTD.

Telephones

:

MACaulay 4272
8t 3101

Gauden Road,
Clapham High
St., London,
S.W.4

PPORS

ARTHUR GRAY, LTD.

OUR ONLY ADDRESS

Gray House

150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833,4 and 1765

TELEGRAMS

-" TELEGRAY,

CABLES-
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WESTCENT, LONDON."
" TELEGRAY," LONDON.
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BRAND

NEW AND PERFECT

MAKER'S SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS
WIDE .VN6tJi 38 min.
Line E.H.T. trans., Fr'rrox-

16" METAL CONE C.R.T.

AT ENORMOUS
PRICE- SAVING
Brief specification : 6.3 v. hexer,
Ion trap. 14 kV. E.H.T. wide angla
70 degrees. standard 38 mm. neck, duodecal
Length
bate, magnetic focus and deflection.
17 II /16in. Gives large black and white picture
i I
x I4in. Unused in original cartons- GUARANTEED BY
US FOR 3 MONTHS. Full data, caonnectious and suggested
time bases supplied lvith every Tuba.

SPECIAL OFFER OF
BAND I -III
TURRET TUNERS
Covering Channels
with provision for
30L

o:

8 -4
10

1

-9

more

I

triodc'pentode

LASKY'd PRICE
Carr. & laser. 21:6 extra.
Masks. Anti -Corona, Bases and Ion Traps available.

output

f.c.. I.F.

Mc's, easily modified to

16 -19

BAND III CONVERTERS
WELL BELOW HALF -PRICE

Complete
other outputs.
with power supplies for 200-

v A.C.. valves, knob

250

circuit

diagram.

and
C

17

155

LASKY'S PRICE d1í/

.1,d

and
and

I

valves

2
III.
PCF80,

Post

3

1Ít i1

:

series

79 6

:

I.F.

84

6.

12 6

19 6

12 8
14 9

4.6

7 6

:

output 16 -20
Me, s. Complete with valves.
dial, knob; and hit!
tions. Listed at C6.
LASKY'S PRICE
haatcrs.

STANDARD 35 mm.
Output Transformers,
Line Output. Transformers,
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 8.3
winding. Ferrox -rube
Scanning tolls. lore imp
line,and frame
Ditto by Igranic
Frame or line blocking
oscillator transformer
Frame output transfnrmr-r
Focus Magnets
Without Vernier
.

Limited quantity only. Tye^
TPI65. Brand new and unused.
Covers all channels
PCC84

kV

No E.H.T.

?.htllanl

new

9, -16

1.105

i..

9? 6.

SPECIAL OFFER OF
VALRA.DIO
12- taHANNEL TUNERS

Bands

ti

COMPLETE WITH OWN POWER SUPPLIES
In
vlu 0:11::3 -fiord b;: 11, 'd ihr yr I; -kn 1ík0 l' ye gl
onplH' with ¡Fire,.

Y

Post 3'6.

without power unir.

£8.9.6

£23.9.10.

LISTED AT

sets.
2 Manda valves
c:scode r.f, amp.. 30C1

coil

cube core.

Scanning Coils, low imp
line and frame
Frrroxcube cored Seaunfnv
Coils and Line Output
Trans., 10-15 kV. EYSt
winding Line Trans. Coniplete with circuit diagranl, the pair
Frame Output Transformer 6.6
Scanning Coils low imp. line
17.8
and frame
Frame or line block osc
4:6
transformer
Focus Magnets Ferrnx-duce 1E 6
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron
19 3
Cored
Duomag Fnoallsers
22 8
1100 m'a. Smoothing chokes 15Electromagnetic focus coil,
with combined roan coils 25-

I.O,.I41
1

-

12 6

With Vernier
Focus coils, Electlrnnag
200 tn:a Smoothing Chokes

.

4II

\'.I

IIII8Y{b

t1.1.

IIO.u
.!-il

..

i1

176
12.6

106

LTD.

Orders to FII1r,_.: Iuf.

PAIISiI(:T4Y, \t.9.
1073'ntff'(.,_. ..l'4.

l It i.uW H(IAI).

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

EXPRESS SERVICE:::
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.H. EITHER (

38, CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.1

BY LETTER, PHONE. OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
SAME. AFTERNOON.

PRimrose 9090

FOR ONLY 6d, EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN
ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT
TRANSIT.
CUSTOMERS' RISK.
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Please enquire tor any valve, etermanium diode, or
transistor cot listed. 2' d. stamp, please, or phone.
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Bnaranicc.
First grade goods only, no
'Teelseconds or rejects. All orders retched by 0r--t
'b`1:1í' hrq 3,1ne 11aÿ. N. \1; lrr free eenrl'leIe
1 "
i- u iris 5111 terms of bust ue =s.
1

I

.
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`MICROMITE'
ELECTROLYTIC

DRY

CONDENSERS

These small but high quality electrolytics have proved so popular that the
range has been greatly extended.
The use of high-gain etched foil
electrodes keeps size and weight down, making the condensers suitable for
suspension wiring. Conservatively rated; long shelf life ensured; green
plastic insulating sleeving prevents short- circuits.
Peak

Capacity
in ;iF.

Volts

50
25

12

50
350
350
350
350
450
450
450
450

8
16

32

4
8
16

32

THE

TELEGRAPH

RADIO DIVISION :

NORTH ACTON

BAND 3 T.V. CONVERTERS
12

month,- gnat ante,'.

I;'6 extra C.O.D.

For all 1.T.A. stations and all sets except Philips
(.see

next column).

State B.B.C. Pattern rejector fitted. All fully
wired, aligned and ready for use. All with power
pack, knobs, aerial switching, metal rectifier and
2 valves ECC81. Direct switching from B.B.C. to
I.T.A. Fine tuning on front. No drift.
DON'T FIDDLE at the back of your set, our
converters have rubber feet to stand on top where
you can reach.

£4.1.6

metal

With

(P. & P.
2,'6)

cabinet

as illustrated.
Stove
enamel grey hammer
finish.
Or Walnut cabinet,
£4.17.6, Lizard Rexine, £4.12.6 (p. & p. 2, 61.
Or chassis, i.e., less cabinet, £4 (p. & p. 2/61.
Variable attenuator, 7/6 (p. & p. 1 / -).
Aerial Splitter, 8/- (p. Sc p. / -).
1

Band Ill Aerials, mast mounting
Carr. Paid
3- element, 27/- ; 5-element, 35/- 8- element,
Low -loss Co- axial, 8d. yard.
Tinted Perspex Screens (by I.C.I.).
14kin. by l Iin., 6/6. Carr. paid.
Our aerials are suitable for loft mounting.
Watch for our new Bristol address.
:

;

Dimns. in Ins.

Surge

Volts

ILength

15

Ij

60

112

400
400
400
400
550
550

rï

il

!á

2

'

2

i;-

1

i;

ib

Il

550
550

2

á

I

I:

I

Type
No.

List
Price

CE87B
CE88DE
CE86L
CE99LE

2/9

CE91 LE

4/6/-

Diam.

Irñ

jÁ

W.3

0

2¡6
3/3

CE93LE
CE99PE

33

CE9OPE

3j6

CE92PE
CE94PE

SI-

CONDENSER
LONDON

Each

7/6

LTD

CO.

Telephone

:

ACOrn 0061

HERE IT IS
SUPERB " ADD -ON "
CONVERTER
Designed and made by a
world- famous organisation
regardless of expense. TunA

Crs`P t

able over the whole of
Band I and Band III to give
one Band I and two Band
stations at the turn of the switch. Acts as Two -valve Preamplifier on Band I. Valves PCC84 and PCF.80. No
drift. In Moulded Bakelite Cabinet, 81in. x 4 in. x 6in.
high. With full operating instructions. Built -in Power
Pack added by us. Separate gain controls for I.T.A. and
B.B.C. Not recommended for T.R.F. receivers, owing
to danger of re- radiation by receiver.
f5.5.0 (plus 2,6 p. & p.)
C.O.D. 1;6 extra.
1

1

1

CONVERTER available for Philips' receivers in the
above bakelite case, complete with built -in power pack.
at £5. 5. 0 plus 2 6 p. & p. C.O.D. 1,6 extra. Al! converters by return of post ; aerials by rail.

CHEAPER

A

YET

EFFICIENT BAND
III
CONVERTER in Walnut
Cabinet, size 9in. x 6in. x
51in.

Available at £4.7.6
6 C.O.D.).

(p. & p. 2/6,

1

Chassis by another well known T.V. manufacturer
and incorporates Power Pack. Valves PCC84 and ECC8
Direct switching I.T.A. to B.B.C.

THE CONVERTER PEOPLE

I

-- GLADSTONE RADIO

82B, HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY.
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OPEN SATS. TO
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TELEVISION TIMES
Editor

Vol. 7

No.

:

F. J.

r

\MAI

EVERY MONTH

8-1

JULY, 1957

TELE`'IEWS
Editorial and Advertisement Office,

T

TV SOCIETY TRANSMITTER
THE transmitter of the Television Society is now in operation
at Norwood Technical College. It has the dual object of
providing a service to the radio industry for testing Band 4
reception and providing a means of training students. It is hoped
that in the future it will he possible to televise the lectures
given at the college. The TV Society has just held its 28th Annual
General Meeting, when it was stated that transmissions would
take place on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m., with Test Card C and a tone.

:

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Mouse.

T

Southampton Street, Strand. \l'.( .2.
Temple Bar 4363.
Phone :

I

mission by Canadian Magazine

"

Newnes. Rand. London.
T 'Telegrams :
i' Registered at the G.P.O. tor trans-

lost.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

including postage for
- 17s. bd.
- 16s. bd.
Canada - - - 16s.

l' inland
J Abroad
!.

oue :car

per annum
per annum
per annum
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AUTOMATION iN THE STUDIOS
A UTOMATiON, already in use in factories, is creating some
man -power problems in America, since it was intro(luaed
into the transmitting studios. The introduction of magnetic
tape recording, which will eventually replace the slower and
more costly picture tube or Tele -cine system, is the cause.
The reduction in man -power is naturally creating wage problems.
Whilst the BBC and I.T.V. have not developed automation to
the same extent as America it is obvious that the problems
must soon occur over here.
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the first issue of this journal went to press live years
ago there were approximately 285,000 viewers, and they
were cone; ntratcd in the Home Counties. In May of this year
it was announced that the 7 million mark had been passed, and
the ligures continue to increase. In those five years we have seen
television extend to practically the whole country and the introduction ,nf I.T.V. Shall we have colour television within the
next live years:. and stereoscopic television within the next 10''
Wíll TV tubes get smaller and pictures larger as discussed on
page 579 ? In view of the rapid changes in technique all these
things are possible.

r

THAT EXTRA £I
THE £I excise duty (provided for in the Budget) on combined
I.
television and sound licences is the first tax of its kind
since broadcasting began. Although it is not calculated to
affect the sale of sets, it is known that the tax is not welcomed
by the industry, the BBC and the I.T.V. The number of combined
licences is over 7 million and is increasing at the rate of over
million a year. The Chancellor of the Exchequer in our view
under- estimated the yield which he placed at £8 million. The
average price of a television receiver to -day is £70 inclusive of
the punitive 60 per cent. purchase tax. Television, however, is
still the cheapest form of entertainment.- -F. J. C.
Our next iRXne. dated .4bgust. trill be published unholy 19th.
!
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TYPE OF

AERIAL FOR FRINGE AREAS

FROM time

to time we have received enquiries
concerning practical data on the rhombic
aerial, a type of aerial system which is not
found much in this country. In America, however,
it is used fairly widely by amateurs, mainly on
account of the long ranges which have to be covered
and the fact that many viewers are situated in
open country, or their houses are widely spaced.
A recent article in the American magazine " Science
and Mechanics " gave constructional details of an
Low -78'

Terminating

200 1Wire

-

High 25'/O"
In sul tors

resistor

Pointing
to TV station

O

in the diamond shape shown, and the four " lobes "
on the individual legs which point in the same
direction add forces, while the remainder, operating
in opposite directions, cancel each other.
Thus,
signals coming from the lengthwise direction are
received strongest, picking up more energy as they
go down to the lead in the TV set. Reflection and
interfering noises from all other directions are lost.
To remove unwanted signals from the aerial, a
" terminating resistor " short circuits the end opposite
to the receiver connection.

Attach lead-in

4

No /2copper

6- /nsu /a t ors

/Resistor- 820 OHM ± /0%.,4/2Watt,carbon,
Fig. 2.-Plan of rhombic with measurements.

Constructional Details
Fig. 2 is a plan view, showing dimensions for both
the " low " channels from 2 to 6 and the " highs "
from 7 to 13. If your interest is only in the high
band, use the smaller dimensions. For reception
of the low band stations, or some of both high and
low, use the large dimensions. If, because of space
limitations, it is n tt possible to adhere to these
specifications, it is not necessary completely to
abandon the idea of the rhombic. A compromise
design for mounting the rhombic inside the attic or
even under a room rug may still give better trception
than would be obtained with a heavy array of
aluminium on the roof.
By using trees, houses and other nearby objects
from which to hang corners of the aerial, the amateur

aerial of this type, and many of the details will, no
doubt, prove of value to those amateurs who are
interested in this forni of aerial. We accordingly
give below a modified reprint of the article in question,
which we hope will be of use to those who like
experimenting with various aerial systems.

Meaning of the Word
Rhombic simply means " diamond shaped."
There are various ways in which a rhombic can
be erected, depending on the space available. First
here is the theory of the rhombic.
Since the ordinary " dipole " (Fig. I) receives best
at right- angles to its length, it is aimed broadside
to a station. Stretch out the aerial so that it is
longer than a wavelength, and it receives best from a
diagonal direction. Tie four long aerials together

Insulators

Terminating

resistor

.,-Aer' 3/

Dipole

Best
reception

1.-

Fig.
Showing h o w
various aerials receive
from different directions.
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can quite often manage with one or two poles at the
most. The aerial does not have to be close up to the
window. so it may be located where there is the
maximum of aIieady existing support. Hang the
aerial as high as possible, 12fí. to 15ft. where the
signal strength is not too low., tip to 3011. to 40f1. in
extremely poor fringe reception areas. If you do not
know the signal strength it your location, place a
At
at different levels.
hand -held dipole " probe
any point where the dipole picks up the signal, the

rhombic aerial should work.
The prime rec,uirement for laying out :1 rhombic
aerial k that it he pointed accuratel at the desired
station. Unlike other aerials. this type is sharp,
and a 10 deg. error is enough to miss the signals
completely. You might he able to adjust the ends
one way or the other to improse the response when
the aerial is up. but it is obviously better to point it
right in the lìrit place.
To do this yna need a chart. protractor and a
compass. The chart should be the navigational kind.
either aeronautical or marine. not a road map.
Mark the locations of your site and the TV transmitting station accurately on the chart. draw a line
between the two points. and this is the line down
which the rhombic should point. Now draw a vertical
north -south line through your situation and take the
protractor in ha id. If the TV station is to your east,
the angle measured clockwise between north and the
station line is the true hearing of the station. With
a station to your west. measure counter -clockwise
from north, then .subtract this angle from 360 deg..
and the resulting angle will be the true bearing of the
station.
On the chart find the " variation." " magnetic
declination" for your locality. To change the true
bearing from the chart to a compass hearing which
can be laid out on the ground, add westerly variation
to the true figure, or subtract easterly. in case the
true figure is not large enough to make subtraction
possible, first add 360 deg. to it. On the other hand,
if the sum of your addition is greater than 360 deg..
subtract this amount from the result. The end result
in any event will he a compass bearing figure between
0 deg. and 359 deg.
Now on the ground below the point where the
TV set end of he rhombic will hang to in Fig. 21,
place the compass. Rotate the compass case so that
t-ance

end

from

Spreaders

Wire spacing

.- /6"

O

44;

2'

3'
Q

.

7'
8

9'

i-2
is /4

Y2"

34"

I.. Wire 4oann9 -+i
I

RYystyrene or hard
wood boiled /5 minutes
in paraffin

Y2
Make spreaders %/2
wider than wire spacing
'78 Slot with hack saw, drive
wire to bottom, secure 2"
wire straps

56

l/4"

Use only

3.-The matching

/8 S.WG
copper wire

lead.
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the zero mark on the settle comes under the north
end of the needle. Then have an assistant with a
flag- marked stake walk several feet down the approximate hearing line. Sight over the compass centre
through the bearing figure., and have your assistant
drive the stake exactly on this line. Lay out the
dimensions of the desired rhombic along this line
on the ground. and plant poles or string ropes from
Points of support
nearby objects for support.

-- Making

I'ig.

4.

up

the matching
lead.

should all he at the same height so that the aerial
will be level. Clothes line pulleys and rope can be
used for halliards to hoist the rhombic into the air.
It is preferable to build the aerial on the ground.
Following the dimensions of Fig. 2, drive a small
Temporarily fasten two
stake at each corner.
insulators to each end stake (Fig. 5), and one insulator
to each side stake. Run a length of stranded copper
wire through each side insulator, pull taut and secure
the ends into the insulators. The result is two lengths
of wire, insulated from each other, each forming
one side of the diamond.
At the end of the aerial facing the TV station
(A in Fig. 2), solder the terminating resistor, then
cover it with a protective wrapping of plastic insulating tape. Form the leads so that the resistor will
ride above the side wires, to prevent its collecting
water.
The lead -in line to the TV set is attached to the
other end (B in Fig. 2). With a rhombic aerial the
lead -in requires an " Impedance Transformer "
between the aerial and the conventional lead in.
The rhombic aerial impedance is 800 ohms, whilst
the ordinary feeder is at low value, so a line section
with a gradually changing resistance is used. This
is called an "exponential line." and it is simple to
make (Fig. 3). Attach two 1lft. lengths of No. 18

www.americanradiohistory.com
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copper wire to points I6in. apart, and pull the other
ends tautly together at one point. Give the wires
a good jerk to pull out the kinks. Then fit the
spreaders to the line at 1ft. intervals (Fig. 4), securing
them with a wrap of No. 18 wire as you go. The
result will be a line section with the required resistance taper.
The large end of the exponential line (Fig. 3) is
soldered to the aerial wires at the point where they
are separated just I6in. Cut the tapered line to a
10ft. length and solder regular feeder cable to the
small end. If the exponential line tends to twist
at the small end, add spacers until the wires cannot
tangle.
Now attach the halliards to the corner insulators,

Fig.

5.- Fastening

insulators to the supports

disconnect the stakes, and hoist the rhombic into
position. Trim the adjustment of the halliards very
carefully so that the diamond lies flat and is aimed
horizontally.
Since long distance TV waves may not follow a
straight line, it is wise to " touch up " the aiming
of the rhombic after it is in place by pulling the
ends one way and then the other, and also raising
and lowering them a few degrees while someone
watches the TV picture. The aiming which gives the
best picture is the one to use and sometimes a correction in the pointing of only a few inches can make
a difference.
Rhombics for Town Dwellers
Town dwellers or those with no garden space can
often benefit by the use of a " jury -rigged " rhombic.
Suppose there is not room for a 60ft. or even a 20ft.
wire diamond " out in the clear." A smaller rhombic
aerial can be strung between the stub post of the
roof, or even between rafters in the attic. And upper
floor dwellers (if the rooms aren't metal lathed) may
find that a rhombic under the rug will prove better
than the usual inside aerial or a conventional dipole
on the roof.
No strict rule can be laid down for the angles or
dimensions of the jury- rigged rhombic because of the
varying effects of nearby objects. But in general, as
a rhombic is made smaller, it should broaden out.
With the aerial temporarily in place, the sides and
the corners can be pulled out and back, using strings
or dry pieces of wood to alter the aim, while somebody watches the TV picture for best response.
As in erecting full -sized aerials, the first thing is
to determine the direction of the transmitting station.
In crowded areas, this can be judged from the

July, 1957

alignment of nearby dipole aerials. The rhombic
should point at right-angles to the dipole arms.
On flat roofs, light halliards can be attached to the
building parapet or short posts erected at the diamond
corner points, so that the aerial hangs a few inches
above the roof surface. The main requirements are
that the wire should be above the water or snow level
and that it does not come in contact with pipes or

other wires.
If a sloping roof house is facing the correct way and
approximately square, the rhombic may be hung
around the edges of the roof at the eaves or on stub
posts nailed to the corners. Or again, if the house is
suitably oriented you can hang two opposite corners
of the diamond on the opposite peaks of the roof.
supporting the other corners by centre post of the
roof sides, rising tip to the peak height.
The aerial may be hung indoors in an empty attic.
Insulated No. 20 wiring -up wire can be used inside,
with heavy string or cord for insulation and support.
Find the line of the aerial with a compass, then drive
nails in the rafters above and outside the corner
points so that the spans of wire will hang level and
uniform.
A rhombic can even be laid under the rug if you
live above ground door and the building is not metal
lathed or otherwise screened. Either roll up the
rug and " Scotch tape " No. 20 insulated wire to the
floor, or slide the wire under the rug from thè diamond
corner points, pulling it taut for straight sides. Make
use of all the space available, so that the aerial is as
large as possible, and use the sane care in orienting
you would outside.
With an under- the -rug rhombic, niceties like the
exponential line transformer may be impossible to
accommodate. In this event, simply attach lead -in
ribbon to the aerial wires. The terminating resistor
can also he eliminated if it is found that no increase
of noise results.
it as

PRACTICAL WIRELESS JULY ISSUE
NOW ON SALE
PRICE ass. 3d.
The current issue of our companion paper

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, now on sale, contains
the first part of a constructional article on the
making of a car radio, designed primarily for a
Ford " Consul," but which may be adapted for
other cars. This is a standard six -valve superhet
circuit.
Another most interesting article at the present
time deals with the Tracking of the Earth Satellite.
The Maintenance of Tape Recorders is also fully
dealt with and gives various faults and troubles
which are met with. Other articles deal with the
Fitting of Radio Extensions, the construction of an
A.C. Double Triode 1, a single -valve set having two
stages and designed to operate from the mains.
The metering of most receivers is fairly difficult, if
meters have to be included in any part of the
circuit whilst the set is working, but an article on
Built-in Metering shows how to overcome these
snags.

Another constructional article deals with the
3 Transistor Portable, and
the explanation of the working of the various
sections and components makes this admirable for
the beginner. Radio and Automation, News from
the Trade, Open to Discussion and the regular
features complete this issue.
snaking of a Diode and
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USE

OF TV

RECEIVERS

IN

PLACES

WHERE

.

NO MAINS FACILITIES EXIST

By H. Peters

fTH over 90 per cent. of

the country covered
by the BBC Television Service, and the
I.T.A. rapidly expanding. there are countless
thousands of isolated cottages and farms where
television would be really appreciated, but whose

W

I. interference

interference
This can be divided into two parts
from the generator house. and interference from the
:

rotary converter or vibrator.
Generator interference is best dealt with by car
occupants shrink from buying or making a set radio technique. fitting suppressors to the sparking
because their electricity does not come from the plugs (if any) and clipping automobile type connational grid. Providing the set and the power supply densers on the dynamo, fuel pump, and ignition coil
arc carefully chosen, however, it is possible to enjoy if required.
good television from almost any generating plant or
The mains output can he fed through choke farm lighting set.
condenser networks to remove any spark interference
or rough waveforms, and the values here depend on
the voltage, total load, and whether A.C. or D.C.
Receivers Available
if in doubt consult the supplier or manufacturer.
The choice of set will depend a lot on the nature
The most common interference comes from rotary
of the local supply. If it is 200 volts A.C. or D.C.. converters and vibrator packs.
The former are
or 100 volts A.C. tor thereabouts) almost any of usually enclosed in sponge padded metal cases, which
the commercial receivers will do. It is advisable to should be earthed and bonded to the frame of the
choose a set without a mains transformer, on grounds converter.
These instruments usually have filter
of economy in running, and to avoid those which networks incorporated in tin boxes filled with pitch.
have flywheel sync. as these may produce wavy and these have a habit of becoming hygroscopic and
verticals. The current consumption of the average causing trouble.
modern A.C. %D.C. set is about 150 watts (or .75 amp.
Extra suppression can be applied at the brushes
at 200 volts).
with small iron -cored chokes in series with the field
On D.C. supplies between 50 -100 volts, a rotary or windings, and with High -K ceramics from the
vibrator converter is necessary, and must be of brushes to the frame.
suflicient rating to cope with the 150 watt load.
Vibrator packs are usually well suppressed and
Below 50 volts the most economic set to run is the very little can he added to improve their efficiency.
gin. Ekco portable, which only consumes 90 watts. The commonest parts to fail, apart from the vibrators,
and will run off a 12 volt car battery if float charged are the high -voltage-A\ orking buffer condensers across
from the lighting plant. On 50 volt D.C. supply, this the secondary. without which a very peaky waveform
can he done via the 100 watts dining room lamp, would result.
which can be left on during the day in series with the
car battery. It can even be left on with the set running. 2. Strobing
and will then reduce the drain on the battery by
This is a trouble from which most sets that run
2 amps. This particular TV will run straight off a
12 volts car battery, which will need changing every
Frame output
Freme Osc
other night if the set is used a lot. Now to deal
with some of the snags \+hich may crop up

:-

C/

C4

-3 '0/ 1000V Paper.
-6 470 pf. Disc ceramic

L/a 2 Semi). suppressor chokes
L3 84 ! emp, suppressor chokes
Lr
Fneld

L3
CS

C2

Filter

Filter

box

box
C/

L2
D.C.

Input

P

L4
A.C.Outpu't

g. 1.-Extra suppression lilted to rotary converter.

if height permits)
3501/ (use reservoir on D C. mains)
Fig. 2.- Extra decoupling fitted to steady the fr:.me
Cx

/OK

/00

/Watt (more

/rF
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from asynchronous mains suffer, as transmitted unwanted negative D.C. component fed back from
television waveforms are locked to the national grid. the TV in the following way :
Faults such as poor frame linearity, modulation hum,
The average TV consumes .5 amps from the A.C.
and bent verticals-which pass unnoticed on receivers mains of which .3 amps is used for the heaters, and
running off the grid will, on a set run off a local A.C. the remainder converted into D.C. for high tension.
supply, produce a crawling bar or wavy picture Only the positive half cycles are used for the latter,
which is very hard to watch, whilst on D.C. supplies which leaves a negative D.C. component of about 40
which do not feed the set via a converter, frame watts to dissipate itself in the power supply. Here it
" judder " or " bounce " is usually the worst offender. overheats the brushes and saturates the windings,
These troubles can be minimised at the outset by reducing their efficiency.
selecting a receiver without flywheel sync. which you
This can be overcome by fitting a metal rectifier
are permitted to see demonstrated on a test card, and RM4, 14A86, or similar, in series with a 25-40-watt
which for preference has two frame linearity controls, lamp across the supply, and wired to give negative
one for " top " correction and one for overall output equal to the H.T. positive drain.
An old rectifier discarded for low output is ideal
for the job, and a convenient mounting place is at
t2J0V
the rear of the TV, where the diffused lighting can be
, v.. shown es A.0
R.M.4.
r+
decorative, and where the supply to the unit can be
or equivalent
chain and DC bao
tapped off the set side of the TV on -off switch.
c
Service engineers who have to remove rotary
converters to the workshop for servicing will be
NI
25-40W
interested to know that an improvised source of D.C.
2î0V.
supply for testing them can also be made from old
metal rectifiers. Four or five in parallel will do, fed
from an auto -transformer which delivers about 30
Fig. 3.- Circuit for balancing out negative D.C. feedback. per cent. more A.C. output voltage than the D.C.
linearity. To cure them, some additional smoothing input required by the converter. The author has used
will have to be fitted, but not across the reservoir a mixture of RM4 and 14A86 types without any ill
effects.
condenser
Frame bounce and non -linearity are the easiest to
tackle. Disconnect from the H.T. rail the feeds to the
Radio Engineers Use Mountain
frame oscillator, and the screen of the output valve,
but not the anode connection. Group these together
Obstacles to Strengthen Radio
and decouple with a 10 K, watt resistor, and a 100,iF
and TV Signals
450 -volt electrolytic as in the diagram.
On 230 -volt D.C. supplies the main reservoir
METHODS for using high mountains between a
condenser which is normally disconnected to save
radio or television transmitter and receiver
the " switch on " surge will do, but a note should be to improve, rather than hinder, the reception of
made in case the set is ever run off A.C. mains.
ultra-high -frequency signals were described recently
Modulation hum of the cathode-ray tube can be at the opening session of the Institute of Radio
tracked down by the time- honoured methods used on Engineers' four-day national convention.
radio sets. Check the mains buffer condensers,
Speaking at the Waldorf- Astoria Hotel, R. E.
mains polarity and the heater -cathode insulation of Lacy, of the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories,
the local oscillator and video detector. Also trace out Fort Monmouth, N.J., described an extensive series
the frame fly-back suppression system if fitted, and try of tests made at 40 different locations in California,
disconnecting it.
which verified that sharp mountain peaks blocking
Bent verticals due to phase modulation of the line the transmission path will actually strengthen the
(flywheel) timebase are a bit tricky to cure, and general signal on the other side by as much as 100 million
principles are difficult to apply as circuits vary. If times compared to what it would be with no mountain
the signal strength permits, the circuit can be rewired in the way. The tests were conducted over a wide
to disconnect the coincidence detector and a con- range of frequencies above 50 Mc /s-the range used
ventional sync. feed can be taken from the sync. for V.H.F. and U.H.F. television as well as other
separator anode via a 3 to 10 pF condenser to a communication services.
suitable point on the line oscillator. It should be
This phenomenon, technically known as " obstacle
remembered that reference pulses from the line output gain," was first noticed by American G.I.s during
stage are normally fed to these stages as well as to the Korean War, who discovered that radio reception
any gated A.G.C. system which may be employed, was unaccountably improved .in the mountainous
and the former must be removed without distorting terrain of Korea. It was later deduced that ultrathe latter.
high- frequency radio waves, which act much like
A useful tip to service engineers who wish to light waves, are bent down toward the ground when
simulate the customer's conditions in their workshops they pass over sharp mountain ridges, just as light
is to run a true pattern generator unlocked from the waves are diffracted when passing by the edges of
mains and use this as a signal source.
opaque objects. Previously, such mountain obstacles
were avoided as ruinous to good radio reception.
3. Wear on Rotary Converter Brushes
The information gained from the California tests,
This and overheating can be baffling especially if Mr. Lacy reported, makes it possible to compute
the converter checks O.K. and has previously run the " obstacle gain " accurately and ?o locate transthe radiogram for years without any bother. It is mitting and receiving sites to take advantage of the
usually due to saturation of the secondary by an phenomenon.
!

1
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A Frame Pulse Separator
AN IMPROVED CIRCUIT FOR
By

BETTER

INTERLACING

V. Brown

S.

BECAUSE of the differing output waveform
of the normal frame pulse integrator. an accurate interlacing of odd and even frames is
difficult. if not impossible, to attain.
The following method of separatog
the frame from :he line pulses does not
deáend on any farm of integrating net work.
As a matter o' fact with this kind of
separator only Ile leading frame pulse is

C2 is merely a
pulses practically unattenuated.
coupling condenser.
V2 is the frame pulse separator. Working as an
anode bend detector
it is biased beyond

cut -off, only the
frame sync pulses
causing anode current to flow. The
bias, and thus the
amplitude of the
output, is adjusted

required for trigperina the timebase oscil-

by R7.

i\aacfona

of

at am le

The circuit is ver)
stable in opdration.
V2 bias being set to
a satisfactory point

\2.

it can then he

Combined Line and
Frame pulses of
equal amplitude

Po, ^t

d

Waveform at grid of

A

kit.

The Frame pu/ses,

2.

:ill eight are produced in the output.
This does not mean that perfect interlacing is
ensured. as so much depends on the accurate firing
of the timebase. But a definite improvement should
result, even if it tends to fire erratically.

ytor. although

Function
The working of the circuit is fairly straightforward.
A negative gaining sync. input is required.
VI clips the sync. pulses and reverses their phase,
producing a positive -going signal at the anode.
L and C3 form a combination which works like a
rejector circuit for the line sync.. lcavii g the frame

point

©

which are about

+

double the height of
the Line, have an

amplitude oflop ox
SO v

Point

©

The

V

8 separated

Frame pulses.
Their amplitude may
be varied yo to about
70v by adjusting P7

1111

VI node will be of constant amplitude. provided the s) tc input to the grid is sufficient to
as all pulses at

cause

clipping of the pulses.

R6

t

(Concluded on page 558t
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Construction
For ease of insertion into an existing receiver the
circuit can be built up on two small chassis, or even
small aluminium sheets which can be bolted to the
existing chassis at convenient points. At point X,
the lead can be broken and extended by up to a foot,
provided it is kept away from points of interference
like the line timebase.
It is left to the constructor to calculate the value
of resistors for dropping the H.T. to about 150 volts
from the H.T. rail of his receiver. Large value decoupling condensers can he used to ensure no 50
c/s ripple, or interference, on the H.T. line, affecting
the pulses.
These components are best fitted in the existing
receiver so the unitis) can be made as small as
possible.

Frame
Time Base
-Chassis

Scottish
SOME

R7

The layout

of the essential parts.

TV

DETAILS OF THE BLACK HILL TRANSMITTER

THE new transmitting station now being built by
the Independent Television Authority at
Black Hill, Lanarkshire, will provide a service
for about three- quarters of the population of
Scotland.
The coverage map shows that it is estimated that the
reception area of this station will extend from Dundee
to Dunoon and from Dunbar to Ayr. By using an
entirely new design of aerial array the LT.A. has
succeeded in beaming the highest possible towards
the most populated areas and over 3j million people
will be within the primary service area. It is estimated
that reception conditions will be as follows
Primari' Area extending from Cupar to Greenock
and from Dunbar to Cumnock. This area has a
population of 3,310,000 and most viewers there
unless they are situated in particularly unfavourable
positions should receive a consistently satisfactory

Scottish Committee
Sir Kenneth Clark, Chairman of the Independent
Television Authority, announced the appointment of
a Scottish Committee to advise the Authority concerning the general conduct of Independent Television in Scotland. It is the first committee of its
kind to be established by the Authority.
Sir Kenneth, speaking at a Press conference in
Glasgow, also revealed that Mr. Noel Stevenson
had been appointed I.T.A. Executive Officer in
Scotland.
Commenting on the committee, Sir Kenneth said.:
:
" I must say one thing in anticipation of their troubles.
It is no part of their function to interfere directly
with the programmes of Scottish Television Limited ;
they are being asked to advise us on the general
conduct of Independent Television in Scotland with
particular emphasis on those aspects for which,
under the Act, the Authority has a special
service.
Secondary Area with a population of 460,000. responsibility. I am thinking in particular of proIn this area a substantial proportion of viewers should grammes concerned with Political and Industrial
receive a satisfactory service, but in a few unfavourably controversy, of the religious programmes which
cannot be put on without the Authority's consent, of
situated places reception may be poor.
Fringe Area with a population of 50,000 people. programmes for children and the need for accuracy
In this area acceptable reception should be secured and impartiality in the news."
Earlier Sir Kenneth had recalled that the Authority
in many locations although this service may be
was a Public Corporation appointed under an Act
subject to some interference from time to time.
The Black Hill transmitting station will transmit of Parliament. Its first duty was to build stations and
towards the north-east the most powerful Band III transmit programmes from them. The station at
signal in the world ; the effective radiated power will Black Hill had been built and would be run by the
be 475 kilowatts towards Dundee, 200 kilowatts I.T.A. Its next duty was to appoint contractors who
towards Ayr and 65 kilowatts towards the north- would produce the programmes ; their first contractor
west and south -east. It will use the highest mast yet in Scotland was Scottish Television Limited which
constructed for the Independent Television Authority; worked under the dynamic direction of Mr. Roy
this mast will be 750ft. high and as the site is 850ft. Thomson.
Sir Kenneth said : " We are confident he has the
above sea level the top of the aerial will be 1,600ft.
energy and resourcefulness and knowledge of the
above sea level.
The station will operate on Channel 10 and the medium to ensure that Scotland gets programmes at
frequencies will be 199.7305 Mc/s for vision least equal to those in any part of the British Isles.
We will always be grateful that he had the courage
and 196.2395 Mc/s for sound.
The station building at Black Hill is now virtually to take on television in Scotland at a time when
complete and -much of the equipment has already things did not look so rosy as they do to- day."
Sir Kenneth said that viewers in Scotland would
been installed. The mast has been erected to the
600ft. level and installation of the aerial array at the want to see the best of what was being initiated south
of the border -and across the Atlantic. But he
top should begin shortly.
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believed that, through television, Scotland might also
become more conscious of its own culture. He was
not suggesting that the great achievements of Scotland
in the age of enlightenment- -the achievements of
Hume. Adam Smith, Allan Ramsay, Robert Adam
or Mansfield -were likely to feature very prominently
on television, though heaven knew this Scottish
achievement ought to he better known than it was.
Television was a popular medium and the culture
which it nourished must be rooted in the people as
was the best par. of Robert Burns' poetry.
And it seemed to him that the Scottish tradition

559

people. Television depended s cry largely on romantic
narrative and on the kind of heroic folk -lore of which
both Westerns and Robin Hood were examples.
That was a field in which Scotland was stronger than
any part of the world, except perhaps the Western
States of America and he believed it would yield a
rich harvest of television programmes. They were
also fond of disputation ; and discussion programmes
were the best means by which the viewers could be
led to take an active interest in the chief issues of

contemporary life.
" For all these reasons." he added. " independent
Television in Scotland ma show an
even more vigorous growth than it
ESTIMATED APPROXIMATE COVERAGE FOR THE
has done south of the border. How
I.T.A. SCOTTISH STATION (BLACK H/LL)
rapid and vigorous that has been."
M r. Thomson, who attended the
frfma y SoresAped
33/ PoNUTO
conference, replying to a question.
Secn(ary Service Aea 0.46 IN MULL/UNS
said that they had prepared proí.:', í-_
Friqe Area ..... ...0.05
'
%
gramme schedules for the autumn
SAef/íg850f2as./ A/,aAeiad/`OFLsi
EFaPERTH/
which called for 20 per cent. of live
Cbane//0 -ERP4TSkwiYE.
ï 70k
local productions. He rather thought
wSW.65kw.KNeSE.
they would start with 15 per cent.
Dírectionaj
.
';
and build up to 20. There would he
'
Frc uxes
NORTH BERWICK
no problem in producing 20 per cent.
sron
J 1997305KrA
S . EERMLIIHALDY_.
"$tBLACK
of the programmes in Scotland.
HILL
Replying to another question, Sir
Kenneth said that there would be
parts of Scotland which would not
he covered when Independent Teleision was introduced on August 31st
and it was the responsibility of the
Authority to cover the whole of the
country. They would not he appointing tt second programme contractor
for several years and he admitted it
would be " lean pickings.''
Mr. Bernard Sendai], Deputy
Director General, i.T.A., pointed
Slap showing the approximate area to be covered by the Scottish transmitter.
out. however, that there was a
Population of not far short of three had elements wl-jell would be ideally suited to this quarters of a million in the north -east of Scotland and
popular medium. He was thinking of the narrative he would be surprised if they did not find that there
element in Scottish poetry and prose which might be were independent groups interested in trying to
called the balled- making faculty of the Scottish secure the contract.
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Scottish Studios

most modern television studios are
shape in the former Theatre
Royal. Glasgow Work on the massive job of con verting the -theatre is proceeding ahead of schedule
in preparation for the August opening of Scottish
Independent Television.
There is no question that the theatre will be the
best television centre in Britain when it is completed.
First, it is bigger, and secondly, there has been
more time to make a proper conversion. The contractors have been able to get the best of all the
experience of the people in England. and are determined to take advantage of that experience.
Already the old theatre has been altered radically.
Two studios have been created out of the front stalls.
stage and hack -stage areas. Facing the stage of the
main studio will be a control box, housing the latest
equipment, and underneath the former stage fittingout work is continuing on the master control room,
telecine and film departments.
The installation of electronic equipment in the
master control room will be completed within a week.

11RiTAIN'S
.) speedily taking

Stalls and circle seats have been left intact. Almost
800 people will he able to attend " live " telecasts
from the theatre. Two boxes, flanking the new sta^_c
in studio " A " will accommodate s isiting celebrities.
In studio " B " light grids are being hung at present
and the suite of offices on the first floor are 70 per
cent. complete, which means that they can he partially
in use within two weeks.
Queen of Scottish TV
The fine weather caused quite a commotion at
the Scottish Television Stand at the Television and
Radio Show at the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow.
Extra supplies of entry forms for the search for the
" Queen of Scottish Television " had to be rushed
from the printers to cope with the demand. The
reason was that the good weather brought the girls
out in their summer best, and that " dressed -up
feeling" encouraged them to enter the contest.
Another inducement is the fact that the prive at
stake was a TV contract for the winner when Scottish
Television opens up on August 31st. No details have
been received up the time of going to press as to the

winner of this event.
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TECHNICAL TERMS
By

F.

J. Camm

Reversed Image

Scanning Coils

-

AREVERSED image on the screen of a television
receiver may, manifest itself in two varieties.
It may take the form of a negative image,
similar to that seen in a photographic negative, in
which the white parts of the original picture appear
black, and vice versa. or the image may be laterally
reversed, i.e., one in which the right side of the
original appears on the left side of the television
screen and the left side of the original on the right
side of the screen, this type of reversed image giving
rise to the term " mirror effect."
Reversed images in television reception are nearly
always associated with faulty adjustments, either
electrical or mechanical, of the apparatus, and they
are remedied without much difficulty.
Ringing

The two sets of coils which are used in an electromagnetic type of tube to deflect the beam and build up
the raster.
The majority of modern picture tubes are of the
electro- magnetic type.
Scanning Spot

The small light spot which, by one method or
another, is made to sweep continuously over every
portion of the picture or image to be televised, thus
enabling the picture to be split up into a large number
of small areas, or " picture -elements."
Other factors being equal, the smaller the scanning
spot, the finer in detail will be the televised image, for
a small scanning spot will enable the light and shade
(in other words, the detail) of the picture to be picked
up and transmitted with precision, a task which
becomes more and more impossible with increase in
size of the scanning spot.

Term applied to the fault which gives rise to white
outlines and is almost synonymous with oscillation.
Correction chokes which are used to improve H.F. Scansion
response can be shock -excited into oscillation and
The operation of scanning.
produce this effect. Usually prevented by shunting
the chokes with a resistor to damp them.
Screen
In connection with cathode -ray tube working this
(Exploring)
Scanning
term refers to the flattened end of the cathode-ray
(a) In a transmitter. The process of analysing the tube which is coated with a fluorescent material, and
scene or object into picture- elements or elemental which provides a screen which glows brightly under
areas ; (b) in a receiver. The process of building up the impact of the rays, and upon which the picture
the image from picture- elements or elemental areas.
is formed.
Scanning Lines
Term referring to the vertical or horizontal lines
in which a scanning spot sweeps over an image. Other
factors being equal, the greater the number of " lines,"
the more detail there will be in the received image.

Selenium

Chemical symbol : Se. Atomic Weight, 79. Melting
point, 217 deg. C. Specific gravity : 4.28 -4.80 (varies).
A non -metallic element, closely allied to sulphur in
many of its properties. Selenium exists in a number
of different forms, some of which are light-sensitive,
and are used in the construction of selenium cells.
Scanning -line (Picture -strip)
The light-sensitivity of selenium was first noticed by
A sequence of picture- elements extending through- a Mr. May, a telegraph
in the employ of the
out one dimension of the picture and represented by Telegraph Construction operator
Company, 1873, when experisuccessive signal values.
menting with high resistances composed of selenium
at the Cable Station on Valentia Island, off the southScanning Field
west coast of Eire.
The name selenium (from the Greek, 3e /ene, the
The area explored by the scanning-apparatus at
moon) was given to the element by its discoverer
he sending or receiving ends.
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J. B. Bezelius, the great Swedish chemist. in 1817.

owing to its resemblance in some respects to the metal
telhtrint (Latin. I ?llrrs, the earth). which had been
discovered some years previously.
Shield
Name given to a small metal e) finder w hich. in
some cathode -ray tubes. encloses the filament or
cathode and extends nearly as .far as the anode. The
shield is given a negative electrical bias, this enabling
it to repel any of the electrons emitted from the
filament which may happen to come near it. It asps
in much the same manner as the grid of a valve, its
function being to concentrate the electron stream from
the filament or cathode into narrow beam, which will
pass almost uninterruptedly through the central
aperture of the " tun," or positively charged anode.
The shield of a cathode -ray tube is sometimes
known as a Wehnelt cylinder. after its inventor, also
any electrical or magnetic screen placed inside or
outside the tube.

Spectrum
Nance given to the multi -coloured hand of light
which can be thrown on to a screen after passing a
beam of white lig tt through a prism, or light -splitting
device.
The colours of the spectrum are seven in number.
In order they are : violet, indigo, blue. green, yellow.
orange and red. Beyond the violet and the red ends
of the spectrum are, respectively, the Ultra- violet and
the infra -red rays, both of which are invisible to the
human eye. It is from combinations of the various
coloured rays of he spectrum that all kinds of visible
light are made up. The exact constitution of the light
used is very often a matter of greatest importance in
television technique. From the Latin. sneeere, to sec.

Spherical Aberration
A defect inherent in sonic lenses of poorer quality
whereby all the rays of light transmitted by the lens
are not focused accurately in the one place, the light
rays passing through the margins of the lens coming
to a different focus from those passing through the
centre of the lens. it is a defect which is corrected in
all good quality lenses.

Split Picture
Terns referring to a condition in a television
receiver when, owing to faulty synchronisation
adjustment. the received picture is split down the
middle and displaced to both sides.

Striking Voltage
Term used in connection with neon lamps and
tubes to denote the initial voltage which must be
applied across the electrodes in order to start the
electrical glow -discharge within the tube. Once this
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under intermittent illumination (as for instance, that
of an A.C. incandescent lamp) appears stationary
when its rate of revolution -attains a certain pre calculated degree. On account of this effect. stroboscopic discs of varying patterns and forms of construction are used extensively for speed measurement
purposes.
From the Greek, stroho.c, a turning, .skopiea, to see.
Synchronising Valve
Naine given to the valve which in television
circuits deals with the synchronising currents.
Synchronism

A tern signifying the exact coincidence of events
in time.

The operating- condition which obtains when all
the elements of the image are reproduced in the same
spatial relationship as the elements in the scene.
The obtaining of perfect synchronism between
the moving parts of a transmitter and receiver is of
fundamental importance for the success of practical

television.
From the Greek,
also ¡say, equal.

yarn,

together. clnonos, time

:

Tele-cine Transmitter
A device for transmitting cinematograph films by
It comprises an ordinary
means of television.
cinematograph film projector working.in conjunction
with a special form of television transmitter.,
'I hyratron

A gas -filled triode. a >ed for rectification. and in
connection with television timebase generators. It
is a registered trade name owned by the B.T.H. Co.
Ltd.

Timebase
Name given to the fluctuating voltage applied to
deflection coils or across one pair of deflector plates
of a cathode -ray tube in order to vary the lateral
position of the light spot on the fluorescent screen of
the tube. So called because the side -to -side variations
in the position of the light spot which occur at every
succeeding instant appear as if the voltage on each
pair of deflector plates has been charted against a
tinte basis.
A " Timebase Circuit is an electrical circuit. the
purpose of which is to vary the voltage impressed
upon a pair of deflector plates or to a set of coils.
and thus to set up the motion of the light spot across
the fluorescent screen of the cathode -ray tube.
Timebase circuits are of several types.

Tracing Spot
See scanning spot.

Transitron
A salve circuit whose action depends on Ille
has been commenced, the applied voltage can he negative transconductancc of the supressor grid of a
pentode with respect to the screen grid. An oscillator.
reduced conside °ably without stopping the glow.
used for purposes similar to those for which the
Synonym: Firing voltage.
The transitron has the
dynatron is employed.
advantage that its operation is not impaired by
Stroboscope
continued use of the valve, whereas in the case of the
A device by means of which the periodic motion of dynatron the condition of the anode surface has a
stationary.
apparently
a mechanism may be rendered
marked effect on behaviour.
A stroboscopic: disc is a disc of metal. card or other
(To be combined
when
rotated
which.
and
material, specially marked.
t
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Fault Finding

(ft

C

Systems
HOW TO LOCATE TROUBLES IN CIRCUITS WHICH ARE PICTURE CONTROLLED
By

F.

DEVELOPMENT of television circuits has
followed very much the same lines as radio.
The earliest radio sets had no automatic
volume control. This meant that the user had to be
continually varying the manual volume control to
obtain the desired level of signal. Television sets up
to a few years ago had no such arrangement of
A.V.C. as it was not considered necessary, there
only being one station to receive.
Nowadays, however, all television receivers of
fairly recent design have a similar type of control.
With television it is called automatic lain control.

F

4

To

To

Video
Stages
(A.G.C)

VIA

V/b

E.

Apps
When the anode becomes positive, current flows
from cathode into the .5 ,iF condenser where it is
stored. This condenser will charge up to the peak
of the applied voltage which will be the value of
the sync pulses. When the anode becomes negative
no current flows through the diode but the condenser
will discharge slowly through the diode load. Before
it can completely discharge, the anode, in response
to the carrier, becomes positive again. The diode,
however, will not conduct immediately owing to the
charge still on the .5 /1F condenser. Thus we will
have the position where the diode only conducts at
the peak voltages, which are, of course. the sync
pulses. It will be noticed from Fig. I. that in this
simple system, the sync pulses are also supplied to
line and frame, because as the diode only conducts
at sync pulse times, voltages will appear across the
4.7 K resistor in the cathode circuit and be applied
to the sync separator.
Keyed A.G.C.

It will be noticed from Fig. 1, that an ordinary
A.G.C. system uses high value resistors and capacitors.
These are necessary, because they act as filters for
Sync.
the line and frame ripples. If the frame ripple were
not suppressed, the result would be that the controlling
V/A is
bias on all controlled valves would rise during the
Video oetecreframe sync interval and act to depress these pulses.
V/B is
It can, therefore, be seen that for slow changes in
ACC. Rectifier
carrier strength, ordinary A.G.C. would he satisfactory, but not so for a quick change.
simple
A.G.C.
detector
circuit.
1.
-A
Fig.
A keyed A.G.C. system (see Fig. 2) has lower
values of resistors and capacitors. This enables it to
which actually should have been the correct term react instantly to a rapid carrier fluctuation.
A
The portion of the video signal is applied
for the radio's automatic volume control.
to the control
principle of attaining this control, however, must of grid of the pentode V2, which is so biased that it will
necessity be different from radio. When one considers not conduct unless grid and anode are both driven
the difference in the make -up of radio and television positive.
signals, this is apparent.
The grid receives the line sync: mpulses from the
video amplifier. Thus both grid and anode are
Ordinary A.G.C.
positive in time with the line sync pulses and the
It will be appreciated that A.G.C. cannot possibly valve conducts. It will be seen that as this valve only
follow a rapidly varying video waveform. A valve is conducts when the pulses arrive at the grid and not
required which will be indicative of the strength of
the carrier and which does not change with anything
A.GÇ.
To
but the carrier. The synchronising pulses do just this.
Line
If the carrier received is constant in strength, the level
Output
Transformer
of the synchronising pulses will always reach the
C/
same value. Should the carrier diminish in strength,
V2
Thus the level
the sync pulses will also do so.

of

the sync pulses can be used as

a

reference level

for the A.G.C. system. A simple system is given in
Fig. 1. Here the A.G.C. detector is one half of a
double diode and receives the incoming signal from
The
the video I.F. stages via a .5 11F condenser.
load is the I megohm resistor. It will be seen that
until the anode of the A.G.C. diode is positive with
respect to its cathode, it will not conduct.

Video

Amplifier

Fig. 2.
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at any other time. the vale and the A.G.C. system
are only responsive to unwanted pulses for a very short
time. One can see. therefore, that a keyed A.G.C.
system has a better performance than an ordinary
system. For instance. in an ordinary A.G.C. system.
though they are supposed to be unresponsive to all
but sync pulses, this can only he true if the amplitude
of the sync pulses is greater than any noise pulses.
Should any noise pulse have a greater amplitude,

then current will flow in the A.G.C. diode and will
develop a greater negative voltage in the A.G.C.
network than that obtained from the pulses. Gain
will be lowered until this voltage diminishes.
The values of RI CI in Fig. 2 are adjusted to filter
.

ripple.
In applying the sync pulses to the grid of the

the line

pentode, care must he taken to see that they are
aligned to the sanie level. The amount of current
H.T.t

Video

+

/F$
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amplifiers, under the same conditions, have a higher
bias. When the carrier increases in strength, so does
the negative A.G.C. bias, and part of it overcomes the
slight positive potential on the anode of the diode,
which no longer conducts and thus raises the negative
bias on the R.F. amplifier.
As the discerning reader will have already noticed,
these methods of A.G.C. are not suitable to the
television system that is employed. To the unenlightened, this is owing to the fact that these systems
can only be used on negative -going modulation, and
thus taking the peak of the pulses as a standard. These
systems were used only as a simple means of showing
how A.G.C. is Obtained. The next article will show
how A.G.C. is obtained with positive -going modulation, where the sync pulses drop to zero carrier
(To be continued)
amplitude.

The Growth of Television

>*

T the end of March, 1957, there were 6,966,256
television licences in force throughout the
country, an increase of 396,159 over the figures at
the end of December. 1956. The increases were as
follows :
England (excluding Monmouthshire)
From 5,776,673 to 6,108.104
Wales and Monmouthshire
From 297,191 to 316.372
Scotland
...
... From 440,401 to 478,432
Northern Ireland ... From 55,832 to 63,348
A

LI

To

Line Output
Transformer

RI
To

RE

WAWA

Amplifier

í
V2

v/

-

From

Video

Amplifier

Fig. 3. --The addition of a diode clamp.

flowing through the valve depends upon the amplitude
of the sync pulses. As these vary, so will the valve
current, and with this the A.G.C. bias developed
across Cl R2 and supplied to the controlled valves.
Here it should be noticed that the D.C. component of
the signal remains, otherwise the sync pulses will not
he aligned.
Keyed A.G.C. for Weak Signals
ln the case of sets in fringe amas. it is essential
that the A.G.C. keeps the bias on the R.F. amplifiers
as low as possible. It then becomes necessan to

include an additional valve, usually a diode, in the
A.G.C. line.. This keeps the bias at nearly zero level
until the incoming signal reaches a moderate level.
Thus the sensitivity is high for weak signals but
reduced when signals are strong (see Fig. 3).
VI acts
The action of this circuit is as follows
negative
as a keyed A G.C. valve and develops
voltage in its anode circuit, filtered by RI CI and fed
to the video amplifiers. The diode k inserted at this
point in the circuit. and is isolated from the rest of
the A.G.C. lin: by R2. Also connected at this point
is a high resistor (approximately 3 megohms). and
another one of about 22 K. ohms. The other end of
the 3.3 megohm resistor is connected to an H.T.
source of about 300 volts. This allows just enough
volts on the anode of the diode to conduct. Thus
the connection to the R.F. amplifier is kept very
close to zero. When an incoming carrier is weak.
the A.G.C. negative bias is small. but the video
:

London Postal Districts
The number of licences increased from 709,511
to 736.021. The South Eastern District had the highest
number of licences with 155,364. followed by the
Eastern District with 145,966 and the Northern

District with 131,077.
Wales

Of the Welsh counties. ,Glamorganshire had the
largest number of licences with 173,111 and of the
towns, Cardiff headed the list with 61,441. followed
by Newport with 50.897. Barmouth and Blaenau
Festiniog share the lowest positions on the table
with 122 and 119 respectiscly.
Scotland
Glasgow led in Scotland with 149,059. followed by

Edinburgh with 60,609.

Northern Ireland
Belfast had 50.159 licences and Strabane had the
lowest figure with 81.
There are 130 towns and districts throughout the
country where the number of combined sound and
television licences exceed those of sound only- 47 in and around London, 26 in the North -West.
16 in the North -Fast, 28 in the Midlands. 10 in Wales.
in Scotland. Since the
2 in the South-West, and
December quarter 31 more towns or districts show
an excess of television over sound licences.
This information is taken from the " Quarterly
Return of Broadcast Receiving Licences," which is
issued by the Post Office. Copies of the return may
be purchased at 15s. each by written application to
I

G.P.O. Accountant General's Department. Ledger
Branch lll, 12 -15. Finsbury. Circus, London. F.0 2.
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No. 31. -THE ETRONIC ECV1523 AND ECV1527
By

L.

Lawry -Johns

(Cunlinued jlom page 511, June issue)

ion trap tube assembly, the small magnet is required
to be set to that position which gives maximum
brilliance, adjustment to eliminate corner cutting
may he made provided this does not affect the

brilliance.

Picture Faults
Fading.- Variations in contrast are normally
caused by improperly seated 6AM6 valves or poor
contact between the pins and the valve base. Moving
each valve gently will usually denote which is at
fault. Cleaning the pins with fine glasspaper and
refitting will generally put things right. However on
several occasions, the aerial plug and socket have
been found to cause considerable fading. Where this
is a persistent source of trouble, it is quite a siinple
matter to modify the plate to take a coaxial socket
of the conventional type.
Uncontrollable Brilliance. -Check V5 (6AL5), the
interference limiter section often develops a heater/

Variations in Intermediate Models, etc.

OTHER than the differences already mentioned
slight variations may be encountered. On some
ECV1527 models, a CRMI21 was used whilst
on others a CRM121A may be fitted. The latter tube
required a slightly higher final anode (EHT) voltage,
greater than that required for the 1523 or the 1527
using the CRM 121 tube. To obtain this extra voltage,
the three 10 Meg!2 resistors R22, R23 and R24 are left
out of the circuit. L20, the line linearity inductance is
only fitted to the ECV1523. As this model has an

250v'
275V
R70

6.1446

6AL5

V7

To

T2

R73

/MO

VES

L9

and
C32

R7/

68

Kf2

P68
68

Kf2

NMI

TC43

0pF

P74

/5

Mf25

046

500

yrR85

C4J

500

L

Volume Control

Fig. 8. -The sound section.
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cathode short thus taking the video anode and CRT Timehase Faults
A horizontal white line across the tube face should
cathode to chassis potential.
Poor Picture.-Advancing brilliance shows flyback . direct attention, first to the 7C5 valves and then to
lines and defocuses images, advancing contrast the frame blocking oscillator transformer, the
inserts images turning blacks white and whites black, primary winding of which seems to become open
again with poor focus. Picture only \ iesvahle in a circuited very frequently. A replacement type may be
darkened room. Almost certainly a failing tube, found to be different both in size and in the D.C.
replacement being the best long -term policy but a resistance of the windings. In general, the original
temporary increase in emission and thus picture may he said to he of small size and of the Plessey
type. A larger Plessey or
brilliance may be obtained
Igranic is normal lysupplied
by increasing i he heater
for replacement purposes.
voltage by means of a
COIL D.C. RESIST ANCE READING
Loss of Frame- hold.
booster transformer. For
T3 Prim 1,000 !!: Sec. 5 ohms.
Check the 7C5 oscillator
the 1523 employing t h e
25.
T-4 Prim. 50 EHT winding
and if the frame -hold conCossor 108 K loin. tube, a
Sec. Green /Yellow .5 ohms.
trol is at the end of its
6.3 volt transtormer will
Yellow/ Red 3 ohms.
travel, change the 1.4 M!!
be required. For the 1527
models).
T5 Prim. 400 L? 1700 in sonic
resistor R18 in series with
employing the CRM I2I
Sec. 200 !!(350 in some models).
it. Loss of Height, not due
etc., a 2 -volt type should
LIS 40!!.
to V13 or VI4, check R26
be used.
7!!.
L21
2.2 M!! (in series with
The usual heater 'cathode
L22 6 D.
height control).
troubles will be encounSound I.F. 10.5 Mc. s.
Loss of Sync.-- Check
tered on the 12in. models,
Vision I.F. 11- 13.5Mc,s.
R39 1 MD screen dropping
the symptoms being, hands
resistor of V9, V9 itself and,
of defocused illumination
if fitted, the 32 !/F. H.T.
across the screen, intermittent loss of hold, mainly horizontal, ragged feed decoupling capacitor.
Line Timebase.- Failure of the line timebase will
outlines in strips down the picture, etc. The same
type of 2 -volt heater transformer used for boosting result in no picture since the EHT is derived front
may be employed, the " Nuray " being an extremely the line flyback, rectified by the EY51 on the line
useful unit, having simple plug and socket action and output transformer. The line output transformer is
the weak link in this section and in a large number
three degrees of boost available.

-

.

275V>

250 e

227

/MC2
Pot.

226

2.24(10

7C5
V/3

1265
10

-4E-1K(1
TO

Pin 5

on V6

I

i

.'.

C17-.I

I

-F.

C'40-.1 ;-f.

hc

frame timchase. Condenser values are as shown below.
CIO
.024.
-.02 AF.
C13--501,1,- 25r.
C'9

C'3--.115 1J'.

C11

-.0-5 /d'.
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of cases, timebase failure is due
to this component becoming
defective. Open circuited winding, short between winding and
core, sparking between vw indings,
etc., a re typical faults which
occur.

July, 1957

Leads from main chassis

L6

L2
L/4

VS

Aerial input

L2
L3

L7
L8
V4

®

V3

®

LI
V/

Sound Channel Faults

Low and distorted sound,
L4
v2
check V7 and V10 6AM6 valves
LI6
L9
LS
(/v"8y,
L/7
and R73 -R74 associated with
p730
the 6AL5 (second section) noise
limiter. Loud buzz varying with
Fig. 9. -- Below chassis view of the R.F. unit.
white content of the picture ;
check setting of oscillator core (L4) setting for maxiReaders are again notified that the Etronic company
mum sound consistent with a picture undisturbed by is no longer in existence, and that we are not able to
modulation.
sound
supplyService Manualsor Data sheets for these models.

e

Colour Television for Surgery and Medicine
THE joint meeting of the Royal College of Surgeons
and the French Academy of Surgeons, held at
the Royal College of Surgeons at the end of May,
witnessed a milestone in the history of the teaching
of medicine. At this meeting there was a demonstration, on a closed circuit, of colour television
as an aid for medical teaching. Other demonstrations were given each day from June 4 -7, during
the Harvey Tercentenary Congress which was also
held at the Royal College of Surgeons.
Further demonstrations have been arranged outside
London, and will be given at a special meeting of the
Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, to be held
in Edinburgh on July 8 and 9 ; this will be closely
followed by demonstrations given each day from
July 15 -19 at the Annual Scientific Meeting of the
British Medical Association, which this year is being
held at Newcastle upon Tyne. It is expected that
other meetings will be arranged in other provincial
centres which will enable more doctors to see this
new teaching aid.
All these demonstrations are being sponsored by
Smith Kline and French, the London manufacturing
chemists who have arranged for the development and
manufacture of this colour television equipment as a
contribution to the advancement of medical teaching.
Their experience in other parts of the world, especially
the United States, where the company introduced
colour medical television, has shown that teaching
by this medium promises to add a new dimension
to the time- honoured teaching methods of the
profession. Such a method not only brings first -hand
observation but also enables larger audiences to
witness surgical techniques and medical procedures.
Another advantage is that audiences can hear the
operating surgeon's instructions and comments.
Conveniently attached to the surgeon's mask is a
very small microphone which enables everyone in the
audience to hear him. This brings to the observers
something of what has hitherto been audible only
to the assisting surgeon and staff in the theatre.

Vital Aid to Learning
The advent of natural colour television in medicine
has evoked the interest of many eminent bodies of
British surgery and medicine in the United Kingdom.
The demonstrations that will be seen during the next
few months will afford a specially good opportunity

for doctors and surgeons to see colour television
used under a variety of conditions. It will also
enable them to get a comprehensive view of the
potentialities of the medium in the teaching of
medicine because what they see on the screens they
will know is really happening at the moment of
viewing ; that the issue of events is still unsettled,
and, that the unexpected may come up at any moment
and have to be dealt with. This sharp sense of
actuality is peculiar to television, and natural colour
television in particular, and commands the attention
to an extent seldom possible with any other media.
It contributes enormously to coherence, vividness and
sequence of presentation of a complete surgical or
clinical picture.
Smith Kline and French have sponsored similar
demonstrations of colour television methods of
teaching in many parts of the world. It was at the
annual meeting of the American Medical Association,
held at the John Hopkins Institute, that the first
public showing of medical colour television was
presented. Since then they have carried their team
and equipment all over the United States and the
Continent of Europe. The Canadian Medical Association was host to the first programme in that country.
Since the first demonstration was given it is estimated
that 372,000 doctors and students have seen the
proceedings.
The response of audiences to the
programmes has left no doubt that this new medium
can no longer be regarded merely as an interesting
novelty but must be seriously appraised as a development in teaching which possesses far- reaching advantages. As techniques and equipment are improved
these advantages become more manifest every year.
Big Screen
The programmes to be televised in the United
Kingdom will be transmitted " live " from various
hospitals conveniently situated to the meeting places,
to a screen measuring 8ft. by 6ft. It is expected that
several thousand members of the medical profession
will see the operations, which will have all the
realism of the operating theatre and the added
advantage of close proximity for the viewer. In
effect by the addition of one more spectator in the
operating theatre-the television camera
will be
possible for many hundreds to see what has before
been limited to only a few.
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Industry & Commerce offer their best posts to those with the
necessary qualifications -such posts that will bring personal satisfaction, happiness.
good money and security. As part of a modern industrial organisation, we have skilled
knowledge of what is required in industry to -day and the best means of training personnel for its present day and future requirements. We specialise also in teaching for
hobbies, new interests or part -time occupations in any of the subjects listed below.
Make your own choice and write to us to -day for further information. There is no
obligation of any kind.
PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING INAccountancy

Advertising
Aeronautical Eng.
A.R.B. Licences (
Art (Fashion, Illus.
trating,Hurnorous)
Automobile Eng.
Banking
Book -keeping
Building
Business

Management

Carpentry
Chemistry
City & Guilds
Exams
Civil Service
Commercial
Subjects
Commercial
Art & Drawing

Customs Officer
Draughtsmanship
Economics
Electrical Eng.
Electrical
Installations
Electronics

Electronic
Draughtsmanship
Eng. Drawing
Export
Heating &
Ventilation Eng.
High Speed
Oil Engines
Industrial Admin.
Jig & Tool Design
Journalism

Languages

Management
Maintenance Eng.
Mathematics
M.C.A. Licences
Mechanical Eng.

Refrigeration

Sales Management

Sanitary

Engineering
Salesmanship
Secretaryship
Shorthand & Typing
Metallurgy
Short Story Writing
Motor Eng.
Short Wave Radio
Painting &
Decorating Sound Recording
& Reproduction
Photography
TelecommuniP.M.G. Cerfs.
cations
Police
Production Eng, Television
Time & Motion
Production
Study
Planning
Tracing
Radar
Radio Amateurs Welding
(C &G) Licence Workshop Practice
Works Mgement
Radio & Television Servicing and many others

Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION, A.M.I.H. &V.E.,
A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A,M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.MEl., A.F.R.Ae.S..
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.1.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S., A.C.W.A., City & Guilds
Examinations, R.T.E.B. Sere. Cert., R.S.A. Certificates, etc.
at Hayes,
The E.M.I. Fatlar'es

Courses with

Englanl.

PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT

The only Home Study College

operated by a world -wide

manufacturing

organisation

TELEVISION MECHANICS
'CHEMISTRY ELECTRICITY
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP PHOTOGRAPHY etc., etc.

in RADIO

COURSES FROM 15, - PER MONTH

POST THIS
C.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.

TODAY
W.4.

138K, Londor.

NAME.........._._...__.___.._ ............._.-...__._........
ADDRESS

INSTITUTES
-Port' o/

AGE

(if urger 21)

_.

BLOCK CAPS

Subjecusl with without equ ip,nrnt
.._ ............._ ..

JULY/57

"Híe ,14,4t-era

We shall

or

.

PLEASE
,

yni:!li

per,;, ".:'

...

Voice Aferconip/tone,
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TRANSISTORS
JUNCTION
TYPE

(British Manufacture)

BAND III CONVERTOR
for ANY SET in ANY AREA

P -N -P

RED SPOT 800 kc,s Audio Frequency
1(1BLUE -SPOT 1.6 Mc;s Miser and Frequency
15:WHITE- SPOT 2.5 Mc /s R.F. and I.F. Amp.Changer
20/All Trami -tors are Tested and Guaranteed.
N.R. The Itc,l-spot is similar to Mallard 0071.

Superseding The Popular

" Pre-Selected

Transistor -Seven

This unit has been widely used since I.T.A. Transmissions
began to convert all types of sets, Superhet and T.R.F., to
receive on Band Ill.
Unlike many other convertors this unit is small enough to
be fitted inside your cabinet, enabling the job to appear
finished and perfectly safe for all to use.
The wiring is simple to follow, and alignment is not difficult.
* IT will convert any set, any age, T.R.F. or Superhet.
* IT includes station switching.
* IT provides pre -set contrast balancing.
* IT uses only one aerial input for both bands.
* IT provides manual tuning on Band III.

"

"TRANSISTOR -8"
The New

Push -Pull Portable Superhet
I /10/
Can be built for El
This Portable 8 Transistor Superhet is tunable for both
Medium and Long Waves and is comparable in performance
to any equivalent Commercial Transistor Set.
Simplified construction enables this set to be built easily
and quickly into an attractive lightweight cabinet supplied.
TEN STAR FEATURES
We can supply all
* 8 Specially Selected Transistors
these items includ* 250 Mllliwatts Output Push-Pull
ing Cabinet for
* Medium and
Long Waves
£111101 Ferrite Rod Aerial
** Internal
All parts sold
7 x 4 Elliptical High Resistance Speaker
separately.
* Drilled Plastic Chassis
81 x Min.
* Point to Point wiring and practical
layout
Send for circuit
as* Economical. Powered by 71 v. battery diagrams,
* Highly sensitive
sembly data, illuslightweight
* Attractive
contemporary trations and incase
structions,
and
full shopping list,
N.R. Pair of 0072s Supplied at

additional cost of

*
*

totally screened.
completely rejects unwanted signals.
IT requires no additional power supply where either 6.3 v.
or .3 amp. heater tine is available.
CONVERTOR wired and aligned with fitting
instructions
...
...
...
... E3 10 6
KIT complete in every detail, less knobs ...
... £2 IO 6
KNOBS each ...
...
..
I
O
CIRCUIT and instructions in detail (free with kit)
6
KITS made up by customers checked and aligned.
including post
...
...
...
12 6
When ordering please state present B.B.C. Station and I.T.A.

*

Co &.

ADDISCOMBE, CROYDON, SURREY
Phone

RADIO
(No Aerial or Earth required)
Pre -selected to receive the Light and Home Stations. Total cost,
Transistors,
Transformers, Coils, Conas specified including
densers and Battery, etc., with circuit and plastic case.
77/6 POST FREE.
All items sold separately.
With single phone, 82,6.
With Acos Mike, 90/ -. With Min.
Hearing Aid, 92/6.

11101)10

ICM 1/6
B.T,II. G11151
MULLA It I) 1).174
2/6
IN21
IN22, IN23, IN21A

316
51-

IIOMELIGHT "
2 TRANSISTOR
PERSONAL PORTABLE
No Aerial or Earth
Required
Pre-selected 2 Station
Receiver

can supply all components including 2 Transistors, Diode, Resistors,
Condensers and Miniature
Hearing Aid and Plastic
Case size 41 x 21 x 1; and
11 v. Battery.
FOR 55í -.
All items sold separately.
We

'R.F.24. 10/ -.

R.F.25 12/6.'
R.F.26 25/ -. Brand new with
valves, carr. 2/6.

MODEL -MAKERS'
MOTORS

COLLABO ßC/31554
single player with
crystal turnover pick -up
type " T." £6/19/6 carr. 3/6.
Brand new in original carton.

('OLLARO 140456
auto -changer. Latest
type with crystal turnover

" HOMELIGHT "
ONE TRANSISTOR
RECEIVER
Build this pre -selected set
which is powered by No. 8
battery. Total cost, including
Transistor. Coils, Diode,
Plastic Case and H. R single
phone, 32/6.

3 -speed

Two types available, 12 or
24 v. With Un. spindle
10,- each.
4 -speed

pick -up.

2915:, -.

v. VIBRATOR
Output 180 v. 40 mA.,
Brand new.

16

15! -.

SEND STAMPS FOR NEW 1957 28-PAGE ('ATALOGI'E
OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9 -6, THURS. 1 o'clock.

HENRY'S
RADIOLONDON
LTD.
HARROW

5,

ROAD, EDGWARE ROAD,

TEL.: PADDINGTON

W.2.

1008 -9, 0401

G. KITS

285, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,'

"EAVESDROPPER"
THREE TRANSIS'FOR POCKET

Tit .AN'',Is 1Y)1í. SQUARE
%LAI L GENERATOR
Complete Kit with 2'fYansistors, Component -, ('ircult and plastic ca.,. 25/ -.

IT

Orders over £2 post free.

Call and hear demonstration model.

TRANSISTOR SIGNAL
TRACER
Complete Kit with 2 Transistor-.
Components,
Phon,- with Circuit and
plush,. eo.e. 42/6.

IT is

I

1/6.

40/ -.
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:

ADDiscombe 5262

VALVES

0

SSFRI"fl.EY

All Guaranteed New and Boxed

1.4v. midget, 1R5, 185, 1T4, 1U5, 3S4, DAF91, DF91, DK91, DL92,
DL94 : ANY 4 for 2718.
1A7GT 1216 6L18
13/61D1
3/-' EF39
8'- PEN46 6.6
1C5GT 15/616Q7GT
9/6
616 EF40
12,6 PL36
16'6
1H5GT 11/-'6SN7GT 7/6DAC32 11l-EF41
9 6 PL38
22,8
1N5GT 111- 6U4GT 12/6 DAF96
8.6 EF42
12 - PL81
11'9
1115
8 6 6V6G
7'- DCC90
7 -'EF50
66 PL82
g/185
7 6 6V6GT
DF33
11r-RPM
PL83
86
10 6
1T4
7 3 (i44
7 - DF96
8;6 EF85
7 6 PY80
93Q4
845GT
96 6 DH76
8!6 EF86
12 8 PY81
3050T 9.6 7137
8 -'DH77
8,6 EF89
10 - PY82
3S4
7.6 7C5
8 - DK32
12'6 EF91
6 - PY83
9 6
3V4
8 6 7C5
8 -'DK92
9 - EF92
56 PZ30
18 5U4G
8- 7H7
8:- DK98
86 EL32
58 SP41
36
5Y3GT 7 6 '7S7
9i- DL33
9 61EL38
22 6 SP61
36
5Z4G
9- 7Y4
8 -IUL35
15 6 EL41
U25
10136
6AB6
7 6 1002
13 - DL96
8 6 EL42
-.
U50
11
76
6AK5
4.6 10E1
15 - DM70
8'6 EL84
89 6 U76
6ALS
6 6 12AH6 10 6 EABC80 7 9 EM34
10 - U78
6AM5
5'-112AT7
8 6 EAC91
8E151
10
6
U404
ß/6
.-.,EAF42 10 6 11Y86
6AM6
6:- 12AU7
9 6 UABC80
6AQ5
7 6 12A47
9 - EB91
6-6 EZ40
8 11,6
6AT6
8.6 12.17GT 11 - EBC33
7 6 EZ60
8 6 UAF42 10 6
6BA6
7 6 12K7GT 8 6 EBC41
10,- EZ81
10- UBC41 8 9
6BE6
7 6 12K8GT 14 - EBF80
FW4/500
9i6
1118E80
9.6
6BJ6
7- 12Q7GT 8 6 EBF89 9/61
12 - (tCH42 10 3
6BW6
7$I12Z3
7 6 ECC81
8 6 GZ32
12 6 UF41
68%6
7 6' 14S7
13 6 ECC82
` --KT33C 10 - UF89 109-6
6CH6
7 6 25L6GT
9 - ECC83
6 6 UL41
9'- KT44
10,
6F1
14 6 25Z4G
9 6 ECC84 1016 K3'63
6 6 UL84
11 6
6F6G
6 6 25Z6GT 9-6 ECC85
9/BIKTW61
66 UY21 15'6
6F12
8- 35L6GT 9!6 ECC91 5/6 M1_114
8 6. UY41
8:8
6F13
13 - 35Z3
10 6 ECF80
N78
126 UY85 106
6F15
14 9 35Z4GT 8- ECF82 11'-I P61
3 6 VP41
6
6J6
5 6 35Z5GT
9- ECH35 9/6 PCC84
8 - W76
6K7G
4 6 50L6GT
8- ECH42 101- PCF80
- W77
58
6K7C1T
6'- 80
86 E0181 8'- PCF82 11 6 479
126
6K8G
7 :9 B36
196 ECLIHI 9.- PCI.82 12 6 Y63
6K8GT
9:6. CL33
16.6 EF37A
8/- PCL83 12 6 Z77
6/Postage 5d. per valve extra.
,1

7

i-

24,

READERS RADIO

COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL,
LONDON, N.16
STA. 4587
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Fault lindirg Without Instruments
Points to look for are stray
anode -to -grid capacity and undecouplcd dropping
resistors.
The hash on the screen indicated in (c) is generally
due to valve noise and indicates that the video receiver

for the instability.

OBTAINING an elusive video signal can be a
very tricky job -especially for the fringe

viewer-and not a few beginners goe up
this point. It is much easier for those lucky
people who possess a good signal generator.
However if the job is tackled systematically the
trouble can he found without the aid of expensive gear.
The main emphasis is on the word srstemuticull it
is useless to go around prodding this and that. and
fervently hoping ; that process is a mere waste of
time
the circuit should be checked stage by stage
from the input to the C.R.T. to the aerial, and the
following details show how to trace a fault with only a
good voltmeter and a milliammeter.
at

itself is functioning though no video signal is being
received. Before doing anything desperate remember
that the transmitters occasionally have troubles of
their own and it may he that the signal is temporarily
off the air. However, if nothing happens within a
reasonable time the trouble is either that the tuning
circuits are tuned very far from the signal frequency,
or that the trouble is in the aerial or associated circuits.
The latter is more likely.
The result in (d) represents the biggest problem as it
is the symptom of so mall) different faults. It is worth
While trying a few short cuts before getting down to

:

;

First Stage
As this section is mainly concerned with the vision
signal itself we will assume that the raster has been
The
obtained and is functioning satisfactorily.
brilliance control should be turned down until the
raster just disappears : the contrast control should be
advanced, and the screen should then show one of
three things :
(a) A jumble of black and white lines moving across

,

the screen.

lb) A white raster which is completely devoid of
picture content.
(c) Little specks of white which tend to merge into
each other as the contrast control is advanced.
(d) A completely blank raster.
If (a) is received, all that remains to be done is to
adjust the line hold control until the picture resolves
itself. and then to adjust the frame hold to prevent the
picture slipping up or down.
It may be found that it is not possible to obtain the
picture by any adjustment of the line hold control
two pictures side by side may be resolved or possibly
three or more at the same time (multiple pictures).
If this is the case it indicates that the timebase is not
running at its correct speed and some experiments
with the values of the components in the timebase.
will have to be undertaken. The actual components
which may require different values will, of course.
depend on the type of timebase being used, and
whether it is for an electrostatic or electromagnetic
tube.
The sante principles hold good for the frame timebase where difficulty is experienced in locking the
picture vertically, or in obtaining correct interlace.
One point to bear in mind is that with some circuits
line hold and width controls interact with one another
and adjustment of the line hold control to its correct
operating position may alter the width of the picture.
(b) is received it generally indicates that one or
wake
more stages in the vision receiver is unstable
is oscillating. To lind the faulty valve check the anode
currents of each valve in turn and note if there is a
change when the grid is short -circuited to earth. if it
does change then it is that salve which is causing the
oscillation. Having found the valve then the stage
should be checked carefully to ascertain the reason

if

TRACING A BREAKDOWN

SET, OR

AID FOR THE BEGINNER OWNING A HOME-MADE

serious business.
With the contrast control fully extended (in a semi darkened room) increase the brilliance control until
the raster just appears. 'If the raster shows traces of
moving black lines across it then the signal is there
though very weak, and can be resolved by adjustment
of line hold and frame hold controls in the manner
indicated in earlier paragraphs. The picture can then
be made stronger by adjustment of the tuning coils.
no result is obtained by using this method then the
following points should be checked
Is the connection between the video output valve
and the tube O.K. ?
is the aerial connected to the video receiver?
(Check this point carefully as it is possible for the
aerial to be connected by one side only and still
provide a good sound signal.) Examine the plugs with
care, especially if a coaxial transmission line is used ;
it is so easy to get a short -circuit at this point.
Is the aerial connection to the transmission line
O.K.? 'Ha folded dipole is used it will present a short circuit (so far as D.C. is concerned) at the receiver end
of the cable, and thus forms a convenient method of
checking to see if the transmission line is disconnected:
the fold will, however. mask a short- circuit in the. line.
Having run through these items a simple check can
now be made.. Turn up the brilliance control until
the raster appears on the screen. Now tap an earthed

if

:

HT+

Pt/

Sockets
Cóax a/

Link

or
AF Amp
Input

Video

Output
Valve

-a

Fig.

1.

-Using
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element in an H or Yagi array should point in the
direction of the transmitter.
This advice may seem superfluous but one enthusiast
who called in the writer's aid had struggled for three
months to pick up the TV signal without success. The
reason was obvious ; he was using a home -made wire
Second Stage
contraption as an aerial and poking it out of the back
We have now reached the stage where we have one bedroom window every night.
The window faced
south but the transmitter was 80 miles to the north of
of two conditions :
him
A. The raster " jumps " when the earthed wire is
In view of the foregoing ensure that there are no
tapped on to the aerial input socket.
B. The raster does not " jump " under the above obstructions between you and the transmitter, and do
use a proper aerial, not a couple of pieces of conduit
conditions.
separated by a marble. If you are at, or beyond, the
fringe area have a good multi- element array (Yagi).
4. Fault (ii). The oscillator valve can be checked
for oscillation by putting a milliammeter in its anode
circuit and then short -circuiting the grid to earth. The
anode current will fall if the valve is oscillating.
If a multi -grid valve is being used as combined mixer
and oscillator then the appropriate grids corresponding to the above should be checked.
broadcast
If a separate oscillator valve is used it should be
Output
checked to verify that the connections between it and
Valve
the mixer valve are in order.
Should there be no change in anode current when
the above test is made then it indicates that the valve
is not oscillating, and the associated circuit should be
checked.
5. Fault (iii).
The tuning circuits in the video
receiver cover a broad band of frequencies, but if the
signal is very weak it is possible for them to be
sufficiently off -tune to prevent the signal from
Fig. 2.- 7 esting the video and tube stages by coupling
operating the C.R.T.
radio output into them.
The first thing to do is to check the coils to verify
that
number of turns is correct ; if this is the case
Now from this point pertinent sections will he then the
the following procedure can be adopted.
individually numbered so that easy reference can be
Connect the output from the video valve to the
made to them.
input of an amplifier as shown in Fig. 1. The A.F.
1. If condition A results from the test then the fault
portion of the sound receiver can be used,
will come under one or more of the following pick -up terminals of a broadcast receiver. Theor the
leads
categories :
must be screened and an odd piece of coaxial cable
(i) The aerial is faulty.
can be used for the job.
(ii) The oscillator is not functioning correctly.
It may be possible that the video signal will be heard
(iii) The tuning circuits are very badly out of align- immediately though it may not be strong enough to
ment.
operate the C.R.T. The signal sounds something like a
(iv) The vision receiver is not working at full mixture of 50 -cycle hum and motor -boating. If
capacity.
the signal is heard, adjust the tuning coils, starting with
2. If condition B results from the tests then the the detector stage until as loud a signal as possible is
fault will come under one or more of the following :
obtained. Now change over to the C.R.T. and the
(v) Common H.T. or L.T. line in the video receiver signal should be seen on the screen.
is disconnected at some point.
Quite a loud volume of signal is required to operate
(vi) There is a disconnection between the video the tube.
Having once obtained the picture the
valve and the C.R.T.
procedure outlined in sections 9 and IO can be
(vii) One or more of the valve circuits is faulty.
followed.
3. With regard to the first fault (i) here are a few
6. Fault (iv). This fault is one of the most difficult
points to check : The transmission line to the aerial is to trace and may need some patience. First check all
either disconnected at some point or is short -circuited. the anode, screen and cathode voltages, and verify that
If the aerial is a folded dipole a check can be made for each valve is receiving its full filament supply. Next
disconnection in the line by the method indicated verify that each valve is well home in its socket -some
previously. A battery and voltmeter connected across FF50 valveholders are notorious for poor contacts
the end of the line should give a reading. This reading between valve pins and holders.
will only indicate that the line is not disconnected ;
7. Having checked the points mentioned in
it will not reveal that the line is short -circuited. The above paragraph, check the video valve circuit the
by
only sure method of checking the aerial is to take it connecting a source of A.F. to its input side. This can
down and inspect it. It is wise to open up the junction be done conveniently by using the output from a
box and examine the connections carefully.
broadcast receiver tuned to any station
is
If the connections are in order, make certain that the radiating a programme. Fig. 2 shows the which
method.
aerial is pointing in the right direction. The shortest Keep the volume at a reasonable level to avoid
wire on the aerial input socket. (By " earthed wire
is meant a wire which is connected to the common
earth line of the receiver.) Tapping the wire on the
non -earthy side of the aerial input socket should cause
the raster to " jump " in sympathy.

!
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overloading the video valve. A varying pattern should
appear on the screen of the C.R.T.
If this is not the case connect a pair of headphones
between the anode of the video valve and its resistor.
The sound should be heard. If this is the case then
the fault lies from this point to the C.R.T. grid or
cathode according to the scheme used. If the sound is
not heard, or is very weak, then the fault is in the
video output valve or associated circuit.
8. if the above test is O.K. then the detector circuit
must be checked. A rough test can be made by
disconnecting the tuning coil, and injecting a source of
modulated R.F. This can be done by using the
broadcast receiver in a similar manner to section 7,
hut this time a tap is taken from the grid of the last
I.F. valve (this point is chosen for simplicity), and
Coaxial

Link

Vision

Disconnect

here

.12. Fault (vi). This should have been checked in the
preliminary stages. The type of fault will largely
depend on the system of coupling to the C.R.T. For
example if directly -coupled cathode modulation is
used then a disconnection to the cathode from the
anode circuit of the video valve vv ill cause the screen
to glow brilliantly white all over.
Fault (vii). The methods given in sections 7. 8. 9.
and 10 should he used after the tests indicated in
section 12 have been made.
Employment of the foregoing procedures should
enable a fault to be tracked to a particular stage.
Owing to the multiplicity of circuit designs it is not
possible to give a detailed analysis of all possible faults.
when the faulty stage has been located it is merely a
matter of checking the wiring and components in
that particular stage. Condensers are the trickiest.
and the best method ik to substitute them with
others which are known to he in good order.

Rec'r

Deer

Latest R.C.A. Tube
picture tube type 17CDP4 is the latest addition
RCA's line of picture tubes having 110 deg.
diagonal deflection angle. It is designed with a 450 milliampere /$.4 volt heater having a controlled
warm -up time to ensure dependable performance in
television receivers employing a single, series connected heater string.
Rectangular in shape, this glass picture tube has a
16-9 /16in. envelope diagonal, an overall length o
12 -9; 16in., and a weight of only IO lb. In comparison
with types having the same sire faceplate and 90 deg.
deflection. the I7CDP4 has an overall length approximately 3ín. shorter and a weight 5 lb. lighter.
In addition to its wide deflection angle and very
short length, the I7CDP4 features a neck diameter
of only Kin. This small neck diameter not only
makes possible the use of a deflecting yoke having
high deflection sensitivity. but also permits deflection
of the beam through the wide deflection angle with
only slightly more power than is required to scan a
tube with 90 deg. deflection angle.
Another design feature of the 17CDP4 is its completely new electron gun of the " straight " type
having improved focus and a unique pre -focus lens
system to maintain image sharpness over the entire
screen area. The new electron gun eliminates the
need for an ion -trap magnet.
The I7CDP4 is of the low- voltage electrostatic focus and magnetic- deflection type. It has a spherical
lilterglass faceplate, an aluminised screen 141in. x
11- 11116ín. with slightly curved sides and rounded
corners. and a projected screen area of 155 square
inches. In addition, the 17CDP4 has an external
conductive bulb coating which with the internal
conductive coating forms a supplementary filter
capacitor. and utilises an integral glass- button hase
which eliminates any possibility of loose base -pin
connections.
r {(-fE
to

Last lF
Valve

of

Broadcast
Receiver

Fig.

3.- How

to couple the I.E. stages of a
receiver to a radio set.

video

The
it into the input of the detector valve.
connection between the two units should he made
with coaxial cable. Fig. 3 shows the scheme. The
sound of the station being received should be. heard
in the 'phones.
All the above tests being O.K. then the next step is
decided by the type of receiver being used. If it is a
superhet the following procedure can be adopted.
0. The whole of the I.F. stages can be checked by
tapping a long length of wire on to the grid of the first
I.F. valve. Morse and/or telephony stations will be
heard in the 'phones if the .I.F. stages are functioning.
very weak, then
I f nothing is heard, or if the signals are
using the long wire trace the faulty stage by tapping the
wire on the grid of each 1.F. valve in turn, working
from the last I.F. to the first. The signals should
increase in volume progressively as more and more
stages are included. A deviation from the step -bystep increase indicates a faulty stage.
Should the above test be O.K. then the fault is
confined to the mixer valve and /or R.F. stage.
10. Condition B fault is when the raster does not
jump when an earthed wire is tapped on to the live
side of the aerial input socket. This may be due to
11. Fault (v). The method of checking this will he
fairly obvious. Of course it is assumed that preliminary " short cut " tests have been made. Check the
voltages right on the valve pins and also check the
voltages across the cathode resistor to ensure that
each valve is taking its correct current.
inject

1

NEWNES SHORT -W.AVE MANUAL
711

edition

6/ -. or 6/6 by post from

Tower
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD
Bouse. Southampton Street, London, W.C.'.
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ANY viewers are under the impression that to
transmit a picture in colour three cameras (or
the equivalent) are used and three transmissions are made in the three primary colours. At the
receiving end they think these three transmissions are
picked up and separately treated and finally applied
to a picture tube to re- create the original scene. If
such a scheme were used it would certainly simplify
matters from one point of view, but would necessitate
a terrific bandwidth which would result in the transmitter having to occupy many more bands than are
now used. The problem is very much greater than
this and the transmitter has to make use of the same
bandwidth as is now used and, furthermore, the signal
must be capable of being picked up on a black -andwhite set. Unfortunately, to explain and understand
the process which is used one needs a very wide
knowledge of mathematics and it is rather difficult
to explain without the use of maths.
However,
from queries which have been submitted and from
general discussion with viewers it is quite clear that
some of the most interesting points of modern colour
are not understood, and some attempt will here be
made to simplify the explanation without going too
deeply into figures.
First, it is essential to correct the idea that three
separate colour pictures are transmitted. In effect,
only two are sent out, the third being obtained by
adding one of these to the other. However, the
following is a simplified explanation of what takes
place.
The Importance of Y
The amount of detail in the actual scene is in
effect the same as in a black- and -white picture, and
therefore the detail is taken separately and is known
as the Y signal. It is made up of varying portions of
the green, red and blue pictures. The proportions
which are taken are those which are found in the
colour sensitivity of the average human eye and are
COLOUR
VIDEO

I-3 - 2.3
MC /5

LOW PASS

DEMOD

FILTER

LOW PASS

DE MOD.

BURST
CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

FILTER
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More

A gout

Co]

SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF THE MAKE -UP O.
COLOUR PICTURE

A

modulate the signal, but by a clever mathematical
arrangement it is possible to use only two. Here is how
this is done.
The three colour signals from the three colour
cameras or its equivalent are combined with a portion
of the Y signal just referred to. The portion which is
used is actually reversed in phase after passing it
through circuits to remove all but the larger details.
(It is found that fine detail is not necessary when
colour is used as the colour makes up for the absence
of the finer details.) Unfortunately, here we must
use a small amount of arithmetic to show what
happens. When the Y signal has been inverted it
becomes negative, or -Y. As already stated, the
three colours are added to this, which gives us
R -Y, G -Y and B -Y (the letters R, G and B
standing, of course, for red, green and blue).
Owing to the fact that the Y signal contains varying
proportions of R, G and B, it is now found that we
only need R -Y and B -Y to obtain at the receiver
the three quantities, or in other words, we only need
the red and blue signal, and can from these two obtain
the green.

Mathematical Proof
Here is where the little bit of arithmetic comes in.
We saw that originally the Y signal consisted of
59 per cent. green, 30 per cent. red and 11 per cent.
blue. This is the same as saying that Y =.59G+
.30R .I I B. Now we have just seen that the colour
signals are added to the Y signal after the latter has
been reversed in phase and made -Y.
Therefore R- Y= R- (.59G +.30R +.11B) or
R- Y= .70R- .59G -.I IB.
The blue signal on the same basis
becomes B- Y= B- (.59G +.30R +.11B)
or B- Y= .89B- .59G -.30R
The green signal becomes
G- Y= G- (59G +.30R +.11B) or:
G- Y= .41G- .30R -.11B.
Now this is where the mathematical
D.c
trickery comes in.' If we take .51 (RC R.O.
Y), add it to .19 (B -Y) and then invert
the final signal, we find we have G -Y.
Proof :
.51(R- Y)= .51(.70R-.59G -.11B)

-

=.36R -.30G .056B.
.19(B- Y) =.19 (.89B- .30R -.59G)
= l7B- .057R -.11G.

90'
PHASE
SHIFT

Adding the two together we have
Fig. 1. -A simplified diagram of the Vectorscope described at the end
.36R -.30G -.056B + .17B .057R
of this article.
.11G, and by combining like terms we
green 59 per cent., red 30 per cent. and blue 11 per have .30R -.41G -.11B.
As shown by the equation above, this is equal to
cent. This signal is spread over the available bandwidth of the transmitter. This signal is also known -(G -Y), and then if we invert the equation we have

-

as the luminance or brightness signal, as its purpose
is to vary the signal on the end of the tube in different
degrees of brightness, or in other words, light and
shade. The colour signal (chrominance) is interleaved
in this luminance signal, and itself consists of a
carrier and sidebands. It is here that the mathematical
calculations come in. Normally, for a three-colour
picture, three colours would have to be used to

-

.41G- .30R -.11B,
which is G

-Y.

I and Q

The other two signals mentioned are I and Q and
these are defined as follows :
1= .27(B -Y) -i .74(R -Y)

-

and Q =.41(B -Y)+.48(R --Y ).
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To this end, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Ltd. have produced a new test instrument known
as a Vectorscope, which is specially designed to
display the chrominance component of the type of
colour television signal just described.
The Vectorscope has proved to be of considerable
value, not only for the correct setting up of coding
systems of the N.T.S.C. type, but also for measurements of amplitude and phase relationship in a colour
signal at any point in a television distribution system.
A further application lies in the monitoring of actual
colour camera signals, since its display gives an
objective indication of the hue and saturation of the
colour components. It can thus help in matching the
characteristics of colour cameras and prove useful
as an aid to programme directors in choosing colours
for costumes and backgrounds.
The chrominance information is carried on a sub carrier which is modulated in amplitude, representing
the colour saturation, and in phase, representing the
hue. The display is presented on a cathode -ray tube,
the radial distance of the spot from the centre indica-

pur TU

Adjusting the

573

N

ectorscope.

These are also present in certain proportions in the
received signal and it is obvious that all these factors
need very careful balancing if our finally received
picture is to have the correct balance of the three

ting the amplitude modulation or saturation, while
the phase or hue is displayed as the angle subtended
from a fixed phase reference on the screen.
A simplified block diagram is shown in Fig. I. The
Vectorscope employs a pair of quadrature demodulators similar to those used in colour monitors and
receivers, and a burst-controlled oscillator for
deriving the reference sub-carrier from the colour
synchronising bursts contained in the signal under
test. The outputs of the two demodulators are applied
after suitable filtering and amplification to the horizontal and vertical plates of the cathode -ray tube.

.ì

colours.

09

Reference Bur at

wmre

Yellow

Cyan

0B

Green
Magenta

07

Red

0-6

Black

Blue

0S
Fig.

2.- Colour

signal

showing composition
when transmitting a

04

Fig. 3. -The Vector display
given by the colour har test
signal.

colour bar test pattern.

03

When used in conjunction with the colour bar
test signal, the Vectorscope produces a pattern of
bright dots corresponding to the tips of the various

02

oi

colour vectors and a pattern of lines corresponding
to the transitions between the colours. " Boxes "
indicating phase and amplitude tolerance limits are
drawn on a transparent scale to provide a very convenient indication of the quality of the signal, although
it must be remembered that these tolerances refer
only to the sub-carrier information, since the luminance information has been removed by the 1.3 -3.3
Mc /s filter shown in the block diagram.
The use of the Vectorscope in colour television, is,
in fact, analogous to that of a normal oscilloscope
employed as a waveform monitor on black -and'

O/
0.2
Fig. 4. -The C.t E. Chromaticity Diagram.

A Colour Vectorscope
The extensive amount of research work which is
taking place into colour television techniques has
underlined the need for specialist test equipment for
use in that field.

white television.
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A Populctr Surplus Vc ive
HOW TO MAKE

THE

MOST OF THE EF54 V.H.F. PENTODE. AND A

ONE of the most popular of the ex- Government
valves, after the EF50, is a development of
that particular type, the EF54. It is still
v. idely available either in equipment which is sold with
valves, or as a separate component, and in view of the
fact that it was specially designed for V.H.F. working,
readers are continually asking us for details of
apparatus making use of it. We did publish sonic
data a few years back. but as all issues so far back
are now out of print, and in view of the apparent
popularity of the valve we are reprinting the following
details on using this particular valve. As a voltage
amplifier at television frequencies the EF54 (surplus
equivalent VR136) is surpassed by very few valves.

PRE -AMPLIFIER

USING IT

stage with the exception of the detector, as owing to
the great distance of sonic 120 miles from Sutton
Coldfield the maximum possible gain was essential.
Also, this form of coupling enables a response curve
closely approaching the ideal to be obtained.
Clearly, sonic form of gain control had to be fined
and the usual circuit (shown at Fig. 2) was tried. In
the R.F. section it was found to be completely unworkable. Internal screening in the EF54 is connected to
the cathode instead of being brought out a pin, thus

tooo

3r

43-

250v
Output

EF54
Characteristics
Aerial
Input
First. its relevant characteristics as a voltage ampli -.
Socket
tier. These can be obtained from most valve data
manuals, but are reproduced here for convenience at
.Table l.
When used in a pre-amplifier. or first R.F. stage of a
complete receiver, the important factors are low noise.
low input and output capacitance, high slope and high
input resistance. The .input-tuned circuit is heavily
damped by the aerial and feeder, thus, any extra damping imposed by the valve, whose input resistance is
6.3v AC
connected across this coil, results in the response curve
being unnecessarily broad. To maintain a high input
amplifier.'
of
the
preL
-Circuit
fig.
resistance, mainly attributable to cathode lead inductance, four cathode leads have been brought out. each
in Fig. 2 prevents effective earthing
to a separate pin, and to take advantage of this feature the 3311 resistor and allows a small amount of
screening
this
of
between
connected
be
should
capacitor
a dc- coupling
capacitive coupling between input and output circuits.
each cathode pin -and chassis. The circuit at Fig.
With the comparatively light damping of the tuning
clear.
this
point
makes
inductors. needed with band -pass tuning. stage gain
amplifier
the
preof
is
that
this
circuit
Incidentally,
is high, and with the control near maximum setting
later.
to be described
to allow the valve to burst
Noise is larzel a function of the ratio of anode to the coupling is sufficient
into continuous self-oscillation. Grid and anode
stoppers were tried but with little effect.
TABLE
When single- stagger -tuned circuits are used and
Characteristics of EF54.
heavy damping thereby needed, stability can be
Va----250
achieved with this circuit. even without stopper
Vgl-250
resistors, but the presence of a tendency to regeneraVgl -1.7
tion has a detrimental effect on the noise factor,
gm --7.7 mA!V.
especially when it is allowed to occur in early R.F.
Req -700 S1.
stages.
Input resistance at 50 Mc's- 10,000 Q.
Another possible form of contrast control circuit is
pF.
-6.3
input capacitance
shown in Fig. 3. Here the control grid bias is maintained constant at ' -1.7 volts irrespective of anode or
Output capacitance-4.9 pF.
screen currents by using the volts dropped across a
screen -grid current. In this valve this is kept high by resistor in the H.T. negative line of the power supply.
careful alignment of the control and screen- grids, and Control is then effected by varying the voltage on 62
the resulting value of equivalent noise resistance (Reg). by means of VRI.
At the I.F. used for the vision channel (10.5 to 13.5
of 7009 is better than even the more modern miniaMc's) the degree of capacitive coupling due to ineffiture pentodes.
cient screening is correspondingly smaller, and here
stopper resistors were found to be completely effective.
Disadvantage
circuit subsequently used for the
It was not until the author attempted to use the Fig. 4 shows the
frequencies it is unnecessary
EF54 throughout in a video receiver that its great first I.F. stage. At these
to provide a separate cathode Capacitor for each pin.
disadvantage was encountered.
resistance of the valve is inversely
The circuit was to consist of two stages of R.F. Since the input
12.5 \tc s
to the frequency squared
amplification, mixer and two I.F. stages before the proportional
prodetector. Rand -pass coupling was used between each it is some 250 K!!- damping resistors must he
1

.

1

-at
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vided to give a smooth overall response curve. The

slight reduction of input resistance, resulting from
connecting all cathode pins together and using only
one decoupling capacitor, can thus be more than
tolerated.
Unlike the EF50, which has its suppressor grid
brought out to a pin, the EF54 has this grid connected
internally to cathode. This makes impracticable the
circuit at Fig. 5, one commonly employed by constructors, which enables both the control and suppressor grids to be biased. In this circuit it will be
seen that the internal screening is earthed to R.F.
through the cathode decoupling capacitor, thus
reducing feed -back within the valve to a minimum.
Readers will be aware that these somewhat complex
biasing arrangements are necessary in order that the
input capacitance and resistance of the valve should
not change as the contrast control is rotated throughout its range. The associated tuning coil relies on
these valves to tune it to the correct operating frequencß, thus any variation will lead to a distortion of
the overall response curve with accompanying
degrading of picture definition.

Pre -amplifier
The construction of the pre -amplifier should be
found to be quite straightforward, although a few
points need particular attention if the maximum
performance is to be obtained.
A chassis, bent from 22 s.w.g. aluminium, the
A

TELEVISION

575

risk of positive feed -back. The anode decoupling
capacitor, C6, is connected to cathode instead of
earthed to chassis in order to separate more effectively
the grid and anode R.F. circuits. To reduce the

TABLE 2

Number of Turns
'

1

LI

Tapping

L2

L3
2

I

2

10

2

10

2

9.

3

9

2

9

2

4

8

11

8

II

5

7}

J

71

J.4

'

2

L3 is interwound with earthy end of L2.
All windings of 32 s.w.g. s.s.e. wire.

possibility of aerial mis -match and loss of signal
caused by the lead to the tapping on LI forming a
loop with the earthed lead, these should be run
together through a short length of sleeving.
The coil- formers are the small Aladdin type,
approximately lin. diameter, wound to the speciHTt

Chassis

Chassis

Mains
Transformer
N

Figs. 2, 3 and

r

Chassis

Secondly

4.- Various

gain controls as described in this article.

dimensions of which are 3in . x 4in. v in. deep, will
be found sufficiently large to accommodate all the
components. A screen mist be fitted across the
valveholder, in the position shown in Fig. 6, and
bolted to the sides of the chassis. The length of all
connections must be kept at a minimum, taking
particular care with the grid and anode leads, and
cathode by-pass capacitors. It is essential that the
capacitors, Cl and C2, be earthed at the same point
as LI, otherwise chassis currents will be set up with a
1

fications found in Table 2, which gives the number
of turns required for all five channels. A hard wax
such as beeswax can be used to fix the wire in
position after winding.
The 4.7 K!2 resistor, connected across the anode
coil, is needed to give the amplifier a sufficiently
wide response curve. It will be appreciated by most
readers that as the receiver with which the preamplifier is to be used, whether commercial or
amateur built, will have a response curve of the
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desired form the response of the pre -amplifier should
be flat over the 3.5 Mc's needed for the sound and
Points marked Ch. are connected
to metal chassis

July, 1957

vision channels. This cannot be obtained from twö
stagger -tuned circuits without embracing unwanted
The
frequencies outside the required passband.
result is not as good as could be obtained from a
receiver using similar valves and designed to have the
sensitivity required with the minimum of amplification of unwanted side-bands. Nevertheless, in spite
of the broad response curve the circuit at Fig. 1.
when used in conjunction with many commercial
receivers. it will be found to improve the signal -tonoise ratio considerably.
it is hoped that constructors and experimenters
who have encountered similar difficulties and have
hitherto unwittingly condemned the valve will find
this article helpful. and enable them to obtain the
best results from this excellent pentode.

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR PREAMPLIFIER
CI, C2. C3. C4. C5, C6 500 pl.
R1- 150f) (.25 watt).
R2 --4.7 Ka, (.I watt).
R3 -2 KL, (.25 watt).
Chassis- -See text.
2 Aladdin coil fanners ;in. diameter.
I B9C ceramic valve -holder.
1 retaining clip.
2 rubber grommets.
Co -axial plug and socket.
Length of co -axial to requirements.
Nuts, bolts, wire, etc.
l vale- FF54.
-

Coaxial Plug

H.T+

250V.

6.3VAC

Fig. 5 (left).-Contrast control circuit suitable for EF5O.
EF91, SP61. Fig 6 (right).- Underside of pre -amplifier.

New

ÎV

Control Signal System

PAPER was read before the I.R.E. National
Convention recently describing- a number of
test signals to be transmitted at all times (including
programmes) by television broadcast facilities. These
test signals would be added to the composite
programme signal near the end of vertical blanking
and occupy two or three lines in each field. Addition
of the test signal does not degrade programme
transmission in any way. The home viewer would
not normally be aware of its presence because the
signal insertion time and the signal structure are
selected to cause a minimal display on the home
receiver picture tube.
The test signals would be either manually or automatically sequentially selected from the four available
signals listed below.
1. Multiburst : permits instantaneous frequency
response display ; also determines frequency selective
A

`-i

distortion.

2. Stairstep with 3.58 Mc s permits precise measurement of colour subearrier differential phase and gain ;
stairstep alone permits grey scale check.
3. Sine- square wave : permits sensitise check of
phase delay, transient and frequency response.
4. Colour Bar : provides a number of colour
references to permit a vectorscope or chromascope
presentation to be obtained even during a colour
Checks colour phase at different
programme.
programme origination points.
Each signal, in addition to its other characteristics.
contains a Peak White reference for level setting and
alternatively a 50 per cent. Peak White reference to
serve should white compression exist.

There are Many powerful advantages to a test
signal sent continuously during programming
:

Deterioration or potential deterioration of video
facilities instantly indicated and corrective measures
may he undertaken during programme time.
2. Behaviour of video facilities under dynamic
signal changes and all operating conditions is con stantly shown.
3. L!nifonn conditions for video transmission may
be established in terms of these test signals.
4. Permits colour or monochrome signals from
different studios, cameras, or encoders to be adjusted
for the same operating conditions. This will minimise
1.

disturbances caused when scenes are switched and
levels have not been closely adjusted.
5. A peak white reference is ahrays present. This
permits a very important level of a video signal to be
determined. Black level changes are apparently less
important as shown by the success of receivers which
do not use D.C. restorers.
6. These test signals may be used. in the future to
provide automatic level control, automatic frequency
equalisation, automatic chroma level control, automatic differential phase and gain equalisation and
automatic programme switching.
7. Permits the FCC to check condition of TV
facilities in accordance with established standards.
The test signals should be inserted early in the
programme signal chain so that as much of the
system as possible can be monitored. The programme
signal enters an input jack of the test signal generator
and is directly conducted to an output jack. Generally.
only one connection is made to the signal line inside
the unit. This connection is from a vacuum tube
adder which inserts the test signals during the end of
vertical blanking. In this nlanner,..the picture signal
remains unaffected.
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12 mouth guarantee.
4 -way Switch; Short-MediumLong-Gram. A.V.C. and Negative, feedback
442 watts, Chassis 1:11 x 51 x 21in_Glass Dial
10 X 41in., hm'inontal or vertical available.
2 Pilot Lamps, Four Kn,rhe, Walnut or Ivory.
Aligned and calibrated, Cha4sls .Mated from
maius-

10 gns.
TERMS

mA., 8/6

ALADDIN FORMERS and core, I ,o., Bd, ; tin,. lOd
0,3in. PORKERS 59378 and Cane TV1!2. line sq.
lia. and fin. sq. x I tin., 2'- ea with cores.
TYARA.-Midget Soldering Imo. 200,240
:M0/250 v., 18/9. Solon Instrument Iron, 24/-. o r
MAINS DROPPERS. 3ìn. x 11in. Ad /, Sliders, ,.
amp. 730 ohms, 4/3. .2 amp 1,000 ohms, 413.
LINE CORD..3 amp., 60 ohms per foot, .2 amp., 10 4
ohms per foot, 2-way, 6d. per foot a -way, 7d. per loot
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. 2,'i,,., 17i8
lin. Goodmans, 17/6. On. n din, tioodmans, 21/.
31 in. square, Elec., 21'-,
Ní0. Jilac, 22r6
61in. Ooalmans. 18/6.
1Uin. R. A A.. 50'T8L Tweeter, LSH75. 8/6.
12in. Plessey.
Sin. M.E. 2.5k. field, tapped 0.1'. tramf., 24 8
CRYSTAL DIODE C.F1.('., 2, -. GEX34, 4' -.
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES, 4,u6n ho,,, 18B
MIKE TRANSF, Ratio 50:1, 319 ea. 100 1,10 3.
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spool. 43 tin
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS.
pi.
;

_

miniatore lin. r 11in. x flit., 10/ -. .0001, .,i,,.t,d:o,l
Sian with trimmers, 9!- ; less trimmers, 0,r- ; 00'1401,
7 /8; standard 4005 mfd, :-gang, 7;6.
SPEAKER FRET,
2/- each

Expanded Metal Silver, 13:in.
14I, in, x 12in. 3/- ra
GOLD CLOTH- I8í0. 5 2344,53.; 23in.
TRANSISTORS. Audio, 18 -; 11 F', 2.6 lie s,
All Boxed
VALVES New & Guaranteed
IR5
816 6108
818 E1391
621Ella0 18
;

1115

8,8616

1T4
2112

E/8 iQ7

3.44
3114
1114

8/8

5Y3
5'114

6A126
II118

6BE6
8BH6
6BlV1i
011M'7
6CII(ti

61/8
6140

6176

6J5
(Uli

6J7

1iNli
8197

100

E13(

1331018

3/86Sv

0v 7

8/8"v.,

8/0 ovtit.1

8,'8054

10/66X.,

8/8 707
5/6 12A6

7

i

8B111A131*to
12;8

EBC41 106:

81BFN

FC(
7881(1082
E1F011
6

4

8.6'11\ to .-\ 78
12 g NI 11 10 8

rep. m.

88

7 6' let 'ESiI
8 6 E111r! 12 6
t:Ftr,
; 6

19

ISI':n,
I,

ii,il,

Ere:,
vol,
.

1:1+,u

EPIr2

l'I.'

I'S 32

8,8 :pod
,I-It,
lOB l'I'll;"
l

Pal

5,6 I'1.11

101 I:'1I
178 t2l
108 '_'s
118 X79

1

EV31
EZ40
1i'/-01

We have no

106'.l'1 so
b 6 l') cl

5 6

EL:N_

ELN

1,00

19.01

76

7/812AIIs 1061:1-'11

-10

OUR PRICE

£9.15.0

Poet

iris

TERMS: Deposit 25.5.0 and six monthly
pay,nente of W. Space required 142U. x 12tin.

r- I,F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair
405 Kai Slugttaning Miniature Can. 21ín,

Sin. above and Sin. below.

t,8,R. MONARCH

La.

CHANGERS
Breed new and fully guaranteed lE months,
NOT JOB LINE REJECT STBCK

I

Designed to play 16. 33, 45, 78 r,p.m, Records,
7M., 10in., 12in, Lightweight Aid pick -up,
turnover head, two separate Sapphire styli,
ter Standard and L,P., each plays 2,000 recorde,.
Voltage 200250 A.C.
OUR PRICE
each- Post Free.
Terms : Deposit £S and 5 monthly Payments
of £1. Space required 34tH. it 123n. bin,
above and 3in. below,

£8.15o

AMPLIFIER -RECORD PLAYER CABINETS
Cabinet dire I ,il in. x 131 x Ht. 8 1in., with

bard

motor

14 s 121

in., 23,3.0.

GARRARD RC 80m 3 .peed Autochange Coilervel A1. DC 100 -230 volts. List pr c'. £27,10,0.
OUR PRICE
Corr. S ins., 5,-.

£15.154

SUPERHET COIL PACK. 271. Minirdore
eine
iv. x Olin. v 11in. HIGH Q
Dust
cored c oile.
Short, Medium, Lmg Gram
Switching.
Single hole living w,h °none,
l
diagram and circuit. 4(0 K_ LE.
1

10,8
11`8
10:0

108

10-0
10 8
516

88

B$
8,8
8,6

8,8
IC 6
11 8

10 8

,
.

!

T.V. PRE -AMP, (McIdICHAEL)..
Tmmb!e
I honon s 1
101 3.
ll \'ill Amplify Om F..t cf your
Baml :7 ('converter.) Midget dine. LSO (ait,
Rewiy for tree. OLT. Owl
I.T. 0.3 v .3
P- required.) BRAND N E\V, 26,'- each.
MAINS POWER PACK for above, 25,'- extra.
CRYSTAL MIXE INSERT by Aeos. precision
engineered. .Size only I t x 3/l tin. Bargain
Price 00. No transformer require]

v

lin.

TUBULAR
TUBULAR
CAN TYPES
1/350 v.
E/- 100 /25 v. 2i- 8 +16/500 V. Erb
2/450 v.
2/3 8 +8/500 v. 4/0 16 +16/300 v. 8/4/450 v.
2 ,'- 16 +16 /50U v. 2.5 +20/450 v.
12
8/450 v.
2/3
8/- 32 +32/350 v. 4,8
8/500 v.
2,9 CAN TYPES 32 +32/450 v.
t8
16/430 v. 3/6 Clips
3d. 50 +10/350 v.
7/16/500 v.
4/- 10/450 v, 2/0 60-I- 100/350 v, 71,8
32/450 v, 5/8 32/350 v.
41- 100 +200/273 v,
25/22 v.
1,9 64/350 v. 5/8
12 8
50/23 v,
1/9 300/12 v- 3/- 1,000 +1,000,6 v
50j50 e.
2/- 8 +10 /430v.á /e 6
Screw Base Type 512, 8/500
3/- ; 16/500
9/ -.
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. K3/23 2 kV 5/.
K3:40 3L2
kV., 7/- K3/45, 3.6 kV., 7/8 ; K3/50 4 kV., 8 -:
K3 /100 8 kV., 14/8. MAINS TYPE CONTACT
COOLED 250 v. 30 mA., 8,/8 ; 250 v. 05 mA 918.
COILS Wearite, " P " type, 3 :- each, Osmor Midget
" Q " type a,11. dust rare, 9,1- each, All range,,
TELETRON, L.
Mol. 1'.R,F., with mention, 3 8.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. 11.W., 8/9 ; M. L., 12.8.
T.R.F. COILS A/HF, 7,'- pair. H.F. CHOKES, 2;6.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS l3 a w,g. andrilled.
With 4 skies, riveted
r
and lattice 8viog
holes, 21in. skies, n 4in., 4 8; O v 6in., 519 :

v

or

68

pass door. 48 -hour postal service.

P. A P.

v

;

;

t

-

11 x7io.,6/9; 13 x 904,
15 c 14in
18

1218;

8(I

sI;.v

:

14vllin 10.8'

3in., 1818.

PULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIIUM RECTIFIERS,
or 12 v. 11 amp., 8/9 2 a., 1113 ; 4 a.. 17 O.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input :
330 v. f charging at 2, 6 or 12 v., 14 amp., 17' 6 ;
s
p., 211 -.
VALVE and T.V. TIME replica eat books 5
TOGGLE SWITCHES. O. P. E!-. I1,1'. 3;8. D.1'. I).'l'.4;..
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
5 p. 9 -way 2 wafer, long spindle
...
.. 6,8
2 p. 2-way, 3 p. 2 -way, short spindle
20
2 p. 8-way, 4 p. 2-way, 4 p. 3-way, long spindle 318
3 p. 4-way, 1 p, 12 -way, long spindle
3 8
VALVEHOLDERS, Pax. Int, Oct., 9d. EF50, EA50,
Od. B12A, CRT, 13, Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 8, 7, and
9 pin, 11-, MOULDED Mazda and. Int. Oct 8d.
B7G, BSA, B8á, BOA, 9d., B7G with can, 1:8.
VCR97, 2'8, BOA with can, 21. CERAMIC EFSO,
B7G, BOA, Int. Oct 1; -, B70 with can, 1.9.
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 3;- tin.
:

.

.

NEW AND ENLARGED SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN
connection with any other firm. Please address all Mail Orders correctly

1665. Buses 133

s

High Q and good bandwidth,

NEW ELECTROLYTICS, FAMOUS MAK ES

1

B.S.R. MONARCH. 1speed Motor tent Turnble with selecting switch for 33. -, and 70Y
table
t;
.,,l". 1011 -1211 v. anti 2011 214 1..1.1''.
r. p.m.
50 tit,
I,m B.S.R. MONARCH l.ghr.eigh(
Pi, :k -11p w ill. Arms Xtal turnover Mtn'. separate
Sapphire 'II Ii for L.P. and Stands
,1 rl records.
SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO £4.13.8 post 2;6.
14' 12Aio. cot. Out board, 6/-,

x

By Pye Radio. Data sheet ropp'ied,
Wearite M800 IF 485 Ke /s 12/8 per pair.

4 -SPEED RECORD
1957 MODELS

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Tel. THO

.1,
.25,
4/ -.1t0 v" 6d. ;
.1/600
1/3
.1 mfd., 2,000 volts,
CERAMIC CONDO., 500 w., .3 pf. to .01 mfd., ltd.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10%, 5 pf. to 300
pf., 1/- ; 0181 pf. to 3,(810 pf., 1/3. DITTO 1^0
1.5 pf. to 5081 pl., 1/9 ; 115 pf, to 5,000 pf., 21 -.

RECORDS

With Studio "O" Piet -ate
BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S BOXES

l

106m
128
10611rP.m 108
76'E311112106'1, 16s" 106

10/8 12:11'1 10 6
9.18 I24.t"7 10 ti
8/8 12,3X7 106
10/6 1211E6 10 6
7/8 12111(7 10:8
7/8 121C7
8;8
3/8 12Q7
8,!8
8/6 33:4
106
7/8 XII
818
1,8
8/8 034
Bl8 EA50
l'8
5/8 EABCSO 8'8

All values 25 ohms ('o 30
3,0 K., 4/., (Carbon 50 K. to 2 nt.,
WIRE-WOUND 4 WATT. Pots 21iú, Spin,, e,
Values, 100 ohms to 30 K., 5/5 ; 100 K., 0,8.
CONDENSERS,
New stock.
.1101 mfd. 7 kV.
T,C,C., 5,0 ; Ditto, 20 kV 9/8 ; 100 pf, to Sou pf.
Hieu, ed. ; Tubular 300 v, ,001 to ,111 mid., 94, ;

10ín., 12in. Records 16, 33, 43, 78

4 SPEEDS

I.

4 v. 4 a., 5 v. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 230-03250, 91;
Bargain 250 -0.250 63 mA., 0 v. 4 a., 4 v, 2 a., 15'
NEATER TRANS. Tapped prim., 200'2511 c., 6.3 v.
15 amp., 7/8 ; tapped sec. 2, 4, 8.:1 v., 11 amp., 8,0
mine. 230 v. See, 6.3 V. ;i amp. 10 /9.

'0.

lip

Fot
3.

K

T.V. Type,

*

*

;

,

i

RECOIL ENDED FOR ABOVE .CHASSIS
R.C.S. SCOOP
HIGH- FIDELITY AUTOCHA1 SER
1907 Model 11.C45l

RI H. 130 nIA., 12/8.
MAINS TRANS. 350 -0-330, 80 u,A., 6.3 v. lappe
80

8d

&

its

FERROVOICE 1,2001t. Plastic Tapa 26 ¡-

;

No tw. 8.3.0w. D.P.Sw. Losses out 50% 9d pee
3/414/9
STANDARD
Lin or Log Tracks.
5m. Coax
yd.
COAX PLUGS ... 11- DOUBLE SOCKET ... 1;3
SOCKETS
1/- OUT'Le1 BOXER
co;
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 8d, 140 or :300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd, 1; -. 50 ohms only,
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WA's`,'. Pre yet

ins., AA.
Deposit. £5,5.0 and tin monthly
Carr.

CABLE COAX
Semi-air spaced 1'terthene insulated. } in. di:e.
Stranded core.

I-nng spindles. Guaranteed I year. Midget,
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg.

MATCRED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS
Sin.,
rain., 25/ -; Win., 30: -.
;

1,200 ft. on standard Offing 7" Plastic
reefs. Brand new, boxed, 12/6.
Spoofs F" metal, 1/6, 7" plastie, 4/3.
TRANSFORMERS, Heavy Duty "o IA., 4,
Multiratio, push -poll, 8/1 Miniature, 4.A.
L.P. CHOKES 15 -10 H. 60;65 mA., 5/11

Volume Contro's 80

payments of £1.

12/6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE

err

inrmers 10.7 51, /s. Detector transformer ar.d
heater choke, Circuit hook. using four Ii.AM,;.
2/-. J.R. Chassis and Dial, 19 /d,
Complete Kit, £5.18.8,
With Jason ,anperior calibrated dial, 28,15,8.

EE

.A.c. 2.114;256 v.

2

lm w., 2 S.

:

dill
.

;

ohro,,

0CHASSIS

WAVEBANDS
FIVF VALVES
Ili ill, -50 to. LATEST h.UI,LARD
M.\\. 2011 tn.-550 m. ECH42, EF41, ECB41,
L.M. MU) m -2,000 m.
FM il, EL4U.

TRIMMERS Ceramic, 30, 50, 71t pi., 9d, too I,
150 pf., 113: 251) pf., 1'8 504 pf., 250 p)., 1 9.
RESISTORS, AB values, In oboes to 10 mes
£ w., 4d,
I w.. 8d.
1 w., Bd.: 2
., 1 -.
HIGH STABILITY. t w., 1
2' -. Preferred valu es
1911 ohms to
10 msg.
3 watt,)
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
(I
10 watt ll _
ohms -10,000 ohms
1 6
15 watt
11,1881 ohms -50,000

RADIOGRAM

1957
T

coonerted heaters.

;

MARK I
Sinkable all T.V. makes. T.R.F. or Superhef
Coils, valves, ,omponeids, chassis, n
plans. COMPLETE: KIT for mains operation
260 -250 v. A.C., £3.10,0.
-A, ABOVE less POWER PACK.
200 v. 20 mA. OLT. 61.3 v..6 a. L.T. 02.5.0,
Mark II camode £1 extra each Kit
JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET. 2218, H.F.
coil, aerial coil, Oscillator coil, two 1.F. lraus-

12 8 each.

toot

o

rrvpe,l

1

f,

Tag Panel,

I

CONVERTER

For London, Midland and Northern I.T.A.

10.6; 10.d...

10 B.

\

TELETRON BAND III

l:.,

I

n,l:a,

,

.,10'8: 4,.,108

Ditto
ith main. (
Mailie input
Output 2, 4
ha tw', taps which t

577

as

below.

337 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON
OPEN ALL DAY -(Wed. 1 p.m.)
IO page list 3d.

I

/ -, L2 orders post free. (Export

www.americanradiohistory.com
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(LEEDS)
LTD.
£1. Postage 1 9 extra under £2.
C.N.O..o / .0.11. N1/ t .11.11. under
1.40 ,1
tt it h
5..
p.m.
until
Sats.
1
p.m
to
17.n1.
to
callers
5.30
Open
9
2 9 under £5.
Fu I Il-t 611. ; 'Trade list 5d.

SUPPLY CO.
RADIO
irrm,
enyuirles. Please.

R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
Fully Guaranteed.
Interleaved and Impregnated.
Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 s *greened
TOP SHROUDED DROP '1 1IItOUG11
...1819
260-0-26Áv 70 ma. 6.3v2a,5v2a
350-0-350v 80 ma,
...239
250-0-250 r 100 ma, 6.3v4ñ 5v3
...23:9
350-0-350v100 ma, 6.3v4a.5v3a
...29'9
350-0-350v150 ma, 6.3v la, 5v3a
UPRIGHT
FULLY SHROUDED

i

250-0-250 v 60

ma, 6.3

Midget. type.

v 2 a, 5

r

2

r

3

21-3-3111.

260-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v Ja
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 r 6 a, 5

for R1335 Conversion ... ...
00-0-300

a

26'9

...

a

... 31'-

...23'9
...23'9
350-0750v100 ma, 6.3v4a,5v3a
:350-0-350v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 0-4-5 v 3a... 331
325-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 r 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 g o Primaries : 6.3 v
1.5a,5'9: 6.3v2a,7r6: 0-4-8.3v2a,7,9:
12v la. 7'11 ; 6.3v3a,811:6.3v60,171.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
23-250 v0-9-15 v 11 a, 11 9; 0-9-15 v39,1131:
0-0-15 v 5 a, 1919
0-9-15 v 6 a, 22'9.
Ol'TPyLT TRA-NSIbRMI:R.t
StanllardPentode 5,0o11to3ohms ... 4!9
Small Pentode 5.000 to 3 ohms
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200-2îi1--'50 v.
;

2,.500v5 ma. 2-0-2v1.1a,°'=2:1.1a
...
... 36.6
for VCR97, VCR517 ...

SMOOTHING CHOKES
...
... 11.9
ü5(1ma5h50ohms
...
...
... 8:9
1t10ma10h250ohms
...
.
...
543
80 ma 10 h 350 ohms
...
0 ma 10 h 400 ohms
411
SELENIUM METAL. RECTIFIERS
ma,
120
v
40
C.E.C.:(IO v 250 ma,12 9:
3'9
240 v 50 ma, 4111
e 12 v 1 a F.W., 411
n-12 v 2 a F.W.. 8 9': 6:12 v 4 a. 14 9: 250
80 ma. °'9 ; 6' 12 v 6 a F. W.. 19 9; 6.12 1
.

.

'

lO

a,

259

:

6,'12 v 15 a, 35 9.

F

Dept. N.
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.
501.51.1. (01F)I:0 MAINS TRANSI'.
Removed

Primary

BATTERY SET CON%ERT1:R KIT
All parts for converting any normal type
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains EH -250 c
50 ois. Supplies 120 v. 90 v or 60 vat 40 ma.
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
of2v at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit
491. Or ready for use, 9'9 extra.
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTER
ELIMINATOR KIT.-All parts for toe
construction of a unit metal -case
51- 41 -2in.) to supply Battery Portable
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully
smoothed. From 200-250 v 50 cs main-.
Price. inc. point -to -point wiring diagrams, 399. Or ready for use, 48.9.
EX -GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP
UP STEP DOWN TR INSFOR MI/It
10 -0-100.200 -220 -240 v to 5-0-75- 115 -1107
or REVERSE. 80,100 watts. Only 119.
Plus 2'9 liost.
EX- GOVT. (' ASKS. Well ventilated bla.
crackle finished. undrilled cover. Size 14

1

6K7G
6X5C:.1'

8'9 6L6G
61C8G
9 9 807
6SJ7GT 8;9 1 D2

EF

5'9

#7

257,51.1

8;9 35Z4
3.9' MH4

6V6CIT
6Ú5G

3.9

7'9

1.19
7.9

4.41

1

F1151

El
1

2'

:1..,

49 pí.91
9.9
69 S'l'6J
49 SP6t

a.

...

11'9

S 1.

BATTERY CHARGER KITS.-ConsistCase.
hp of attractive Blue Hammer Fuse
Transformer. F.W. Rectifier, Fuse.
holder, Tag Strip Grommets and Circuits.
For mains input 200 -230 -250 v 50 c's, 6 v 2 a.
25.9 ; 6v or 12v 2 a, 31.6 6v or12v, 4a,
53 9. Any type assembled and tested for
8 9 extra.
R.S.C. 6 - or' 12 v
BATTERY CHARGER
For normal A.C. mains
input 200 -230-250 v 50 l's.
Selector panel for 6 v or
12 v charging. Variable
charge rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and with
meter. Well ventilated
cals with attractive
hammer finish. Guaranteed for 12 months.
75' -. Carr. 3/G.
'l'V. CABINETS
Handsome well- constructed with walntr:
veneer finish. Size 181n. high, 20in. wide.
131n. deep. Size of aperture 171n. 13lin.
Fitted Doors. For 15in. or 171rí. Tube.
Limited number at only
79'6
Plus 7 tì oarr.
RA'PI'ERS C HAI((:ERS. For n:,' ..
200-250 v 50 c s. Output for charging G
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. On 4,
25.9. Above can also he used for electric
train power supply.
-

:

FOI:

i

7 9
719

1T4
1S5
3S4

2

yd.
11d. yd.
SMOOTHING l'HOKES....311
100ma5h100 ohms Tropioalised
.. 8!9
150 ma 6-10 h 150 ohms ...
...
...11'9
150 ma 10h 150 ohms
...
...
... 12'9
250 ma 5 h 50 oluns
..
...
E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
i,
.02 mfd. 5,000 v Cans tex -Govt. 2 11.

AMPLIFIER. Only 919, plus 2'9 postage.
Size 13' x 81 a 611n., with undrilled perforated cover finished stored grey era 'ml.
7'9, plus 2'9 post.

EX-GOVT. 1-A1.1 -ES NEW

ex -Govt. unit.,.
Secs 250-0-

5r

ILX -GOVT.

x 10'x 991n. high. IDEAL FOR BATTERY
CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE,

COVER COULD BE USED

New

0 -200- 230 -250 v
2 a,

('(I -AXIAL CABLE lin.
'75 ohms 1436
..
Twin-screened Feeder

i

OR

from

250v 60 ma. 6.3v
Size 31 x 4; x 31n.

29
S i,
89
49
39
59

11'9

29

EX -60%1% UNit' HiH'1. -Brand new,,
Complete with 14 valves:
cartoned.
including 5Z4G. Also main, trans. 1..1'.
choke, recti fie,, eu ., etc, /4a 3 296.
Carr. 1..

Presenting the new
HOMELAB range of SIGNAL GENERATORS
TYPE
100

2

kc

s.

to

100 Mc1''s

for amplifier tests
TYPE

CW or 400-- modulation.

PRICE

:

Audio signal

£4.10.0d., p. & p. 5,'-

12

Sine and square wave modulation
kc s. to 130 Mc s.
Sine or square wave signal for amplifier tests
at 1,000
PRICE £8.I0.0d., p. & p. 5/100

-.

TYPE 20
An AM /FM signal generator covering all modern radio and
PRICE £15.15.0d., p. & p. 5¡'TV requirements up to 240 Mc is
Send stamp

for full details of above, and also our Mullard

FM Tuner complete with power supply PRICE

:

L

12.0.0d.

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
615 -617,

HiGH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON,
Telephone

:

LEYtonstone 6851

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Smaller Picture

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE C.R

WHEN the television service first began in this
country the picture tube which was used
was of the 9in. type. There were one or
two which were only Tin. in diameter, but the
standard was a 9in. round tube. The overall length
of this tube was about 15in. To -day there are 21ín.
tubes in use, but in spite of the much larger face,
the length has been reduced, and these tubes may be
obtained with an overall length less than the old
9in. tube. R.C.A. were first to introduce the new

tube last October, and it has been able to cut the
tube length of its 21ín. sets from 20in. to 14 11 /16in.
The New Design
Redesign of the electron gun that projects the
picture beams from the neck of the tube on to the
picture screen and a greater deflection angle are the
major' features of the new tube in the U.S.A.
The old tube used an ion trap
1946- /Q"
on the neck of the tube. This
attracted harmful ion particles
from the picture beam before
they reached the phosphor.520

1949- /4

"

1952-/7"

coated screen

and damaged
The new tube uses an
electrostatic straight gun that /55/8"
catches the ions before they
reach the end of the gun and
eliminates the trap. This is
what makes the tube lighter. The new design
also makes the tube easier to service.
By using a deflection angle (which will be
explained later) of 110 deg., it has been possible
to make a flatter triangle for the area between
the tube neck and the screen. This shortens the
tube length. It also allows the manufacturers to
reduce the chassis size of their sets by a considerable amount for the first time since the days of the
smaller tube.
it.

Production Problems
But the shorter tube is not an unmixed blessing.
It also poses some headaches for the manufacturer.
Up until now, the need for a deep case to house the
picture tube has left plenty of room for the circuitry.
But, to take advantage of the shorter tube, the new
chassis will be hardly more than half the size of the
old ones in most cases. That means valves will have
to be placed closer together. And to keep the wiring
uncongested more printed circuits will have to be
used. Retooling for this is going to cost much in

T.

r_1u.

Des

AND POINTERS TO THE FUTURE

time and money. One manufacturer had to adjust
and retool his entire assembly line to wash the glass,
settle the phosphor screen, create a vacuum in the
tube seal it, and install the new straight gun.

More Power Needed
On top of that, the new tube itself carries a disadvantage. In most cases it takes more electrical
power to deflect the beam to the far corners of the
screen of the increased angle tube than for those now
commonly in use. That is why manufacturers hesitate
to credit the new tube with cost saving. Instead, they
enthuse about space- saving possibilities.
Nearly all manufacturers in the U.S.A. are planning
to include some 110 -deg. angle tubes in their sets
this year. Most are keeping quiet about what models
will feature the tube innovation until the new lines
are introduced in the summer and they've had a
chance to whittle down the inventories of 90 -deg.
tube sets. According to a survey by the American
magazine " Electronics," a McGraw-Hill publication, valve sales are off 6.4 per cent. against last year.
But it is fairly safe to assume that 110-deg. tubes will
appear in most of the so- called portable lines.
Strong Advocate
Sylvania feels so strongly that the trend today is
toward smaller sets, that it already has announced
that its entire 1958 line will feature the 110 -deg. tube.
The company has had some experience with
the 110 -deg. tube. It introduced a 17ín. 110-deg.
portable last December. And sales for the first
MO months of 1957 are running better than
t\\o -to -one ahead of a similar period last year.
(Conch/ led at foot of next page)
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From the tube ofyesterday to the tube of tomorrow.
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the 0E1, nions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the seeder
nol necessaril for Publication).
The

u

" intermittent faults."

The faulty unit

have
have read the editorial column in your could be despatched to makers for servicing, who
for the job. Thank you.
June issue, and whilst 1 am glad to see that you all the latest instruments
H. D. WILLIAMS (N. Wales).
have given as much importance to what is obviously
Mr. C. O. Stanley's report on American colour
COMMERCIAL SERVICE SHEETS
TV as it deserves. you have omitted reference to the
SIR, -- -Would you please explain why many English
incorrect handling of the marketing of portable
radio firms do not supply a circuit diagram with
TV sets which, as he says, " started the rot."
The situation is not without parallel in this country their sets? When one writes asking for one, the
where the credit sale terms on small portable TV reply is that they are distributed only to their
sets are comparable with the instalments on the authorised dealers. German manufacturers provide
domestic models, but without the 50 per cent. deposit. them, why cannot ours 7
If the idea behind it is to protect the public m
I know of many instances where families view live or
more hours a clay on receivers designed in the first some way, then I cannot understand how.
What of the serviceman who is asked to repair
place as " second sets."
a make of set of which he
Your correspondent, G.
i is not an agent ? He will
Goodson (" Valve Defiddle with it, perhaps
SPECIAL NOTE
sign," p. 539) is not alone
causing some damage, the
in his valveholder sufferN\ ill, readers please note that we are unable
cost of which the customer
exings, but may like to know
I to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
probably has to bear.
government apparatus, or of proprietary
that the individual pins
Why, also, should the
We regret
makes of commercial receivers.
in this particular breed
type," who
that we are also unable to publish letters from
of holder can be lifted
would not dream of sendreaders seeking a source of supply of such
out and nipped up, or
ing his set to a repairer
apparatus.
replaced.
3
unnecessarily handibe
Another annoying source
capped?
of trouble is caused by
Surely, in this " do -it- yourself " age, this is a
the valve manufacturer who so kindly tits a plastic
button over the pins for transit protection, but major selling point ? Perhaps some manufacturer
N. PAR«ftoust: (Cpl., Signals,
fails to tuck all nine inside its slot. - H. PETERS would explain.
2nd T.A.F., Germany).
(Norfolk).

SIR.

"technical

-

-R.

THE DOOR -KNOB KILOVOI :FER
SIR, -The kilo -voltmeter described in the June
issue of PRACrICA1. TIT viSioN is certainly a
i

very useful instrument, but surely there is a certain
amount of risk involved in using it. if the crocodile
clip should spring off the chassis whenever a spark
is occurring across the gap it would cause the operator

some discomfort, particularly if

the

EHT was

anywhere near 20 kV.
I think it would he worth a little evra trouble to
make the rod holding the moving sphere from a
piece of fibre or similar material and connect the
" earth " lead direct to the sphere.
Many thanks for a most interesting and useful
article. -A. WILSON (Co. Antrim).
-

INTERMITTENT FALLTS
read the letter of Mr. H. Wells
k
(Edgware) on " Intermittent Faults." as a service
engineer I have been in the same difficulty many
times, and the number of hours that have wasted

CIR. -- Having

I

!

wonder how many readers would agree with
my. " idea " of servicing " intermittent faults." Why
(1)
not have a TV made up of live plug -in units
Tuner unit ; (2) vision and sound I.F. strip ; (31
frame timebase and sync. sep. (4) line timebasc :
151 power unit, and even the L.O.T. could be a plug in component.
How many hours have been paid for by the customer for replacing a L.O.T. on a TV ? Surely some
parts of a TV can be plug-in units. and so ease the
job for a service engineer.
The idea of plug -in components would solve the
1

:

A D.C. PROBLEM
I am on D.C. mains I wondered if any
of your readers could assist me with the following
problem : 1 have a D.C. to A.C. rotary converter,
delivering approximately 70 watts output. As I recently
came into possession of an A.C. television set, I
wondered if it is possible by any means to
boost this output up to about 150 watts to drive
this TV. l would appreciate any suggestions from
readers. It will light up all the valves but I cannot
get enough EHT for the tube. -A. ELLIOTT (N(tts).
SIR,

-As

SMALLER PICTURE TUBES
(Concluded from page 579)
In May. Sylvania plans to bring out

a 21ín. set
using the iiew tube, and then a 24in. model a little
later on.

How

Flat?

And while the manufacturers are trying to work out
their new production problems, their tube designers
will be trying to go one better and produce a flat
tube. it is not likely that the picture tube's angle of
deflection will continue to increase in small jumps
as it has in the past until it reaches the impossible
ideal of 180 deg. The power required to spread the
electrons across the screen at wide angles

is

too much

to be commercially practical. And the electron gun
would be too close to the phosphor screen. Rather.
the flat tube probably will be the result of an entirely
new approach to tube making. For that reason, no
one in the industry is predicting that the flat tube
w ill make its debut before five years at the very earliest.
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COURSES

XPE
EXPERIMENTAL
Mp TECHNOLOGY
COMPLETE
SCIENCE
NEW".

completely up -to -date methods of giving instruction in a
wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for
self -study at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff.

NEI

experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched
on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to

each student for personal and indi' idual tuition throughout the course.
In the case of radio and television, specially prepared components are
supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers,
oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete
design and servicing of modern commercial radio and television

receivers.
If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or
interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own full time or part-time business, these practical courses are ideal and may
be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon to -day for a free
Brochure and full details. There is no obligation whatsoever.

SUBJECTS

INCLUDERADIO

SHORT WAVE RADIO

TELEVISION

MECHANICS

CHEMISTRY

PHOTOGRAPHY ELECTRICITY WOODWORK

ELECTRICAL WIRING
ART,

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

etc.

COURSES FROM
15,'-

The only Home Study
College run by
a World -wide

r
;

(

r

PER

MONTH

E.M.I. INSTITUTES Dept, 13EX, London.W.4

industrial
organisation.

NAME
E.M.I.

AGE ................
lif under 21)

rones

E MI
-Port

BLOCK
CAPS
PLEASE

ADDRESS

Hayes.
I

INSTITUTES

am

interested in the following subiect(s) with /without equipment

...._._.........-.-.._........_........____...

;Ui.y

57

We !hall eat

__....._._..._

orry

yea with personal viste

-

of 'Hie iya.aterd'Voice;' Afa- coniphoae ";_etc.; etc.
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TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
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M1SIGNAL
,

Coverage 120 Ke 2511 les.
900 K s 1110 Kc...
300.1 Kc s
Mc s.
8
2.75 Mets 2.75 Me
:r
16 Me
28 Mc
8 Me/ s-213
M'as. 24 Mc's -84 Mc s. Metal
case 101n. x filin. x 44in.
Size of scale, 64 x 311u. '
A.C.
valves and rectifier.

h,

--

,

-

;,

'I

Internal)

...,
mains 230-150 v.
modulation of 4(1(1 p to a
depth of 30 per cent module rn
lated or unmodulated 11.F
output continuett-Il varivariable,
100 milli -volts. C.W. and
:not
/n^ coil output meter.
output
and
variable
A.F.
Switch.
mod.
Grey hammer finished ease and vrhite lutin 1. A' +qutao phis25or
-.
minus 2 ^:.. £4.19.6 or 34.- deposit and 3 in 'tt h!Y pasttieats
1'. & P. 4,6 ostru.
c

i

SIGNAL & PATTERN
Coverage 7 Mc:: --210 NI. =
In five bands, all un fundamentals. slow -motion tun-

GOODMANS P.M. SPEAKERS. 51n., 171 -. Olin., 18.--.7 x 4. 17.6.
aft,. 4P.M. Quality!, 22'6. 10 x 6. 26' -. 101n., 25' -. NEW ('ONIi ,,s E RS, 10 pF.,5 mfd., our assortment, 50 for 6:6. 100 for 12,-Vic 11I I Tit INS. for ECIAO, 91. 250 MA 71F1 Smoothing Chokes,
1 idclr Coils to match 4' ea. VISCONOL ('ONUS., .002 mfd..
0
18 Cr,. 4.9. DEFLECTION COILS, Standard 35 mm.. iron cored,
5000, 1 K. 2.5 K.
96 BOWLER HATS 1 PRE-SET POTS,
K, 10R 20K, 25 K, 50 K, 2 ea AMPHE.NOI, HOLDERS. Octal,
Mazda, Novai, 07G. 09A. 6 doz, 139G N Screen. 18 ea. Tube
Holders, Octal. 611. Duodecal. 1-.
13 ('II ANNE'. CONVERTORS, famous make, complete PCC84,
PCFBO,beaut. bakelite cabinet, adjustable all 1.F. frees.. £3.15.
G ERMANII °M CRYSTAL. DIODES, famous make, tested,

general purpose. polarity marked. 10d.,

5Y3C'l'

8 6, 6K7GT

51.413

6

6A(

ing, audio output. 8 vortical
and horizontal bars. logging
scale,
ln grey hammer
finished case with carrying
1%.
Accuracy
handle.
A.C. mains 200 -250 v.

J

w

£6 18
.

P. & l'.

6. Or £3 0,

.

3 ..

md

:

;

paume,..

3

3Q -.

.

('OMMERCL \I. 't'ELEVISI(t.1
CONVERTER SI (TABLE \ \1
T.V. EXCEPT PHILIPS
ALL CHANNELS

.

r!

ALTERATIONS TO S1:I
Complete with built 1n power supply.
NO

6A61'

230 -250 V.

ti..'

F

AC /DC

MULTI- METER KIT

7

1

-,

el.

lice with lilt.

a4'
,

6

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER
COMPLETELY BUILT
ntae I-cooled
o
v; ith

3

1

ra: ,\ 0.P.

,,.

the above 18 6. Plus P. &.1!.

l '

i

39

S

Plus

6

10511 t..;

C." P.36.
.et based

P.

1

!

COLLARO 4 -SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER
Model
2011 -2,50

1511

v..

(suis:r'

turn, .;

Brand new, full,:.

..

.

,.

EP90

8-

9 6

2,6

2'8
3'6

816 SP213
5/- U22
101- U50
4110i- U52
748 UCH41

4 6 EI,32
O

7 -

SP4B

7'- SP41

5Í8 SP61

1,33

EI.81
E1,91.

EYOI
818 FZ40
v.

7i6

6r6

eß
918

818'- UY41
116 EZS3
4'- VR15010 3;9
9 GT1C
Speakers Trans.! Min. Gd. No. C.O.D..

ECC84
ECC85

I.

Postage and

-

£8. 19.

N.C.

1'.

ev

r',.'

P. G,-.

RADIO & T.Y. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
GOODS NOT DESPA'l'C'TISD 01

ALL NEW & GUARANTEED

3

6;11
6X4
6X5GT 7;6

1

7B7

7,11

RS

7.6

35

7 S
7 3

7C5
7C6

7'11
7'11

I

-I- .I

.,l E'.R.

9

I

10
10

7;6

314

3Q4

8

3V4

5Y3GT
5Z4G
6AT6
6BA6
615M

6K7G
6KBGT
6Q7GT

39'44

11

IO

3

10,3

9,6

7 6

2K7GT 8' I

8'3

2K8GT 12/6
2Q7GT 9/3

6

I

9AQ5
25L6GT 8/6
25Z4G 8/11
35A5 10/11
35L6GT Si I
3SZ4GT 7/11
35W4 8;11
10 3
35Z3

I

11

9,6
B'3

1

II

Stock

1

13/6
11/6

457

7:11

in

7

2J7GT

2
2,

5

7Y4

11

65N7GT
6V6GT

8,II

2AH8
2AT6

7 3
7 6

613,16

7S7

11

7

50L6GT
807
954
955
956
958

9S

7

Any parcel
insured against
damage in

VALVES

Packing
per valve
over O.

5U-4G

i

ECC/3.3

B
7P6
7

84- PY82

91

SPECIAL OFFERS

T4

PoL R

in

8'8

8/6

2'.in. SPEAKERS. New and Guaranteed. Unrepeatable Price
of 15'I1 each. Postage. etc , I'6 each.
1,200ft. of RECORDING TAPE at only 9;11 each. Including
reel. Postage, etc., I/- each.

NS

c

6;Iu. P.M. SPI

-1A6VI
5- 12A'l'T

H5GT

Medium and lung wave-. In e. e
leatherette. Size n n. x lin .e ne.
P-5,
114, IR
Valve line -up
3V4. Complete lut of part. Ir --.

1

DO

3

.47

ineOrpOial ing Fee'ri I c rod aerial

approx. size 61uß
metal ter titles i
and druhle wounr

7/6 FC'Cill
61 ECC82

C'3

FREE

PORTABLE KIT

Pricking 3

8'6

PY83

DEPT. P.T.

;

ALL -DRY SUPERHET

£5.19.6

PL82

172 ALFRETON ROAD, NOTTINGHAM

5d

Pln

1

1.1

5-

PEN25

8!- PY81

EDDY'S (trotta,.) LTD.

P

Point to point cvil'hng diati l'an!

batteries..

EC52

7,6; ECC'tl

137

EF80
EF85
EF61
FF91

t.-'11AU7
Portage 1 in £1 (1:9 In 1:I
10.100 OTHER BARGAINS TO CALLERS AT

I

P. & P. I

VALVE

9B.
5'-.
4'6

C,

Compri -ii 4 2 u mo\-ing it.l, meter,
avale i atib rated in AC, I1(: volts,
ohms and milli-amps. l'uitag ; range
AC'DC 0 -10.0 -100 and 0 -500. Mini -amps
0 -10, 0-100, t Pons II -1.100 and 0- 10000.
Front. panel. auge switch. vdrewound pot li nr -uhm + zero eetting)
two toggle swit-tics. resist r., and
meter rectilor. In grey hammerfinish ease. 19/6
1,1,

- r7f

5-

6 8 6X5C7 i.

6P'S3
6J 61
6,75C T

8'8 cloy.

350/352 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH
PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND TOOL SHOP

,

`J

,

6G5G'l'

6J

&,.

:7 íj,ß

0'8'6SL7GT 16'866A
11 6
6 9I6SN7GT 5;9;C1(Barr
12 6
6'4,9 6V6G
32 6
6'8I6V6GT
8'-CIC
6'6 EB34
1.6
5 6 ,6V6M
0X4
6-,
E13C33
75'-

6BAG
GBN}i
6C4

6..16

r

-

P. 3d..

I

6117

6J5(
I.

&

24

2- 12Q7(71'
8'-! 251.(3(51'
49'6I6M
96 't564GT
30
9-, OSA7
7
EF39
b'4-6SG7M
3,0 EF50
2,6
7- 6SJ7
716 807. E
81 !6SK7Ci'l' b ;8071A11d1 5'- EF5(red)3B

i

6F'1:C:
Lw

6'-' 12K7GT

6-,61.60

OC6
6146

A.C. mulns. Crackle finish
case 511n. long, 3/1.I. wide. 411u. high.
Incorporating gain control and rand
switch. Illustrated with covet removed.

P.

HOUR SERVICE..
8- ECFB(1 12.- HVR2A 68,7'8 5101142
9,81 KT81
9!8
8lBi1178
7.6 ECL80
7!9
4,- PCC84
8r6 EF.36
7'- PCC5 11i6
7:6 EF37
9- PCFBO 87:6 EF37 9

546 12AX7

6' 6K7M

9 8:'6H6M

6Ah-4

_

-

Ehi.1'.

(

6Aft
6AC'7
6AG

Ii,

£3.19.6

;in %i. \IIDIN TYPE l'OR -\IEKS W Screens Adjustable SlugIron i, 9d. each 76 doz. 21-ín. Ditto, 116. each, 9 - doz. ION
TRAP MAGNETS, 4:-. FOCI 'SING MAGNET ASSEMBl IESwide angle, centring control. 911. DITTO, latest twin magnet
12'8. 12 VOLT 4 AMP. SELENIUM RF.(I'S 98 each, £5 dov.
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6
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ECC8I
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ECC85
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10 6

PL83
PY81
PY82
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UBC41

8

9/3

UY41

8 3
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I I

9 6
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7

VUIII
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L5 19 6.
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EZ80
8r3
PCC84
916
PCF80 10/11
PCL83 12/3
8'11
PL82
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-

6

8'3
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8

39,'6
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Television Receiving Licences

THE following statement shows
the approximate number of approved plans
for
Television Receiving Licences in

a station, to
be
near Nicosia, adjoining
force at the end of April, 1957, in the situated
existing sound broadcasting
respect of receiving stations situ- station.
ated within the various Postal
In common with the sound serRegions of England, Wales,
vice, the new television service
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
will be entirely Marconi equipped.
Region
Total
Equipment to a total value of
London Postal ...
1,474,341
...
Honte Counties
...
836,460 £38,000 will
be supplied and
Midland
1,167,818
installed by Marconi's Wireless
North Eastern ...
1,105,164
Telegraph Company Ltd for the
North Western
1.005,673
515,504 Cyprus Broadcasting Service. This
South Western ...
Wales and Border Counties
394,406 will include
studio equipment to a
Total England and Wales
6,499,366 value of £23,000, a 500 -watt vision
Scotland
485,896 transmitter, a 125 -watt sound transNorthern Ireland
65.046 mitter
and associated transmitting
Grand Total ...
7,050,30g equipment.
Technicians from Cyprus who
will operate the new station are at
Television Passes 7 Million
April the number of present being trained in the Marconi
I)URING
-1 television licences increased works, while the BBC has undertaken the training of programme
by 84,052.
14,559,316 broadcast receiving producers.
licences, including 7,050.308 for
television and 308,296 for sets
fitted in cars, were current in Great
Britain and Northern Leland at
the end of April, 1957.

Film Strip Lecture -Band ill
Television Aerials
FILM strip has been produced
A
in colour telling the story of

Band Ill reception. It is proposed
to show this primarily to Scottish
dealers participating in the exhibitions being organised by Scottish
Television Ltd.
Four centres have been chosen,
Edinburgh, Stirling, Glasgow and
Dundee.
The run -through will occupy
about 45 minutes when there will
be a tea break before question time.
A senior representative of the company and an engineer will be in
attendance to answer technical
questions.
The purpose of the film into help
dealers exhibiting to answer the
inevitable questions put by their
customers as to which of many
types of aerial will be required in
any particular location.
The first showing will be in Edin-

Pye TV Station for Bangkok
LIMITED announce that
PYEthey have sold [a complete
high -power television station for
It is
Bangkok for £170,000.
expected to be completed towards
the end of the year.
In 1955 Pye sold a complete
television station for Baghdad to
the Iraq Government, and have
also secured contracts for transmission equipment in many other
parts of the world.
Marconi Equipment for Cyprus
Television Station
island of Cyprus is soon
THEto have its own television
The Governor,, Field service.
Marshal Sir John Harding, has

A 27in. receiver installed by High Definition TV Ltd. at a Cambridge

bays' school.
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During out-of-service hours.
when the East German Television
Service is off the air. TV pictures
from the Fair will be offered to the
200 kW.
The studio equipment includes authorities for re- transmission.
one complete two -camera studio,
In all, nearly a quarter of a
million pounds -worth of the most
advanced British television transROSS -OHGLSUCESTER
mission equipment and other
electronic apparatus will be taken
R YDFYL
MONMOUTH
to Leipzig by the Pye Group of
STROUD
Ippl
L:Il. li!
Companies. Included in the exhibits
i.ÑT
on the Pyc stand will be telecom-

16 -stack high -gain quadrant aerial.
The effective radiated (vision)
power will be of the order of

burgh, before the first exhibition.
which is being held in Portobello.
Admittance by ticket, obtainable
from Belling and Lee Ltd.. Great
Cambridge Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
RRECCH

YE

,

PEMBROKE

munications and scientific instruments, electronic components, such
as transistors and quartz crystals,
and domestic radio. television and
sound reproducing equipment.

I;

!1'

I;

CHIPPENHA!A

ÍNary..

R'nl,''
BATHf'
OCR

tT H

1.,
t1FRACOMBE:Iiill,!

ELLS

Television and the

FROME

E

BNSILAPrE

BIDLPORJ

Ili

:

I

SHAFTESBURY

SOUTH MOLTORI
II

R

I

II!I

N G

of reception of

II

holders' meeting recently said.
Has ing
amongst other things ,
pioneered and developed compatible colour television, we have the
utmost faith in its ultimate success.
We are fully aware from past experience that the introduction of a new
product or sere ice as significant
as colour television faces many
obstacles ; some are natural and
others are man -made. Indeed, it
way with wireless
was that
telegraphy. radio broadcasting,
and black-and-white teles ision.
Now, colour TV is meeting such
obstacles and is overcoming them
one by one and day by day.
" To the great services offered
by black - and - white television,
colour adds a new and thrilling
dimension. Nothing can stop the
continued progress of colour

"...

television....'

Poland Orders Television Station

to the approximate

value of £200,000 has been
received by Marconi's for the
supply of a complete television
station to Poland. It will be the
biggest in that country.
transmitting equipment
The
included in the contract comprises

two 7, kW. vision transmitters.
two 2 kW. sound transmitters, two
one
and
units
combining

E

Six-

I

A R E

is the lifting of the
vv
ban on 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
television broadcasting likely to
have on the size of the " under
sixteen " element in I.T.A. audiences during evening time seg-

NViHAT effect

ments''
Programming during the 6 p.m.
to 7 p.m. period is obviously likely
a
master conVol room, two to be the major determining
vidicon telecine channels, and a factor. Nielsen Television Index
considerable quantity of test -gear examination of " under sixteen "
and spares.
viewing, shows a definite and conThe outputs of one vision and sistent pattern under present cirone sound transmitter will he com- cumstances. Between 5 p.m. and
bined to feed into eight stacks of 6 p.m. the average daily " under
the aerial array ; the remaining sixteen " percentage of total 1.T.A.
pair will be treated in like manner, audience to Croydon is 48 per cent..
feeding into the other half of the between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. 22 per
array. By this means the two cent.: to Lichfield 52 per cent.
vision transmitters are effectively and 33 per cent. ; to the Northern
in parallel " on the air " as also transmitters 51 per cent. and 30 per
are their sound counterparts.
cent. : showing a fall -off of between
The station will operate on 26 (Croydon) and 19 (Lichfield)
percentage points.
Band Ill, to O.I.R. standards
that is, 625 lines 50 fields with a
As a background to speculation
video bandwidth of 6 Mc s. This it is worth bearing in mind that the
standards
the
as
the
same
is
latest Nielsen surveys show that

the
and the Wes!.

GENERAL SARNOFF of the
R.C.A., at the annual stock-

1N order

I,

YEOVIL

Colour Set -backs

í-

'ITAUNTON

TÌ`lERTOH('"

HOLSWORTHY

7 he projected arcas

I

" Under

teens

RI EU G WATER

I.T.A. transmitter for Wales

-

The
adopted by the U.S.S.R.
station will be built at Katowice
in southern Poland and will serve
that densely populated mining
area.
Biggest -ever Export Bid

first concentrated export
in Eastern Europe by
any television manufacturer in
the world is to be launched by
Pye Limited, of Cambridge, at the
Leipzig Fair.
This export drive will be on the
largest scale ever undertaken by
I've in an overseas market. It will
involve demonstrations of underwater, industrial and studio teleision cameras as well as a complete

THEdrive

outside broadcast schiele.

www.americanradiohistory.com

46 per cent.

of I.T.A. homes

have

no children (on the average of all
areas), while 43 per cent. have one
or two children, 11 per cent. three
or more.
Television Set Innovation
ANEW idea is reported from
America where ` modular "
construction is now taking the
field. One 17in. receiver now on
the market has a printed- circuit
chassis into which are plugged 17
modular plates which contain the
egçtivalent of 127 conventional

components. Other chassis have
a horizontal deflection circuit composed of 4 modules which replace
some 40 components.
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l.'

T.V. CONVERTER £2.5,0. post free

ALL

Suitable for all Ii;md

:I I.T.V. channels.
Bodine,.
highly
estop I''r .+'bel.
and -r. S'b:uol T.R.F. meeker,. complete, kit of
parts, TONI Mail, 22.5.1 p' ^t tn.. Brat, boil.
and aligned, non InkcillS, 12.19,6, c:.tr. awl ins. 3'r;
ditto, mains operated, 13.19.6, ,,,
'
T.V. ACCESSORIES
Adaptors frow 7 6 pir sel
indoor or outdoor Rawl 3 dipoles with 4 dn. cab....
13/9 :3 (Element array. 27/6, et,. Rawl
,.
r filter nuit, 71.
Viable at le,,,,aln..
Variable

'ft ll'orld

circuit.

1

:

1

I

ti db

í I6

d.,

679.

BBC break -through filter. noi.:rble

0,r 111111 pattern reaction 8'6.

Volume Controls 80

i'AIHLE
STANDARD l

log. ratios,

10,001, ohms
Megohms.
Long

--2

dirmi.
Polythene insulated.

spindles.
I
guarantee, Midget Ettisr

Ko.type.
Se, S,1r. Sw. 11.0.0w
3/414/9

Lille.
ohms

--

Ratio,

COAX
,

".4' ONLY
py. yd.

GRADE
.

r,,
SPECIAL -- Se
spaced polythene,
ohm
Con jhr 'ilota,.
I.ossr:.
Stranded

111,000

Megohn,s.
41- each.
Coax
sockets 31 -.
Couplers e,t1511",,.
9d. yd.
1,3.
Outlet boxes, 4/6.
TWIN FEEDER. e0 ohms, 6d, yd. 300 ohms, Od, yd.
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, 811 ohuls, 1;3 Pl.
50 OHM CABLE 8d. per yd. lin. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pd. -70 pf., Bd. pou pf..
Lens

..

2

itch,

Con plugs. 1,2.

<

,

;

150

pl.,

113

2511

;

lie)hire Type -2
RESISTORS.

Type.
Hi -Stab.

-fret.

value=

l

;

1

n.-

rrn. '44',II in.
IiVA
LW. 8011 111.- -!,01111 m.
rE It I 110
Ile:d,d new and guar. A.C. 200(250 ,- 4 pos. 1V.('.
4h rl Me l u n I
q l
P.C. socket. High
P.1
J dust core coils. Latest circuit technique, I la
Al'r' and neg. feedlowk.
Chanein
menus.
nize, 111 x
_ 21in. Dial 10in - Ali
Hon or vert.
',10 ti, ,
Walnut or ivory knobs to choice,.
Angles. rnd `',Ida-ate,. ready for use. Sensitivity
and Quality at Low Cost,
á1.M'.

21111

I

OP'i

Double wound mains trans. BARGAIN 91
'arr. and ins., 4/6.
PRICE
2
8 or 10 in. weaker to match, 20/- and 25!-.
7 Valve De Laze, push -pall version, 7 .cart
012.10.0. Carr. & ins. 5'-

GRS.
outpt.

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
SINGLE PLAYEES: 3 -SPEED 116/2.---Model
Consisting of motor turntable and dun slat. turnover
head. 24,12.6, cam and ins. 3/-. Cat mounting
board for T.11.8, 5/-, earr, and ins.
3-SPEED
COLLARD. --Model 3/554 with ttalia tyre l'.1'.,
and ins. I/O. 4 -SPEED COLLAR()
18.19.6,
and GARRARD units as available, from 17.10.0,
carr, amp it
3/6.
AUTOCHANGERS 4 -SPEED HER U.A.8, 13.15.0.
and ilkr. 4.6.
awl
4 -SPEED COLLARD
GARRARD , r,,io, as available, from 91 ens., ,,ire
and ins. 4.6'
1

.

w., 9d.

:

ohms

111

WIRE

I4e.

2 -.

ol,nIn
15,101
3.000
;,hura

:rw.(

.,

jo..
w

.10.1141

.1

111,,

-

f.-

t

pf. to 080 pf., 8d. ex Ceramic types 2.2 pf. -51.1.0
pf. an available, 9d. each. Tubular., 450 v.. Hunts
and T.C.C. .000.4, .001, .1114, .Ito and .1, 350 v., 9d.
.ír2, .015, .1.510v. Hunts, T(Y', 11-.
5 Hunt, 1,8.
.3 Hauts. 1/9.
.1, 1.500 v. T.C.C. (Simples), á'd.
.tot ti kV. T.C.C., 5/6. .001 211 kV. T.C.C., 9 1
SILVER BMA CONDENSERS
in"; 5 pf. to 301t pf., 1' -. 0110 pt. fu :1,11014 III.. 1'3.
pf. to 300 pf., 19, 515 pi. to 5,060 pi., 2, -.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. ---18 s.w.g. Plain. undrdled,
lolled 4 .ides and riveted corners lattice Axing boles.
Strong and soundly constructed with 21in. sides.
7in. z Sin., 4;6 ; 9in. z Sin., 5'9 : ilia. z 7in., 6 9 ;
13in. z O[o., 8/6 ; I4io. z Ilia., 10'8.
-oil",. 4,1
SOLON SOLDERING IRONS
0.1,
watt Instrument type. 216
Pencil' Bit Type. 26/8: 6:, n 511 oval
'III
25/-. r'omprehensive stuck
-l,:,n, a,,.i

-

iii"

iii

111

I.

I

GUARANTEED

1R5,1T474111AF97
104, 184 7/6 1)1,1
354, 3l'4 Bi- OK96

12 6
11 8

57.4

11 6

918

6ATR
6K7

81

6118

8/8
0/6
8/6
7/6
7/8
7/6

641

717
1i,957

6V6
OX

4

6X5

81. ECL80 10/8 Pl'1.8:3
9.1- EF41
108 PI,BI
1E- EFeo
10/6 PI,e'2
OL06
91- EF86
12/6 P1133
351,8
10/6 EEO].
8/8 11180
BARCOS 9/6 EL41
10'6 PY81
91B91
5/6 EL84
11/6 PTAS
EBC41 10/6 EY51
10/6 U2'l
EB('33 8/6 EZ-10
8/6 1125
E1a184 1248 E280
8/6 11BC4I
ECF80 12/6 MU14
9/8 11C1142
ECF82 12/6 PCX'84 10/8 l'F41

10-

00

9B
8'8

8; 8
1116

8/6
10;8
10,-

9/. ECH42 10/6 PCF80 18/8 UL41 10 8
7Y4
8/5 EUH81 10/6 PCF82 10/e 01'41
81
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
i R6, 1T4, 105, 104 or 354, rr 3V4
...
,.. 2741
119496, 11P90, I/AF96, 1)186
,..
... 35 tiK8, 6K7, 6117, IiV6, 4Z4 or 6X5
35, _
ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
7C5

Tubular Wire Ends

25125 v

50/12 v

50/50

4

v

119

510 v

2/-

v

215/3

r.B
";46r1
B.E.C.

'

Dub.
v. Doh.
v. T.C.1'.

2/9
4/e

Can. Types, Clips. 3d, ea.
8H;í0 v
2:6
8
8

+8/450 v. T.C.C.
+16/450 v. Hauts

418

5'-

16 +16/450 v. T.C.C. 5'6
3'2/3511 v
4;32 +32/275 v. Hunts 4 6

5'- 32 +32 /450 v. T.C.C. 61
3/6 250/330 v. B.E.C. 8'6
Doh.
4/- 60 /350 v. T.C.C.
1:8
16
16/4511 v. T.C.C. 5/6
60 +110/350 v.
11.6
32/350 v, Dub.
4/- 60 +250/275 v
12,8
32/510 v. Dub.
5/121
50-1-60/350 v. 11.E.('. 6/6 100 -i-200/275 v.
32 i-32,1350 v. B.E.C. 5/8
3,000 mkt. 8 v.
3'6
SENTEECEL RECTIFIERS.
E.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. -K325 2 kV., 5/- : K5;l1/
:3 /2 kV., 6/9
94:3,45 :3.6 kV.. 7/3
K4130 4 kl'.,
T/9 : K3 /100 8 kV., 12,/9, etc.
MAINS TYPES. --ItM1 1:S r., 60 mA., 438 KM2
125 v. 1011 01A., 4/9 ; RM3 125 v. 120 ruA.,
RM4 250 v., 2511 uv4.. 161 -,
ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS liar pin. spindle.
Ilia. dims, Walnut ur ivory. Gold filled. 16 standard engravings, 1/6 ea
Plain knobs to match
above, Ilin,, 105. each, : 11 in. diam., 8d. ea,
Superior walnut o ivory with gold rings, gin.,
1ìn., 9d, ea, fainter knobs, black with
1/- a
B.FLt'

;

RECORD PLAYER CABINETS
style re ine covered Cabinet in
noOled let] w ith cream interior. Sie Ise n 131 s ht.
81 in., f'dte,l with all ar
ories,'including speaker
beak board and plastic fret. Space available for all
modern amplifiers and autochangers,
etc. t'neut
ono plat
mounting puant 14 s lain.. Cul 1001r0ting boards r available.

l'oote,np'nary

£3.3.0.

Cabinet Price,

earn and ins. 3 /6.
it above cabinet),

VALVE AMPLIFIER no
modem circuit with ELMS output, ma,11- built, with
speaker
tad ont put
ttan.fortmer, 1332,6,
earl.. and ills.
2

TRANSISTORS
Audio Type, Bun Ken+, 2311 01.w., 9/6.
1.F. and Mixer Type, 1.6 akin. 14/0R.F. and L.O. Mixer Type, 2.5 Mc/s, 19.9,

tented and guaranteed-Midget 1.F. I ransf.
Ferrite Slab Aerial Ideal range),
M. and L.IV. Ils,'. nul 1st I.I'., 11/6
transi., 8:6
Pull inl,
Posh

Transistor Components,
:115

1316

k, ¡s. 5';

I

Od.

-All

rr P" TYPE COILS.
ranges 1 to 7,
2/6 ea. (honor V series coils. Slug tuned. All rangen
from 318. Med. R L.M'. dual range coil with reaction,
type OK R2 with circuits, 4/ -.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. -Made in our twin
Workshops to Top Grade epee. Fully interleaved
and iurpregmned.
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
TYPE. --:x50 r., 00 u,A. F.M'. see, 5 v. or 0.3 v. a
rect. 6.7 v. 2.5 a. set Mrs.. 21/-, etc., C.R.T. HER.
ISOLATION
TYPE. --Low leakage with or without
"
.' ".
C. hou.t 'o!ta¢e. Ratio 1
1 or 1.24, '2
10 /O: 4 v., 16,6 : r,.3 r., 10/8:
13.3 v..: loll.
Ditto with mains primaries 2001250 v., 121, Oleci.ls
to order.

,I.F. TRANSFORMER -465 ke /s
u14i catuirr s midget
1.1'.7'.
)21in.
jiu. dust re timing. 1. ;

:

Poor
Pun output Iran

white line,
WEARITE

1

Ill,'s. s,nplus PSI. Junction type.

.411

8" P.M. SPEAKER
Rs Mine. Units: Rola, I:I:,.. ,',dcslioo, ale.
Ideal 11x..
All reconditioned :.ml e,.,
t.
Unit. Bargain, 716. l'arr' ".

VALVES

BOXED

;

:

:3

1

;-

9

2 3

WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3w. LAB. COL/1ERN, ete.
Pre -Set Min. T.V. Type Standard Size Pots. 21in.
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle.
High t1 cule.
All values 25 ohms to :30 All Values. 1110 ohms
K.. 3/- etc. 50 K., 4r -. 50 K., 5/6
1011 K.. 618.
Ditto Carbon Track. W/W EXT. SPEAKER
50 K. to 2 Meg.,
CONTROL 100, 3r -.
CONDENSERS. -Mica or S, Mica All bref. value..

for only 161010 punt free.
SUPERIOR
TYPE GLASS DIAL (as illustrated). C I I toted
in Mc's and edge lit by 2 pilot lamps, 12,1

Illustrate.. handbook with full details, 2/ loss tree.

v.
81-5 500
8 +16 450
16/450 v.
16/5011 v.

1'3
1'6
3

etc,

105011

WOUND
Ohms

Inw.'

I

it

A/4511

goh,on.

u

111

JASON F.M. TUNER UNIT 017 we -In5
As dvs,rlbrd
Radio t'uu.strue tor,
I',.,
.Approve,) Kit of parts to I,n11,1 thin modern
successful unit, drilled chassis and J.I1. dial, a ii, .-,1,ßl
cans. 4 BVA u, i',' tore valves awl all compounds,

100/25 r

;

;

10 "95.
Type.

WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
WAVEBANDS
5 VALVES
16
50 m.
LATEST MIOfE7'

pt.. 1íS 6181 p1., 1,9. PHILIPS
to 8 pt. or 3 to 311 pf., 1;3 ea h.

CARBON
w., 3d.:
1
w., 6d.

20 " :. Type,
4
w.. 5d.

3

'.N'.

Hrand new

;

c.

..O

:o

'xila, High (j. Bargain offer. 7'6 "' -'.
I

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

(Est. 1946)

70 RRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

(THO 2188)

TRS RADIO

50 yards Thornton Heath Station.
Listed above are only a few items from our very large atock.

TRS

-6

Trr,,,s :

C. II

Hours : 9 a.m.
p.m., I p.m, Wed.
u. .,r (.O. D. Aiodly wale chegurs, l'A.s, etc., puyr.Lte lo TJL5.

I'

Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 & 190.
Send 3d. stamp today for Complete Bargain List,

OFEN ALL DAY SAT.
l'urhiuy up

www.americanradiohistory.com

to á1L. 7d., 115. 1/1, 31L. 116, 5Th.

1., 1411.

3'6.

-
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SUMMER SALE!
Finest Battery Portable
aerials, low consumption valves, super'het circuit. with
A.V.C., ready -built and aligned
cluisais, f required, beautiful two
tone cabinet covered with
Resine and Tygan. Guaranteed
results on long and medium
waves anywhere. All parts, including speaker and cabinet.
Price is 67.15.0 complete or
£1.15.0 deposit and 7 monthly
payments of £1, post and In,. 3 6.
ready -built chassis 30- ex ra.
Data 16.
Fe11'Íl e rod

COMMERCIAL TV
DON'T GIVE UP BEFORE YOU HAVE
TRIED OUR BAND III PRE -AMP

-

i

Separate coaxial inputs for Band I and Ill
Aerial Downleads. No
changing of Aerial

No Diplexor
required. Attractive
black crackle finished
case fitted with non scratch rubber feet.
leads.

14' T.V. Cabinet
lain. T.V. cabinet of the lair'!
-beautifully veneered and polished- 6
limited quantity-sale price 17
each. Carriage and packing 3;6 extra.
-

t"

Crystal
Microphone
;t7 in is tntr-

Transistor Receiver
19/6
Makes
ideal
bedroom radi,,.

'i

crystal 1-yi"
has high gain
and is suitable

useseinetran.pistol' and cle
crystal diode.
Complete 6.--

pur- tapa

for all
poses

5-

,,

eN11'.,.
i.

installed -just
plug in mains and
aerial leads.
A sensitive unit complete with built -in power
supply specially designed for use in ultra -fringe
areas. High signal to noise ratio. Will produce
excellent results in localities where the signal is
normally unusable.
Dimensions 6in. x 4ín. x 2in. Will fit inside most
receiver cabinets. 200 -50 v. A.C.
Easily

PRICE

recorders-amplifiers. Pelee
419, post and
fns. Pd.

ever. 19 6. '.,

and

.

,

Bland raw i,=i b.. cot sta plu,.
and Il
with coils for Band
complete with valves PCCB4 and
l'CFIb -I.F. Output ::1 38 Me
itll Instructions and circuit
diagram, 798. With knobs 3.6
oral r.a, post and insurance 2'6.

/:1-a16A\T1:1:1! VALVES
6116
5-

CV6

DE'rh

DET25

Dr9l
1)I

EBFBO

ECC3a
ECC35

7

7:6

Connecting Wire

ECH42

10'11'-

ECLB'1

9'5.-

1.00.54

51-

6'6'-

EC90

RNlft.

most

coils

colours.

sale price 26 pee evil

Or 5

coils 10 -. Post free.

Electric Blanket Element 15/-

Wc are offering an out-of- season iiiu- gain --14 yards of waterpu,r,r
elect-u-b- blanket element. enough to malte u full size blantef,
San- pii, is only 15 -, i«rst free, ',nn
Normally we sell at 20
-

EF36
EF37A
EF39
EF41
EF42

;

:

:

:

1

:

ÀN"

8.6

13 -

7-6

1

11 6

88-

S$
4 6

46
76
8r6
10-

KT44

7B

7.6
20 -

Ii3'Wßa
P1:36

10'8

1I31

108

P1.82
I'1-89
PYCI

9.-

8'8
8'8

l'Y82
l'CFIt)

91

10-

I'C'1,82
pCC81

10 11i8

l'CC141

10-

1'G1.82

EF54
EF55
EF'8)
EF85

10i6'10-10 57-6
9--

108

1.P41

8.6
5'15'5'4'6
5'-

E192
EF94

5'6
7--

,S'P81
17801

20-

1113(14l

10.-

EF.S'l

F.F'fll

86

7'6

RF9.'r

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders, Dept. 5. Sutton Road, Eastbourne
Phone Clio1 58
266 1.011414111 R0ad.110\41011.
42 -46. Nlndnlln Iíi11. It iii-lip. \lidd c. Phone RUISLIP 6780
phone FLEet 2633
152-3. Fleet Street. I:.1 .4.
1049
Breen 11.1.. I in.t.un) P7:.. \,4. Phone Aft Chway 4921
29 Mr
Phone MAlda Vale
249. 6Ht urn 11 ich I:u :ul. K3itim-11.

7-

Eil186

K'l'WGl

9-

EC52

PVC covered copper wire in

10 6

El tN
FIl; rl

99-

1110-

ECM

test on

the market
and literally
are

1010-

F.1.3.1

HGi
K'I34C'

ECC81
ECH35

EMIR

15-

EL.42

7-6

7'6

ECC82
ECCtli:t

6

l?l:s'

P:I,li

1- 1.1V51
9- F.58ó
2 8 ES&19
1117.86
if i
9,- FCl3C
9- Hld3C

ECC81

Th,, 51eveland
Mond 111 converter is one

5.

7 8

EABC'10
EB31
EB91
EBC3::3

6

78

d3:1

DL95
EA50

,

thousands
in use all over
Britain. Original
price,
£7.10.0. Sale
Price £4.19.6,
carriage and

4

DLir2

-aire net 11,0.'01 r,r
educational set for begin also makes a line second
al
for the bedroom. workshop,
All parts, lea-' cabinet.
ua =sis and speaker, 19:6. Post
i- a :'.

insnran'-C

sr

DFP2

The Skysearcher

of the

Boulton Road, SOUTHSEA.

14,

I

1

Save £2 -10 -0

71

(Electronic Equipment Manufacturers),

Turret Tuner

and ins. 26. Data free- with
parla or available separately
1 6. 3-v aim e batteri version
alun available ut the stave
price.

C.O.D.

C.W.O. OR
(Fly Lead 3'6 entra.).

f6.6.8.

" AIRVISION

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
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EF96
EK32
EKnn
B1,22

Posi

81
88
88
868
&

l'ER46
l'61

P`L30

at

RKd34

H1.17

SP1SC

5.'-

TTII

1020-

l'1r.tI
111,8
(11 A6
Uv-11

lid.

I..11i'i1lh:\ ('

`-ILLúi.f)

vt'i!t
k,t".

074.\
11,4
111-1

105
1tt5
2C:11

2D21

2X2
3A4

61;7
I:` .',.

10 -

65,1 ;

0-

651(7
651,7

8 8

6557

71 6557
7'8
3 8
7 6

4-

76

41)1
5611

6AI:

8'8
8'6

6A1116

71

6A1'..
6AU6
6BE6

8 -

574
6ACl:,,
GAT:,

6A03

613A6

6B06
6EII6
6BR7
6BS7

GBWiI

6BX6
6B8

not

6132
GF1.13

6C6
6116
6.75
6.17

6K7
6Kit
6146

6E7

46

GQ7

GP28

O:;IC

6 6
7 6

^'6
4'8
8'-

'3Q4

10.-

8-

VPp1C'

Packing

7 6

\ I: IU:

8 6

6.8

7,'-

8'-

81
81
7'6
86
8%8
81
88
5'5'-

'6

2;8
7.8
5'8
8'8
10'i6
20'8'6

61'8
6V6
G34

13D2

9D2
12AG

12AH3
12A1'7
12AU7

I2AXi
12116

12J5

1237
12K7
12K6
12Q7
12SC4
12S(17
128117

128J7

12SK7
16D2
351.6

3574
45
58

76
85A2
90C1
807
821
8ä'324

954
965
7193

8012
po01
9W3

Free ot-cr f1. C.O.D. as extra.

F.i:F(''1.' gi.O\ I

8.6

s-

576
76
6:6

7B
il--

7r6

78
46
76
10-

7'6

926
57!6

176
7 -6

55-

55-

81
88
5,-

9'7,8

40-

30;_

5381
W-

5-

C%
14:
Ri-itxl':Y.
160. CIIIPS'IT.111 \'.413,H1- IRO.\11, C'11tT.SIION,
Saturdays.
on
preferably
CPL1uMs 9075. Personal eallers
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UNDERNEATH THE

DIPOLE]

TELEVISION PICK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos
(N

the earliest days of 2L0; progress at the BBC-TV Film
schemes were held in StüdiOS, Ealing. Under the super high esteem by the then managing \ision of Miss Bradnock and Miss
director of the BBC, Mr. J. C. W. Rose, 12 charming girls are being
Reith (now Lord Reith) ; the Con - coached in the mysteries of grease
troller, Admiral Carpendale, and paint, foundation creams, eye
the Chief Engineer, Capt. P. P. shadowing, character lining, hair
Eckersley.
In conjunction with styles and false moustaches. I must
Marconi's, a course was held at say that the group of young ladies
Chelmsford in 1923, attended by that I saw at the Ealing make -up
many young and enthusiastic en- course seemed to be a capable and
gineers who are now in the " top earnest little class ; I hope that
brass " of the BBC Engineering every one of them succeeds. The
Division. Since that time, educa- BBC are able to do this kind of
tional activities have broadened in thing much better than the feature
their scope and training and film world, where the entry of new
refresher courses have been ex- make -up assistants is severely
tended to cover almost every restricted by the branch of the
possible aspect of the broadcasting trade union concerned.
world, dealing with production and
organisation subjects as well as RECORDED TV FEATURES
technical.
often wondered why so
IHAVE
many of the feature series proBBC TV COURSES
grammes on both BBC and I.T.A.
has resulted in a are sent out live instead of being
TELEVISION
further crop of training filmed. Practically all the popular
courses, which have increased in weekly American shows, such as
number since the loss of a number I Lore Lucy, The Burrs and Allen
of experienced personnel to the Show, etc., are filmed and edited,
I.T.A. programme contractors. thus achieving the maximum of
These training schemes include slickness and timing in the end
special entrance courses for would- product. From the edited 35 mm.
be television and film cameramen, negative can be struck off prints in
assistant producers, editors, film 16 mm. or 35 mm. for showing at
recordists, projectionists and make- various times of the day in different
The courses are parts of the U.S.A. and for exportup assistants.
held from time to time in accor- ing abroad. It was the difference
dance with staff shortages in in the time between the East and
different departments. There are, West coasts of America together
as might be expected, hundreds of with the high cost of land line TV
applications for positions in special- networking which brought about
ist departments with the BBC, the necessity for the use of film and
quite apart from those which are justified the high cost. Export of
specifically advertised for in the TV films abroad came along later
daily and technical Press. These and opened up an enormous and
applications are carefully scrutin- rapidly expanding market. There
ised and persons with reasonably is no special necessity for TV filmpromising qualifications are given ing in Britain, since live networking
interviews. Finally, a selected few can be carried out simultaneously
are given the opportunity of taking to all British transmitters and, if
a course on the particular job they required, to a few Continental ones
fancy -with the full knowledge that as well. Nevertheless, both the
for some occupations only about BBC and the I.T.A. companies
50 per cent. of those taking the would like to increase the amount
course succeed. At the moment, a of filming, to gain a bigger share
practical course on make -up is in of the world market in TV films.

IN training
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The cost of film stock, processing
and editing, however, is relatively
high-adding at least £1,000 to
the budget of a half-hour feature,
if telerecording is carried out, or
more if film in the conventional
film studio manner.
There are
exceptions, of course. Robin Hood
is one British feature series which
has justified the extra costs of filming, but this was initially made for
the American market before it
appeared on British television.
The same applies to the highly
successful Douglas Fairbanks films.
If the quality of telerecording
could be improved and the costs
reduced, Britain could put on film
a large proportion of live TV
features for export. I.T.A. companies are hoping that magnetic
telerecording will make this
possible.
S.S.W.
IN the meantime, Marconi's have
disclosed to the Television
Division of the British Kinematograph Society a number of
improvements in telerecording
included in their newest TV studio
equipment.
By providing spot wobble to the scanning of their
image orthicon cameras and synchronising it with similar spot wobble on the receiver tube of the
telerecorder, there is an astonishing
improvement in quality and definition of the recorded result. It dogs,
in fact, enable 405 lines to achieve
the definition of 600 to E00 I.tnes.
Synchronised spot-wobble--commonly known amongst Marconi
engineers as " S.S.W." -will become a familiar term in the next
few months. The paper on the
subject, with demonstration films,
film clips and slides, was given by
Messrs. Jesty and Sarson and was
followed by a lengthy but lively
discussion in which several leading
television engineers took part. If
the system could be made compatible with the present British
standard, then a tremendous improvement in home reception
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would be possible on receivers chell, Hattie Jaques and Kenneth work. Up to now, the tendency has
fitted with synchronised spot - Williams all made the best of a been for the provincial programme
wobble. However, the immediate hilarious script, excellently pro- contractors to take a high proportion of network programmes from
objective is to improve telerecording duced by Duncan Wood.
A -TV and AR -TV in London. The
quality on live TV transmissions.
" REQUIEM FOR A HEAVY- idea of mutual exchanges of
WEIGHT "
programme between provincial
TOP COMICS
THE Charing Cross Road fra- THE versatile Warren Mitchell. stations has achieved quite a
appearing lately in so mane measure of success in America, as
ternity of music publishers
have a traditional appreciator for TV revues and goon shows. was a variation of the conventional
the circulation figures of their sheet also seen recently in a dramatic role networking from New York City.
music and the records sold of their in Requiem for a Heavyweight on There is no reason why the policy
published " numbers." They have BBC -TV, in which he played the should not succeed here, especially
as regards the types of material
a special fondness for the " top part of the seedy trainer of a heavy
ten " returns in one of the musical weight who had passed his prime. most likely to succeed in the lighter
programmes. The major part in
the tie -up will be taken by Granada.
whose excellent facilities in Manchester are likely to expand rapidly.
In my report of a visit to Granada's
TV Centre, Manchester, a few
months ago. I remarked upon the
space
available for expansion.
Another provincial expansion of
studio space will be in Glasgow.
where the BBC have taken over tite
Black Cat Cinema in Springfield
Road and are now converting it
into a TV studio.

TOIL AND TROUBLE !
" DOUBLE bubble - toil

Ll

one of the 12 products which received
for outstanding design at the Design Centre. It is the CS17
sen veneer made by Pse, Ltd.
Japanese
in
Television receiver
weekly papers of the current He turned in a first -rate character
popular songs. A " pop number performance. " Mountain "
arrives. catches on. is whistled by McClintock, the heavyweight with
errand -boys, and duly registers a simple soul, was most movingly
higher and higher on the " top ten " portrayed by Sean Conner. a
list-until it falls, like a spent young actor new to me. The story
rocket. right off the list. The life of the ageing boxer who was too
of a popular song number is almost ashamed to become a stooge in
as ephemeral as the mayfly. if it faked wrestling matches, but whose
wasn't for the script writers, the inarticulateness and lack of educaTV lives of the comics would he tion fitted him for little else, was
equally short. However talented a well told in a taut script by the
comedian is, he must rely to a large American TV playwright. Rod
extent on the material supplied to Sterling. Other players who did
him. .Forging to the front at the well in this excellent play were
moment are Tony Hancock. Arthur George Margo, as the boxer's
Haynes and Flanagan and Allen. manager, and Jacqueline Hill as a
with Harry Secombe maintaining girl at an employment bureau.
his position. while several comics Alvin Rakoll was the producer.
who were in the top ten a year ago
T.W.W.
have now disappeared from the
WAS not at all surprised to hear
list. Hunet'ck'.v Hail Hour scored
the " Teles ision Wales and
heavily with the episode which had
of a link -up
a repertory theatre as its setting, West" announcement
Netand Tony Hancock. Warren Mit- with the Granada Television

H.R.H. Prince Philip inspecting
an award

I
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and

trouble .' said an I.T.V.
production executive to rte. " That
describes the daily grind required
to turn out sir or seven hours of
1
live programmes per week."
sympathised with him in a suitable
manner, but he was not listening.
His eyes glinted -a new idea titr
a TV feature had just occurred
to him ; maybe it was something
to do with the opening scenes
with the witches in Shakespeare's
!

11acbeth.
I
waited patiently while the
brain -child was horn. wondering
whether the words " double bubble " merely referred to overtime
payments. f was never to know ;
for he returned to earth without
referring to either witches or
cauldrons. and continued to describe the trials and tribulations
which have to he overcome in producing elaborate 1.T.V. plays under
severely restricted facilities, with
budgeting, casting. readings, art
and wardrobe treatment, preliminary and final camera rehearsals
all rushed through at a breathless
rate. It was hard work all right
hut I could see from his expression
that he was enjoying it, nevertheless.

-

"PRACTICAL TELEVISION
CIRCUITS"

net or 15'6 by post from :
GEO. NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street.
Strand, W.C.2.
15 -
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SUMMER SALE

LOOK!

17"

T.V. CHASSIS 79/6. 7ßV.
Complete chassis by
famous manufacturer.
Easily converted to
I.T.A., R.F. E.H.T.
unit indlude1. A.C.
F het. 3 setarate units
(power, s'vision, t;base
inter -connected).
3in. P.M. speaker and
drawings FREE with
each order. I.Fs 1619.5 M/c
Drawings
2.8. Carr. Ins., 10 ;6.

T.V. £19.19.6
Rectangular tube
on adapted chassis. Any
or all channels. Famous
TURRET TUNER can be
added as an extra at 501 as a special price to all
17in.

our chassis purchasers
LESS valves. 12 months
guarantee on Tube.
With 5 va.ives- £21.19.(3.
With all the valves-£25.19.d. 3 months guar.
o n valves and chassis.
Ins. Carr. incl. tube) 75' -.
Please state B.B.C. channel '& J.T.A. channel if
Turret Tuner required.)

15.1

T.V. TUBES.

12"

£6.

Shortage may cause delay, telephone first, we may have alternative in stock, or tell you delay if any.
T.V. TUBES, 30' -. With cathode to heater short, or with burn,
15 ;-. Please enquire. Give type and size required. Carr. extra.
Liverpool Street to Manor Park Stn. 10 mine.
FREE catalogue. Oden SATURDAY all day.

Macs.

drawings

Ins., Carr., 5;-,
25;6. Tested working. 7 KV. Complete with
focus unit. LESS valves, Drawings FREE. P. et P. :31.

TIME BASE,

ARGOSY PUSH PULL RADIO /GRAM CHASSIS. 139/6.
8 valve latest models. 3 w;band and
gram switched. Over 10 watts output. Full tone range. Size 1218. x
We, x 71in. Drawings FREE with
order or 3/6. LESS valves, Carr.,
Ins., 5,6. Valves 59/6 extra.
lin. P.M. SPEAKERS, 8/9. Order
while stocks last. Let
lady of
the house listen to that T.V. or radio programme. theComplete
with O.P. Trans, 10/ -. P. & P. 1'9.
T.V. AERIALS, 25/8. For all I.T.A. & F.M. channels. 3 element
type for outdoor or loft. At half their original cost. P. & P. 26,
MAINS TRANS., 2/9. 350 -0-350 v. 12 v., 4 v. heaters. Prim.,
200 -250 v. P. & P. 2/3. 2 for 4.6. P. & P. 3/6.
MAINS TRANS., 3/9, 350-0-350
v. 4 v., 4 v, heaters. Prim.,
200 -250 v. P. & P. 2/3. 2 for. 6/ -. P. & P. 316.
MAINS POWER TRANS., 9/9. 350-0-350 v. 250 ma., 6 v. at 5 amp.
4 v. at 5 amp. 4 v. at. 5 amp. isolated. P. & P. 3/
-.

(P.T.) 621 /3, Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London, E.I2 GRA 6677 -e -2791

DUKE & CO

FOR

VALVES
5/6

1.47

12/6

(i11.5:

4'

9/6
7/6
1116
1 R,íU'l' 10/6
11,4
6/6
IN3
10/6

6BA15
61101;
61136

7 6
8
9

102

81-

7/6
7/6

6114

0117
6BS7
HBO 6
61S N 7

13,6
8 6
10,

^

6C6

8:8

131'51.

384

5,'9/6
9/6
8/6

4111

3/-

OM

3\'4
42

9/-

8'-

5R4(IY 9/6
5114(:

:,\au

8/
81

51-'n.'r 6f-

140

1,.47

81,81:
6E011

6E13
63:,(:

dJ3(:T
63511
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bJ,f:

14

2,6
5

5'8

8'8

6Kst3
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76 6L0,:
88 61,7
9.8

111.1`

«vs

(1743(*
(I\ D6t'l'

7

(37

8i9
9:9
9'9
W-

717

716

77

12

-

711
33,

8'8

118
9

96
98

8

76
78
7 6

118
8.6
8

9-

1237
12K7

128
9'

121,

13

-

17y7

98

12(31'7

26

125n7

8,

12s.I7
1

,K7
sL7

2s(37
I1+RT
1

14S7

7 6

58
8

6 9
8 8

7'6

136

96
86

201'3

12

2"P3

116

L6

:T 9.6
9.9

1.-,1,2

86

7 9
-

B

EL4S
EL94
EN:II

11

1:1'31

11 8
12

{

E'/,to

10

1)F96
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10

10:8

01473\ 10 D890 10'8
10,6
DN70
8'8
EA 8('s0
E

-

-/8

1F42 12/6

1:841

51

12'8

s5 10!ElY'!'1
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Ei 1'>n 14,8
E1'Pr'! 15;R1'.H.Y-, 11 6

E1'114'5108
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Fsn
I;F"_'.

11.-

10:8
12.6
10

-
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5

KI'11:11
K1':13
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K'f2.
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10

KTN'61
(KT))

15'

l''-''

'11I

7 8
1^_8
10
8

l'I'
l'I
I.,.

138

15.-

8'-

7.8

111141

8:

17+

12:3

PG

I

PE

\ _'..

5

l'iì\A11.1'-

126
11

15

EFS

I,,.I

EFer,

128
126

1:f'.9

12:8

-1
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1,41

11

1'5

10
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,

,'t41
I

t I:_I

8K32)

,u161l
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/

t'

1

ETJ.

per

TV

ial. 1/o1/ 1'.\', ,It:o,.l.
lslAnd V.H.IY(]I:nrl") 2'8
I

:VI

N ".

A r,nupr.hrn.ii'
v¢n nl . -0c Na

i,,

t nl

1.

IS

1_I

N,.

\

A

.

I

5

1.

10

I

m4'rrxiu.i+tor('ir,vh 3.6
7'.V. 3r(t-i,7n, 19r
Beaun.r
4.8
',

lot

11

n:[--ya:,11::, r.dP.u,lt

1218

4

.....,,.,I.

(EI,:;o) 8.6

/77,9

Vs7"

Fim4im;

lu,tìd-

4 8

2 6

V1:L"uA 3 6
W61

ve 41

(C-

V!' HI

6'8
8'8
3'

v l'1:1

t 119

Ir.. .'.66

VC64
(1!1?)

g1_

8

W'7

8,-8

\66

116
116

N7!,
7.4,'.,

15
15.

talv.

0.111f. II-{V

Fault

Findiar.- Proiu(e(y ills.

,Eft

take,

i(h phot°graphe
-.en, price 5' -.

.

\,.

3

I:1,.-.,

8, 9

8/-

VR1'37 5!6
VR13n::'.:l

3

2 9

5;(1í1'1!'IJ)

VU:39

6/6
VR13J

8 -

1'R6`I

VT501

(EA50) 1/6
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1I1.37
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P,'I.5 :: 121
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-

'r.) -.

,i:de,e.

lo.l

l

+talion

option, price 1,6.
Frequency Modulation Tuner Unit,
.l'or isince no.l local anal 61r'ä''0.

PP,.

2

,Plea ="
.CPÇ)

'o,'l,,,l,'

4.1.

It (stem)

I.tr

eollero Rim Drive Electric Gramophone Unit, M9(11 .' T.,4, nt t,,I
ST"DIO
£6.19.8 vac It. 1'4.si1z ::'-.
All

these

and

other

many

interesting
radio
and
TV
components are listed in our
CURRENT CATALOGUE which
is available to you now. Send
1- in stamps for your cop`,.

:

charges extra, as follows

-

.E,

Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and Packing
:
Orders value 10/- add - 20'add 1/6 ; 40/- add 2 - E5 add 3/- unless otherwise stated,
Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 3 -. All single valves postage
6d. Personal shoppers Monday- Friday 9 a.m. to S p.m.
TERMS

LEEDS TERRACE
WINTOUN STREET

1'1l

I

\'R105;:111

3'9

l'E\46 -

E4'41

12'

PUBLICATION3,

g:

5111 t

19.18

'1142 12;6

i'''Hol

VR91

VR36
'EF:16)

No.

621

1:T'/,41

Fao
1

V135
'ECB3:3)7¡8

IN(: .tNi( l':(.4 ':t4:::';

4 6

KTw6a 8:8

1'6(4'111

it..

.

11 8

1'1141
9 6
1111('4I 10

g.

..

5,-

KT3:3(' 10'
1103 15 -

EF4o

LEEDS 7

18I3'11

6
8
8
8

8.8

103

I.t
I1

Mies,

10,' -

1'1'Zl

111,1:{2, 4 -

Hf'411

9i' ItT'-t
10; -

}81'.Y° 11/E('91
91
E('( vu 12!8
52,

(11,12

I

30

E11`1Ú

EV.

ci
Pi,-

11dp..
11

1718'1

1311('41

4:6

Fas

PA
3'6
DAF9610;8

1;A1'01
-

11 :6
8'

86

10

.2.15

8'
9
8,

10'8

8'8

10

2117 108

8

7

6/6

EL11.

1.-ü7.4aT

2BE6 10

8

6\-6h

E1.31

5;6

21156
3
1

6I7r,

6V61:T
r,S4

;

41

sr ro

l'.

6.6

56
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d'

9,-

111.93

JAY7

;5(37

6t-4(tT

7117
7t..-,
7151
7117

8.

d

2,510

6+K7
(i3L7

8'

7'
5'9

05 M.;

7 8

6,:an1.!

81

0A I.:,

;(:;

2511:'r

051.61:T 916
:33w4
6!-

4,9

\H

6+A7(:T 8

2A1b:

5I a:,r' 8.'
58 'nn.6c'r 9:8
2- eve, PEN

1'I

9'

8'8

677('T

8:8

,;A'r6
Al!,;

7,6
7:8

10 6

13'- 0K,

6A(7
0A(23

10'
5

10/8

(.
61171:
61(7y1

:Anr,

90a.i

7.

6(37(1'

es
118 63J7

6('4
6Dn

6N7

5

7/-

3@,3

3.'9

Inn1

36

014

1110
IHa
1'1'4

8'6
2'9

9D2

GUARANTEED ALL
Inn
TESTED
BEFORE DISPATCH aI

i

:3A4
3110
3124

507
51)2

356. Tested

Complete vision strip !LESS valves. I.Fs 16 -19.5
P. & P. 3/6. FREE drawings.
POWER PACK, 39.6. R.F. E.H.T. unit. 6V6 output.
Tested working. 350 y, at 2.50 m.a. 7 KV. LESS valves. FREE
working.

T.V. CHASSIS. £13.19.6.

14"

T.V. CHASSIS UNITS.

'

SOUND AND VISION STRIPS,

1

Complete with round tube and speaker. Modified ready working.
Fully guaranteed for 3 months. Demonstrated to personal callers.
Price with 5 valves. £15.19.6.
With all valves, £19.19.6.
Ins. Carr. (incl. tube), 25. -.
17" 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE T.V. TUBES 14"
0.10.0.
RECTANGULAR
£5.10.0.
We are now able to offer this wonderful guarantee. 6 months full
replacement, 6 months progressive. Made possible only by the
improved high quality of our tubes. Ins. Carr. on all tubes, 15;8.
CONVERT YOUR 9in., 101n., 12in, to 14in.. 151n. or 171n.
Our pamphlet is FREE and on many sets it costs only the tube
to give you these giant pictures.
As a SPECIAL OFFER. we are able to supply 14in., 15ín. and 161e.
round type tubes with 3 months guarantee at £5. Plus Ins. Carr.,
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A WONDERFUL MONEY-SAVING OPPORTUNITY
FOR READERS OF PRACTICAL TELEVISION !

.1otv's the time to

St. Mary's
Electronics

join the

SCIE.n'Tl.FlI_:'
BOOK CLUB

PRAED STREET,

18

LONDON, W.2
Telephone

You BUY Books published ul
.1016, 1216

rntllic

:41-

h,,n,tr

LOO(( AT THESE
GREAT TITLES!
selections include

MEN WITH GOLDEN

HANDS

By E. H. G. Lutz
Published at Its. 6d.
4s. TO MEMBERS

A

GUIDE TO THE
EARTH'S HISTORY
By

Richard Carrington
Published at 21s.'

4s. TO MEMBERS

THE MEN BEHIND THE
SPACE ROCKETS
By Heinz Gartn,ann

-

Published at I8s.
4s. TO MEMBERS

- --

-FILL

-

ALL MAKES OF VALVES SUPPLIED TO THE

hooks to you each month ; helping you to build
up, at remarkably low cost, a first -class collectiu
of scientific hooks. Mot' is ïhe time In ¡Mu .'

E

You can obtain the
famous Glil \NE:SS
BOOK OF RECORDS (Published .n 9> 6J.1
FREE if you enrol a friend in the t lui,. Semi
your friend's name and address te.. ith 4s. 911.
for first book). mentioning this tiller. and sits
gift will be sent to )ou.

lQ

Ir;

17ín. E7

12in. £4.10 14in. E6 I5in. 46.10 I7in. £7
Also various other makes of tubes in
stock. Terms 3 months' Guarantee.
C.W.O. P.P., Ins., 10'- New tubes on
hire purchase.

PRICE TO MEMBERS OF THE SCIENTIFIC
BOOK CLUB IS ONLY 4 -. Remember. too.
that Scientific Book Club selections arc fulllength and unabridged. The are printed on good
quality paper, well bound, ,silk U.S attracti,c
picture jacket. These are, we say with certain'.
hooks that Sou mill be glad to read, proud it
o,cn. The Scientific Book Club brings these grcal

IF'

I5in. L6.10

14in. E6

17in. C7

EMITRON

I

Recent and forthcoming

By Ludwig Koch
Published at 165.
4.. TO MEMBERS

12in. LS

tions to Man's unceasing struggle to sohe the
problems of the Universe. And although the
ordinary editions of these hooks are sold to the
or asses, THE
general public at 10 6, 12'6

bnaá teller.,.

MEMOIRS OF A
BIRDMAN

if'

15in. 66.10

14in. L6

MAZDA

of our time -- vivid. vital, constructive contribu-

.Hopd

t in, is owned and cna,roller! bp Ferles. die
ens

M U LLARD
12in. LS

Each month, the Scientific Book Club brings
to its members the fascinating story of the match
of modern science, toll in thoroughly dependable books by the front -rank scientific writers

FULL LENGTH
FULL SI7E

AMBzssador 9795

:

T/V TUBES

and more -for

ONLY:"

-

-

TELEVISION
RADIO
COMPONENTS

!

TRADE

We also have

a

large selection of

9in.
working.
Ui,,. Sjhet Set. L15:
from E6:
Paid.
Carriage
E18.10.0.
Channel
5
Write, phone or call, we wili be pleases
to assist you.
Please enrlase payment with order.

TELEVISIONS,

all

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

.

GET A CERTIFICATE!
'!

s

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how !

FREE

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132

pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as

IN THIS ENROLMENT FORM TO -DAY

To The Scientific Book Club, 121 Charing Cross Road. London. W.C'.2
ucd c:rcL
the hook
I wish to loin the Scientific Book Club. and agree to purchase
agree to continue m, n,cn,hermonth to members at a cost of 4s. (postage 9d.).
ship for a minimum of siy hooks and thereafter until countermanded.
Pru, lel. did.. '57.
*1 will pay for selections on receipt.
Or if )ou a ish to rase time, postage and postal order costs you ma) senmi
an advance subscription. 6 months 28s. ocf.: 12 months 57s.
*I enclose 28s. 6d. 57s. (Strike out amount notasapplicable.)
required.
Place s in the space above.

i

1

*

A,M.Brit.1.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
cur remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

NAME
l

1885 -OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

Blnrl, letters. /dru sr

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

ADDRESS

ENGINEERING
148, HOLBORN,

(Dept. 462),

LONDON, E.C.I.

Osersea. enrolments (prices as for inland) should
be accompanied by an ad,ance subscription.
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to .supply diagrams or protide instructions for ,nodi/, ing
surplus equipment. We cannot .supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
IVE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER TILE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 595
must be attached to all Queries, and if a pastal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
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We would advise you to rewire the tube base
socket as follows. Remove any connection from pin
No. 7, pins being counted clockwise from locating slot.
spaces being counted if pins are not actually fitted.
Remove lead from pin 10 and connect to pin 7 or
leave unconnected. Remove lead from pin 2 and
solder to pin 10. Place a short length of lead from
pin 2 across to pin 11. The set will now have to be
operated at an increased brilliance level and the
ion trap magnet on the rear of the tube neck should
be readjusted to obtain maximum brilliance.

FERGUSON 941T
Just recently 1 have suffered with uncontrollable
brilliance. I checked through the circuit and could
find nothing to indicate a fault. About 2 hours after
lost picture, raster, everything. I checked EHT and
found none. The line oscillator still appeared to
oscillate but not as well as it used. I assumed that the
EHT section of the line transformer had burned out.
1

I checked the impedance and it was a dead short

instead of 400Q, the specified figure.
Would you
agree with my 'assumption ? If this is the case can
you advise me of a suitable transformer to replace
the line transformer, where it can be obtained from
must be enclosed.
and as to the price, though this is not a necessity as I
LV/30. C.F. PYE
expect they would send it C.O.D. -H. Leeves (Hants).
I cannot seem to focus the picture very well.
Short- circuited turns in the line output transformer
Only by decreasing the size of the picture can I get are almost
responsible for the eventual
it reasonably sharp. The raster is only visible by turning lack of EHT,certainly
but the former symptom mentioned is
the gain on contrast control towards minimum, but by probably
caused by an inter -electrode short in the
doing this the picture diminishes also.
picture tube.
I have tried the focus magnet in different positions,
The correct replacement transformer should be
but this does not help.
obtained from T.E.I. Service, 141 -145, Kentish Town
The sound seems to be a little distorted, but whether Road, London, N.W.5.
there is any relationship between these two faults I
don't know. -B. A. Gale (Ipswich).
MARCONI VT69DA
Since you do not mention the effect of the brilliance
Can you advise me if I can use a Mullard C.R.T.
control, we would advise you try the effect of this. MW43.64 as a substitute for the present C.R.T. which
is
It at the rear of the chassis.
is an Emitron 4;15 G, and modifications if any ? -D. C.
If upon advancing this the picture becomes larger Hughes (London, W.).
more
and
blurred until it fails completely, you should
The circuit cannot easily be adapted to cater for
replace the EY51 EHT rectifier.
If, however, upon inspection of this, when the set the Mullard tube mentioned in your letter.
is working, the heater is very dim, first have the PL38
FREQUENCY OF INTERFERENCE
and P230 valves tested.
What is the average frequency range of the majority
Also have the sound A.F. and output ECL80 valve
tested and if these are good, check the resistor.* of car ignition TV interference, and what diameter
coil, number of turns and associated capacity would
associated with the sound noise limiter EB91.
respond to that range of frequencies only ?
Why cannot car ignition interference be effectively
FERGUSON 992T
When the set is switched on no picture appears at all filtered out of the TV signal component altogether ?
What is the resistance of the usual car ignition
for about 10 minutes, and when it foes appear it is
elongated and badly out of focus, with white blurred suppressor and what is the technical explanation of its
lines running across the screen. At this stage the effectiveness in implementing suppression of the
brilliance control is ineffective, and when the contrast interference ? -E. F. Stiles (Notts).
Impulsive interference of the kind mentioned is of
is turned up the picture fades out entirely, returning if
a transient nature and is thus composed of compothe contrast is reduced.
After about 15 minutes in this condition the picture nents occurring at all frequencies from very low ones
suddenly shrinks to normal size and comes into clear determined by the repetition frequency of the spark
focus, although sometimes the white lines, now thin and to very high ones depending upon the shape of the
sharp, are visible.
current waveform due to the discharge. A filter of
After about another 10 minutes the trouble begins the tuned variety cannot be used to alleviate the
again, and then clears, and so on all the time the set is effect, of course, and further, on receipt by the receiver
switched on.
Occasionally the picture fades out of the interference along with the signal, the tuned
entirely for a minute or so.
circuits are promoted to " ring " or oscillate at their
The bad condition appears to worsen after two or resonant frequencies and since this is the frequency
three hours until the picture does not appear clear at all. to which the receiver is tuned the interference effects
-Peter W. Reid (Leeds).
cannot be tuned out.
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Resistances in the region of 100 K ohms in the ignition system tend to limit the large build -up of interference currents and thus modifies the current waveform and alleviates radiation.

ICTA T120 TV
The frame hold control is almost at the maximum
left hand (anti -clock) position, and I am often troubled
with intermittent frame slip during which I find the top
the or so flyback lines are visible. I have tried replacing
the frame OT valve. this improves the position of the
frame hold control, but does not cure the fault.
May 1 say that I have tested the frame blocking

1NV

ose. transformer and that this is O.K.
you could advise on improving the frame lock
should be most grateful. --E. Gotterson Hickling).

If

I

1

Replace the 560k resistor vv hich is connected to
of the frame hold control. Check, by sub stitiution, the ECL80 valve which is situated in the
right -hand corner of the iinvebase chassis. Check.
and replace if necessary. the Ty pe M3 and Type WX6
rectifiers which are incorporated in the frame synthe slider

chronising network.

H.M.V. 1829A

July, 1957

slips in the vertical plane, sometimes rolling slowly.
sometimes very quickly. At one time I could stop it
by turning the vertical hold a little more anti -clockwise
which would lock the picture, but this control no
longer stops the slipping : it now just seems to go on
rolling for about one or two minutes and then stops
of its own accord.
Can you suggest a possible cause and a remedy ?
1 have the circuit diagram and service instructions
for above set, but no instruments. - -- -Erie Burkett
(Manchester).
If the control is at one end of its travel, replace
the resistor in series with it, which has probably
changed in value.
If this does not effect a cure change the ECL80
(left side as vjewed from rear) frame oscillator output

valve.

It is possible that the interlace Westector WX6
rectifier may be defective.

DEFIANT TR1250
Could you let me have the precise instructions for
fitting the C.R.T. to my receiver, which is a Defiant
(Regentone) TR1250 TM? Present C.R.T. is a
CRM121 with two volts heating. --G. Corbett

(Tadcaster).
The picture has become so weak that it is almost
To remove the C.R.T., first remove the rear cover,
Sometimes picture is well
invisible by daylight.
pull off the control knobs at the front and unscrew
defined, but often not so good, and is inclined to roll the chassis fixing screws from beneath the cabinet.
up or down, being difficult to lock. EHT is well up.
Remove the hase socket from the tube, the scanning
Line output valve has been replaced : sound perfect. coils connecting plug from the top of the chassis and
There is no heater -to-cathode short in picture tube. remove chassis completely.
at any rate not when set is switched off. -R. Clements
Lay cabinet forward on its face, remove the four
(Norwich).
fixing screws from the batten which supports the
failing
to
a
would
be
due
apparently
The trouble
focus magnet and remove the batten complete with
tube aggravated by weak synchronisation. In the magnet and scanning coils.
panel
at
the
selector
first place, check the voltage
Release springs which secure the tube bulb retainrear to see that the arrangement is correctly set to ing strap and lift out. When new tube has been
Also
mains
voltage.
agree with the actual applied
placed in position, remember to replace the piece of
you plastic between the tube bulb and the scanning coils.
make a general check on the 7_152 salves.
small
hand,
check
the
feel that ample contrast is in
A CRM 12l B or CRM 123 is a suitable replacement.
frame interlacing diode (metal rectifier). connected
sync
to
the
Z152
separator
from the anode of the
ULTRA %%OW
anode of the LN152 (triode section) frame oscillator
I would like to know the values of the potentiometer
and output valve.
you require further information please let us and associated resistors of the brightness network.
There is a fault on the set. The picture is dark after
have details of the operation of the contrast -sensitivity,
tube
brilliance and limiter controls : their effect upon a short while and on turning up brightness the
If the brightness is now
becomes much too bright.
the picture, etc.
lack of sensitivity seems to be the main fault, turned down it is too dark. 1 suspect that on turning
short occurs between
check the tuner unit valves. especially the PCC84. up brightness an intermittent
first anode and grid. Would you please give me your
opinion ?-David Hopkins (Maesteg).
BAIRD T163
We do not suspect the tube to be at fault at all.
Baird
1 wish to replace a cathode ray tube for a
T163 set. The original tube was a G.E.C. 6503, There is no possibility of a first anode to grid short
first anode " in the tube in the
and later replaced with a G.E.C. 6505A. As I intend since there is no "
to get a reclaimed tube can I use any other make sense you mean it. The tube is a triode.
We would advise you to check the brightness
and number, or must I have either of the G.E.('.
numbers only? I do not wish to make any modification control itself.
This has a value of 50 Kt) and a 3.9 K!? resistor
Payne (Perivale).
to the set.
is aired from one end to the H.T. line.
which
be
can
tithe
There is no direct equivalent
Whatever other C.R.T
used in your receiver.
PHILLIPS 4850
you may wish to employ will entail some alteration
I should like to mention that the set is now- six years
' to the receiver.
old with still the original tube, but I do not think the
fault is due to the tube. The fault is " top of picture
BUSH T24
bent to left," and also this portion wobbles very badly.
This is not a constant fault, it happens perhaps
have checked this sympton with your " Fault
three or four times a week, or it could occur twice in
(Continued an page 595)
Tha picture
the course of one evening's viewing.

if

if

if

-H.

1
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SETS & COMPONENTS
TELEVISIONS.
Large range 9in. 10,igg
models, needing repair, £4110! -.
carriage paid.
12in.
Televisions
needing repair
carriage
£616/
o

paid;
immediate despatch.
15in.
Televisions and Philips projection
models needing repair, £111101 -;
immediate despatch. BARKERS. 325,
Brockley Road,
Brockley, S.E.4.

TELEVISION. l0in., London models.
good working order, £7 each, car
niage paid. RYAN ELECTRICS. 134.
Acre Lane. Brixton, London, S.W.Z.
(BRI 4533.)

(TID 6752.)
TELEVISION AND TUBE BARGAINS.
-- 12in., 5- channel T.V., tunable anywhere, from £18 /10 / -; good emission
S/H Tubes 112in., 14in.. 15in., 16in.,
17in.), £5 each; 12in. T.V., faulty,
£7/10/- each; most makes. (Phone:
Ladbroke 1734.) Call 1070, Harrow
Road, London, N.W.10; 300 yds. from

GUARANTEED

TELEVISION,

ELECTRADIO. -Dual

Scrubs Lane.

12in.,
5
channel,
tunable anywhere, models for £25
each, carriage paid; guaranteed perfect. RYAN ELECTRICS, 134. Acre
Lane, Brixton, London, S.W.2. IBRI

CONDENSERS, var. spindled ceramic.
15. 25 or 50 pfs., 1/3; 75 pfs., 14;
butterfly 25 pfs., 1/6. Suppressors.
radio interference, ex -A.M., 5/6 t post
2/ -1. Brand new RF. 26, 27, 27/6
(postage 2 6i: R.F. 25. 10 /6. Metal
Rectifiers. 720v, 80 mA. 7!6; 500v,

RA'I'ES :
4'- per line or part
thereof, ayernge Ihr nords to line.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1- extra.
Advertisements must he prepaid
and addressed to Adeerlisement
Manager, " Practical Television."
Toner House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

TELEVISION,

12in.

models, first -class picture, 5- channel,
each,
carriage paid.
£26
THE
GRAMOPHONE SHOP 19 -21 Brock ley Rise. Forest Hill, 'S.E.23.
Wave Coil 2/6

with circuit, ditto, plus Reaction 4/l'uning Condenser 3/10, Crystal
Diode 1/6, tested 4 Transistor Set
Circuit 1/3. All Transistor Components stocked.
Post free.
18,
4533.1
Broadlands Av., Keynsham, Somerset.
I.T.V. CONVERTERS from £311916, F.M. AERIALS direct from. manufacself -contained,
guaranteed.
H.P.
examples. Indoor Telescopic
without fuss. Aerials from 14/6. turers,
dipole with mast and base, 15/
Trade enquiries invited.
A.
G.
" H " with mast and base.
STRANGE, Dept. P., North Wraxall, Indoor
22/6. T.V. Indoor Combined 1 and 3
Chippenham, Wilts.
Bands. 5 elements, 20 -mile range,
-, T.V. Indoor Band, 3 only. 27/6.
SEVERAL
EARLY MODELS, 9M. 35/
Low Loss Cable, very
Television,
complete and mostly All postif free.
ordered with above. Aerial
working, £5/5!- each, carriage paid. cheap
lists and data, 1/ -. Special
TOMLINS. 127, Brockley Rise, Forest parts,
terms to aerial erectors. Write for
Hill, S.E.23.
FOR 5497.)
details. SKYLINE WORKS. BurnTELEVISION, 9in, models, £7/10/ -; sail Rd., Coventry. (Tel.: 60118.)
12in. models, £15; all makes; working; carriage paid. TOMLINS, 127, LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
Bullington Rd.. Oxford.
AERIALITE CONVERTIBLES (McMichael) Band 3 Converters, ChanSITUATIONS VACANT
nels 6 to 13, including beautiful
walnut table; list price £18/18/ -,
carriage paid (makers'
£61151 -;
guarantee), money back guarantee.
TOMLINS, 127, Brockley Rise. S.E.23.
TELEVISION,
12in.
Televisions.
£13/101- each, carr. paid. TOMLINS,
127, Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
DERBY

ROLLS -ROYCE

FOR 5497.)
TELEVISIONS,
12ín.
5
Channel,
3;19/10/ -; guaranteed; carriage paid.
TOMLINS. 127, Brockley Rise. Forest
Hill. S.E.23.

T.V. TUBES, 30/- with cathode heater

shorts,

15/- with burn; carr. extra;
ideal for testing; good picture; all
types and sizes.
Please enquire.
DUKE & CO.. 623. Romford Rd.,
Manor Park, E.12. IGRA 6677.)

SERVICE
SHEETS,
Radio, T.V.,
models. Lists
5,000
1/ -,
S.A.E.
enquiries. TELRAY, 11, Maudland

Bk., Preston.
IDENTIFICATION UNITS RFD No. 1.
ZC.13312, each 27/6, pats carr. (7/6),
all as new and complete with free
data for conversion to T.V. Each
unit contains many useful components and the following valves
one 5Z4G, one VR54, five VR65. two
VR66, three VR92, one CV63 and one
VR137, in totally enclosed
case.
From
J. A. B. JACOBSEN LTD.,
22. Ritherdon Rd., Balham, London,
:

:

have vacancies for

salary of £600 per

The posts carry
year upwards

according to age and experience, together with additional payment fo r
overtime and shift work. This is an
excellent opportunity for men wishing
to undertake varied and interesting
work in an expanding section of the
civil aero engine industry. Interviews
can be arranged at any time, including
evenings or Saturday morning, expenses paid. Apply :
The Manager (T.1), Technical Administration, Rolls -Royce Limited, Derby.

:

:

:

6J5. 6C4, ELM. 6AC7, 6K7G.
807E, EF50, VU120. VR66.

!

:

15.

TELEVISION TUBES,

good quality.
reclaimed and guaranteed
0
months, as supolied to the for
throughout the British Isles. trade
14 -1516ín., £5; 17m. £6; c.w.o. or pro
forma. (Smaller sizes available, but
in
wort supply. Enquire first.;
TELETUBES. 34 and 18, Market
Parade, Rye Lane, Peckham. S.E.15.
CATHODE RAY TUBES, used, but
in good working order, and with
3
months' guarantee. All I2in. to
17in. Mazda, Milliard and Emitron
types at £4/16/- each, plus 13/6
carriage. Orders and enquiries by
letter only to BHP DISTRIBUTORS.
379. Staines Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.
:

5- CHANNEL

TELEVISIONS

:
12in.
scresn Ferguson 988, Ekco 161,
etc..
£25 each. A good selection of 12in.
T'Va (London), 100r' condition, from
£15. 9in. front £7. Also 12in. T'Vs.
,light faults, from £7, 9in. from £4.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER wishes to
contact electronic enthusiast or professional to develop interesting bright
idea. East Berkshire. Box No. 191,
e

o PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

FOR SALE

.

S. W.17.

PAM

CONVERTER (universal)

with
makers'
guarantee, shop soiled,
£6/15/originally £9/91 -),
107,
St. Paul's Road, N.1.
SUPERTONIC
SUNLAMPS,
listed
£7, 10' -: 80 / -.
S.A.E. SCIENTIFIC
PRODUCTS CO., Cleveleys, Lancs.
DIPOLE INSULATORS, lin, boom,
'in, elements, suitable T.V. or F.M.
Dipoles.
5- P.O. with order.
C. & H., 2A, Mona Streit. Liverpool,

7.

C'ontinued on

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
parts In stock for
Viewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleking, etc.
Easy Terms available.
All

2jd. cramp (only) for Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FINS'I'111YAI'I'E. NEMBY BRIDGE.

C1.U;Its'l'ON. L.ANUS.

6B8G,

6AG5.
List and enquiries. S.A.E., please
Terms
C.W.O.
Postage
extra.
Immediate despatch. W. A. BENSON
136,
Rathbone Road Liverpool,

Greenhayes Ave, Banstead Surrey.

to operate and maintain recording
equipment used for Aero Engine Development.
Good knowledge of basic
principles of electronics necessary.
Applicants accepted for these posts will
be required to work alternate morning
a

Switches, wafer, I pole 6 way.
I
bank, ]p. 11w. lb.. ]p. ..7w., 3b..
I
hank. ]p. 1Iw, 1b. 1p. 8w, 1h.
Ip 3w 3b 2p 3w lb. 4p 2w lb, law. 5h.
2w.
4h.
3'6.
Ceramic, 3P4W2B.
2P4W1B. 4/6, Transformers
" C"
core 230v in.; outputs
315- 0 -315e,
60mA, 5v la, 6.3v, 1.5a, 25.- (p.p.
i -I,
285/315v
350mA,
790/850v
48GinA, 40/- (cart. 7, 61.
Potentiometers, w wound 20k, 3lin. dia.,
ceramic. 4/6. Valves at 2/6: VR65A,

TYLER TELEVISION, 63, Lee High
Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. )LEE 5979.(
PATENTING
SERVICES.-'3ualifle.i
Agent. Advice, C. L. BROWNE. 114,

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
who have completed military service.

and afternoon shifts.

300 mA. 10,6; 240v, 30 mA. 3/6;
1.000v.
30 mA, 7/6.
R1155 S.M.
Tuning Drives.
N " type,
brand
new, 10/6. Chokes, L.F. Ferranti.
10H, 120 niA, screened, 7/6; 10H,
200 mA, 8;6; 5H. 200 nsA, 4/6.

OSMOR CONVERTERS
ALL CHANNELS

Simple, efficient for all TV (including
TRF). Guaranteed no break -through of
Band I or re- radiation. Approx. 1 hr. to
build. Will convert any Band III channel
to any Band I channel. AC or AC DC.
Kit, £3.5.0. Ready wired, 64.0.0. Post
free. Terms C.W.O. Post orders only.
THE ELECTRONIC: SUPPLY CO.
29, Leigh Rd llighbury, London. N.5
:
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TRANSFORMERS?
CONTACT

fforrot

FIRST!

Rewinding and manufacture or all types
for Television Radio and Electronic
Application.

FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.,

Shirley,

Solihull,

Phone: SHI. 2483.

Warwickshire.

Est. 34 years.

Practical Radio
Engineers home study courses of
Radio and TV Engineering are recognised by the trade as outstanding
and authoritative. Moderate fees to
a limited number of students only.
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free.
" The Practical Radio Engineer "
journal, sample copy 2' -. 6,000
Alignment. Peaks for Supenccts, 5/9.
Membership and Entry Conditions
booklet 1 -. All post fret from the
SECRETARY, LP.E.E., 20, Fairfield
Road, London, N.8.

MAKING YOUR OWN? Tel( scopr.s.

INCORPORATED'

Binoculars, Microscopes.
Etalargers,
Protectors. or. in fact. anything
Then get our
that needs lenses.
booklets " How to Use Ex-Gov.
Lenses & Prisms." Nos. I be 2. price
2;6 ea. Also our stereo book.
Without Viewers," price 7,6. Comprehensive list of ]rases. optical.
radio and scientific gear free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH. Rasleigli
Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essta.
OSCILLOSCOPE, home built. perfect.
£5; approx. 220 Valves. used but in
:rood condition. £10. Owner emigrat ing.

!Harrow 2125.)

SERVICE

MANUALS/SHEETS.

post

3

-.

E. W. S. CO., 69,

Moseley.

Birmingham.

('lure;

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.
For I. Ion's finest bargains in
electronic television a n d radio
'

T.V's 500 SETS
P.P. repo.seeed T.V. sets-- always
in stock. All makes and sizes. At
remarkably low prices. For example :
12` 5 channel £19. 0.0
14'
£422.10.0
,.
,,
iPcstage S. Parking 25;- extra)
All popular makes in stook. All fully
guaranteed in perfect working order
Alto spares and test equipment.

Brochure givin.t details of
!
Home Study Training in Radio, Tetes :stun and all branches of Electronics.
Courses for the Hobby Enthusiast or
for those aiming at the A.M.Brit.
I.R.E. City and Guilds. R.T.E.B.,
and other professional examinations.
Train with college operstcd by
Britain's largest Electronic. o.ganisan E.M.I.
tien. Moderate Fees. Writ
udoa,
INSTt'10TES, Dept. P7
FREE

t

equipment.

COO

r

Ti

Radio for hire, sale and wanted.
S.A.E. enquiries. W. .1. GILBERT
Gardens,
Frithvill,
tPl "i,
24.
London. W.12.
R.F. UNITS. -Types 27 or 25. 25 -;
25 or 24. 10! -, brand new willi t 0-,-os.
R.d.-

July, 195%
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C.R. TUBES
Reclaimed and guaranteed. Cathode Ray
Tubes. 14ín., £5 151n.. £7.10.0: 17in.
£7.10.0. P. & P. 10' -.
C.R.31. 02 also MULLARD 3í.R'.2216. Both carry 4 month guarantee.
:

L_y

£6 P.

& P. 10, -.

WANTED

CHASSIS

ALL TYPES OF VALVES REOUIREO
for cash. State quantiti 111(1 con RADIO FACILI'T'IES LTD..
d t ion.
311.
Calcot Road, N.W.1.

IMPETI Lt1, MAJOR
AM1FM Radiogram Chassis L.W., M.W.,
S.W. & F.M. Size 0) x 10 a 61n. high.
Piano key selector. ferrite rod,
directional aerial. Base & Treble control, 3 speakers for stereophonic sound.

Technical College
b

i
(PRIiiroseSESSION

i

9090.1

CovcntY

1957 -58
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
t'.c ns invited
,,11.11' to next three- mil-time cours-, ',. n',i-tñ , iig Septem. 1557. from those requiring eomprehene training to an advanced level in

WANTED, Valves EY51, 6CH6. IOTI.
PLill, KT61, 6F1, FW4500. 20D2.
Prompt cash. WM.
20F2, 10P14.
CARVIS, LTD., 103, North St., Leeds. 7.

EDUCATIONAL
BUILD YOUR OWN T

V

and learn

f25. C.P. 10:- extra.
FRUSTRATED EXPORT ORDER
COLLARO RC 54
3 speed automatic record changer
with High fidelity £8.10.0 13'11t_ P.
studio pick -up.
Orders and Callers to :

KLIiCTRON1C ENGINEERING. qualifying

t''ena for technical posts in radio, teleomnu nicatlons, television and industrial
1

Syllabus will cover requireabout its operation. maintenance and electronics.
ments of City and Guilds, Brtt.l.R.E. and
servicing. Qualified engineer -tutor T.E.E. examinations. Entry age 16 or over.
available while you are learning and Application foi ms and iu miter infoimation
building. Free Brochure from E.M.I.
from :
INSTITUTES. Dept. PT56. London.
Principal, l'os entry Technical College.
W 4
(Associated with H.M.V.,

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.
220, Edgware Road, London, R.2.

PAD 5607

THE PLAYER'S GUIDE TO NAVY CUT

This singulatly smooth tobacco. is lighter
to look at and a trifle milder in flavour
than Player's Medium Navy Cut.
2-oz airtight tins 9/7

amen; the
meat tobaccos of the
world. Unchanginx
in quality, unique
in flavour, slow burning and very
economical.
2-oz airtight tins 9/7
A leader

/

Superb leaf compressed in a coil of rope.
slowly matured, and cut the traditional
Navy way: the Admiral of the Player's
Fleet. 2-oz airtight tins 9/9

-

All available io

www.americanradiohistory.com
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gÿmptoms," issue April, 1954, and have replaced sync
A common cause of your failure is the 1J25 valve
set. valve with no success. Also, I have noticed that mounted on top of the line output transformer can.
during two or three hours' run I slowly lose focus until If this is so a spark can be drawn off the anode by
I hardly get a clear focus at the end of the evening. an insulated screwdriver, but not from the cathode-.
Would this be due to tube failing or E.H.T?-G. Lee
(Northfleet).
ENGLISH ELECTRIC 1650
When I use the brilliance and contrast adjustments
We would advise you to check the 5 of and 50 F
capacitors (electrolytic) associated with the video the picture becomes large and out of focus. The same
amplifier/detector UF42 mounted on the rear left thing happens on its own. When viewing it occasionally
goes out of focus on its own.
side of the chassis.
Could you supply me with a service and fault -finding
Also check the UCH42 on the right side beneath
book for my set and Rotomatic Tuner, C.O.D. ?-the tube.
The cause of bent verticals is usually a fault in the C. Hewson (Birkenhead).
video or sync stages, but if the hold control is at one
The symptoms are those of a failing SÚ25 EHT
end of its travel, it may well be that its series resistor rectifier. This valve is mounted in the left side perrequires replacement.
forated screening box. The associated 185BT could
Gradually worsening focus is usually due to a be at fault if the SÚ25 proves good. If you find that
failing UL4I sound output valve. The A.F. output a Cossor SU25 is difficult to obtain, a Mazda U24
circuit is in series (H.T. that is) with part of the focus may be used although this is a much smaller valve.
coil.
We are unable to supply circuit diagrams or manuals.
These are regularly advertised in PRACTICAL TELEFERGUSON 991T
VISION by various advertisers.
Until a few months ago I was able to get a sharp PYE BV.30
/P
picture by using the focus control knob near the tube
I have purchased a 9in. Pye tuned to the Sutton
base. Now, with the knob turned as far as it will go,
Coldfield station. Could you please advise me of the
the picture is diffused and out of focus.
Can you tell me if there is anything I can do to remedy alterations to the set to enable same to be retuned to
this fault and enable me to get a sharp picture again ? the London station. -A. Chesnell (Leyton).
Thee is no easy way of retuning this receiver
I have the articles published in " Practical Television"
on servicing the Ferguson 991T, but this particular since it is of the T.R.F. type, thus all coils must be
fault is not mentioned.
S. Garner (Harrogate). altered. It will be necessary to add some three turns
to each of the sound and vision R.F. coils, the slugs
It will be necessary to make a few simple tests then
being retuned individually. A signal generator,
in order to ascertain the cause of the loss of focus.
to enable each stage to be separately adjusted, is
-Quite often the EY51 EHT rectifier is responsible virtually'a
necessity and if you do not possess one
and in this case operation of the brilliance control of these instruments
you would be well advised to
will prove whether the valve is at fault. if upon
one if this is at all possible. Exact instructions
rdvancing this, the focus becomes worse and the borrow
be supplied since these would be of such an
picture " blows out " before finally fading altogether, cannot
extensive nature as to render them impossible to
it is quite safe to assume the EY51 to be at fault.
If, however, the images just become more blurred include in a reply of this nature.
and tend to turn negative, it may be assumed that MURPHY VISOC
the tube is at fault.
Two pictures appear side by side. Adjustment of
If no definite results are obtained, we would advise the horizontal
hold control
make the line run at
you to have the valves PY82, PL8I and PY81 tested. half and twice normal speed, will
but will not correct
1

-J.

MURPHY V204C
The set was up to a certain time working perfectly
and giving a good picture, it was then switched off for
an hour or so, and then I switched on. I received
sound but no picture. I am unable to get EHT at
anode of tube.
I cannot see how I can remove chassis so as to test
out components. -H. Young (Neath).
To remove the V204C chassis, remove both backs,
slacken off control panel (two nuts), lift and withdraw. Detach tube base and EHT cap and unplug
focus and scan connecting plug. Disengage the two
retaining plates from the two dowels at the bottom
of the chassis, slacken two llin, chassis fixing nuts at
rear of chassis and withdraw chassis.
It is normally not necessary to remove the chassis
for service. Merely slacken off the two fixing nuts
at the rear, lift the chassis out a little and swing it
up or down as required on the front dowels.

above
defect. (I have substituted EL38 line output valve with
little effect). Distortion of sound. --D. J. Heasman

(Horley).
The trouble almost certainly lies somewhere in
proximity to the 6K25 line timebase oscillator circuit.
First check the condition of the valve, preferably
by substitution. If this appears to be in good order,
investigate the components associated with the anode
and control grid circuits of this valve. In particular,
pay special attention to the capacitor and fixed
resistor associated with the line hold control. Also
ensure that the line hold control potentiometer
possesses continuity over the whole of its track.

j

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until JULY 21st,
must accompany all Queries sent in accord
notice on page 591.
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A SPENCER -WEST
BAND 511 CONVERTER
FOR ,E6.5.0

e
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rri rr `ELECTRONICS
MADE EASY

COVENTRY
RADIO
Component Specialists
since 1925

p HOW TO BUILD
PI

r:

tir

r

self-contained power supply

SPENCER - WEST LTD.,

Dunstable Road,
Luton, Beds.

LUTON

Norfolk.

®

7388 -9

Works 4794: Saves 3009
Great Yarmouth.

IN

TELEVISION
144

pages

Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
Details of the
qualified.
easiest way to study for
A.M.Brit.l.R.E., R.T.E.B.

Cert., City and Guilds,
Telcvi.
Television,
Servicing, Sound Filo,
Ra d i o
Projection,

Diploma Courses,
arc given in our 1411-page
Handbook " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
which also explains
t Anpenn benefits of
ments Dept.
ou

We Guarantee

" NO

-NO

FEE

"

PASS
If you are earning less th:c,
£18 a week you must rc.,rl
this enlightening bocci.
Send fur your copy NOW-FREE u i

S

\

!

British Institute of Entineerier Techeelotr
237. College Rome,
29-31. Wright', Lase,
Kensington, W.8.

IET

By G. N. Patchett.

Postage 4d.

-

YOUR RECEPTION.

P IMPROVE
By

Cura

J.

and

Stanley.

L.

S

-.

Postage 4d.

y7'

pTELEVISION

ENGINEERS'

By E. Molloy
Hawker. 10'6. Postage 6d

P.

J.

The MODERN BOOK CO.

)I
r

STOCKISTS
LARGEST
BRITAIN'S
cl British and American Technical Books

r'
0
0

ALUMINIUM,
I

LIGHT

LONDON, W.2

0

Write or call for our catalogue.

,
01

ALLOYS,

Phone : PADdington 4185.
Oacr, 6 days 9 -6 p.m,

6,

.

L

Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.
" No Quantity too Small "
at

;

NEW ADDRESS

44 -PAGE

CATALOGUE FREE ON
REQUEST TO

j. T. FILMER
DARTFORD ROAD
DARTFORD,rl KENT

82

Tel

7

D.,_,._

4r
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1

:

designs of Amplifier:.
F.M. Tuners and Television receivers
always in stock.

I

:

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.I.

constructor

:

t

:

.

CO., LTD.

V/c have pleasure in announcing our
new premises on the main Dartford London road.
Quality components for chu popular

:

:

:

CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.!
SLOane 3463

Branches

-lrrhmon,. jail aide, .
Meters, ntri mfero=

per Inn>

r)

SPEAKERS, ."in., 18 - 6í11.. 18 6 6ín..
1211,..
7in. :; 4in.. 18 18 6
18',. Raker, Sens. ST1'Lt,
Iñ ,c:.'
Ii.ti.Ti.. S.N:., N.K.. S.R., 5.6
ti.s Rond III, 7:-E1, 288
la \:
Ruud I, S Dipole.
1. 58 6
:48 6
\. 746. To-ax. Pings.
g,
-It ;7 b
,ser Boxes. 10'6 Many other type+,
in stork -send S.A.E. with YOU
cnnuìry and we sill rrply by tam ti
Mn-Trap Magnets. 5 -. Car Aerial..
Controls. I, S. 2 -.
Chrome. 37.6. V-ol
meg.. S I', 2 9. Instrument
P 1'.
soldering Irons. 230 volt with :-pare bit.
t. 15 10
1t.M::.
H,M.
Rectifiers.
24 -.
l'.Isinnr
.M.2, 5 6: B.M.I. 4 6.
'T 6:
(+T'3. for Mullurd 3 watt aniplii:,r, 21-.
Ul- VRA\77?I:Il Y.\1.\ GS
7
8ß ECLI010 8 F,Z9:r 7-6

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

Works

0-

3,1

lin Dial, marked 15i600 V.. 15 1 1 I ahlrs, :7)m. x 27in. x 241n. high. Walnut
tiuirhed, '26. Extension Speakers, cornmr,ntrol lit Walnut. linivhi'(h
s'ottimo
rieti' w! th
Sin., 50e.+binrt.
New, Bin., 40' ;

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

&

,I r....lt

,

:loin -, I' s.

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP
CHANNEL, TEE
WIRE,
ANGLE,
3000

PRAED STREET

19 -23

r

p

without obligation.

WRITE TO -DAY

SEPARATORS.

á

H. ROLLET

!Fred'

23 -.

TELEVISION SYNCHRONIZING
Ol

Spencer-West,

OPPORTUNITIES

9d.

I

TV AERIAL
MANUAL FOR BANDS I & III.
5!, Postage 4d.
By R. Laidlaw.
TV ... IT'S A CINCH. By E. Aisberg.

enquiries M:

New Telephone No.:

Quay Works, Great Yarmouth,

I

Postage

Warren

By G.

r
189 -191

:

Postage

POCKET BOOK.

Full descriptive leaflet on request.

:

23' -.

PRACTICAL

pand

it just
Send your

Phones

Heath.

®

We have now trebled she
premises in '0
size of our
order to supply a larger
,
range of COmponents. Amp- ,
lifiers and Hi -Fi Equipment

plugs straight in.

Grams

RAPID TV REPAIR.

p

SPENCER -WEST

The Type 80 with prini.ed circuits,
panel controls for Band switch and
fine tuning and a performance which
ensures enthusiastic satisfaction.
Handsomely designed and finished
to stand on your receiver with its

:
A five -tube
receiver. A short -wave radio. Two
Hi -Fi amplifiers : Intercom system.
Photoelectric relay, plus many more
projects. Additional information on
radio servicing, selecting your 1i-Fi.
6 -. By L. Stern.
Postage 9d.

I
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ELECTRO- SERVICES & Co.
221

BATTERSEA PARK ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.11.

MAC 8156
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TELEVISION TUBES
MULLARD

12in. £6.10.0

COSSOR
EMITRO N

12in. E6.10.0

I4in. £7.0.0
I4in. E6.10.0
I4in. £7.0.0

12ín. £6.10.0

MULLARD.

I2in. now

17m. £8.10.0
17in. E8.10.0

All other types ex- stock.

weeks delivery.

6

17m. £8.10.0

MONTHLY CLEARANCE REDUCTIONS
MAZDA
MULLARD
CATHODEON

I4in. f5.10.0

15in. E6.10.0

17 n £7.0.0
(7in. Metal Cone £6.10.0
17in. £7.0.0

16in. Metal Cone £5.10.0

I4in. £6.0.0

.

i

All Tubes plus 12'6 carriage and insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to the Trace.

81,

(LONDON) LTD.

RE -VIEW
HIGH STREET

:

We supply all types, and if we hasen'1 got it we can
usually make to specification. Mains transformers,
Line output, Frame oscillator, line oscillator, Speaker
output, C.R.T. Transformers with boost tap, isolating
transformers, etc., etc.
Electrolytic condensers all
T.V. types.
Volume. tone and contrast controls.
Electronic equipment of et en description.
S.A.E.
please with all enquiries.

HOWORTH
POLLARD I.AtiE, BRV)FORI).

/r/.

MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIERS
We s+cc« all the components for the Amplifiers as described in
the MulLard Tape Recording Booklet.
RESISTOR KITS. LAB. All fixed and variable resistors as
specified. Model A, 33/3. Model B, 31'9.
CONDENSER KITS. Model A, 33/ -. Model B. 35, -, These
kits are nade up for the Brenell and Collaro Decks. If Lane or
Truvox Decks are being used this must be stated when ordering.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Gilson OP767, 25 6. Elston°
OT 3. 21 -. Partridge SVOi1, 60 -.
ELCOM PLUGS AND SOCKETS. PO4 Chassis Plug, 3 6.
SO4T Flea Socket. 5 3.
!GRAN C JACK SOCKETS
P71. 3.4.
P72. 3.10.
Bulgin
lack Plugs ro fit.

2.

S.W.19

CHERRYWOOD 3255

TRANSFORMERS

51

MERTON

.

Telephone

1.ORhS

3711111

-

3

-,

BELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS.

Speaker Sockets
L316 Ren and Black. 1/- each. L378 Plugs to fit, IOd. each. Co -Ax
Socket :7345, I' -. L604S, 1'3. L734 Plugs to fit, 1/3 each.
McMURDO VALVE HOLDERS. BM9 /U, IOd. XM9UC1
17. XM9.UG1, 2/3.
SWITCH-IES. Set of three for Model A. 32 6. One Switch for
Model 6,, 16'6.
BULG'IN TAG BOARDS. C120, 13. C125, 2/3.

EQUALISER

PLUG

Socket. 6d.

AND SOCKET

Plugs

23

each

CERAMIC STAND OFF PILLAR.
-- each
OSCILLATOR COILS.
Breech!, 8 -.
Truvox TR98, 6 9.
CHASSAS. Dentro. Fully drilled Model A. 31/6. Model B. 31 6.
VALVES. EF86- Mollard, 24'4: Alternative, 15' -. ECC83Mullard, 19.6
Alternative. 10' -. EM81- Mullard. 18'1. EL84 -I

QUALITY

TELEVISION

COMPONENTS

SCANNING COILS, 6¡10 kV. and 13/15 kV., R.F.,
E.H.T. UNITS, E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS,
LINE FLYBACK E.H.T. UNITS.
COIL KITS FOR " P.T." BAND III CONVERTERS

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)
HAYNES RADIO Ltd..

Queensway, Enfield,
xnfeld,
M ddles

;

,

Mollard, 16/Alternative, 12/.. 0A71 Diode, 6/
KNOBS..- Bulgin K370. 1,6 each. EMPI ESCUTCHEON. 2 6.
SUNDRIES KIT. Contains all nuts, bolts. tags, war e. flex solder;

FULLY DETAILED LIST is aver lable free upon request. This gives
for contp¢¢e kits and details of Power Unit Cr -r, ftonents

WATTS RADIO

8,

Apple Market, Kingston -on- Thames, Surrey
7rlr phone

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ELECTRONIC TESTMETER
This instrument has been developed to meet the growing demand for an
instrument of laboratory sensitivity built in a robust and portable form.
for use in conjunction with electronic and other apparatus where it is
imperatise that the instrument should present a negligible loading factor
upon the circuit tinder test.
The instrument consisis hasicall of a balanced bridge voltmeter. It
incorporates many unique features and a wide set of ranges so that in
operation it is as simple to use as a normal multi -range testmeter.
The instrument gives 56 ranges of readings as follows
A.C. OUTPUT
(Input
5mV. to 250V
D.C. VOLTS

POWER :
5mW
watts in 6 different load resistances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.

:

Resistance 11.0 megohms).
25mV. to 10,000V. (Input Resistant
10.0 megohms.)

D.C. CURRENT

:

0.5iiA to

I

to

-

Amp

(250mV. di-op on all ranges.)
A.C. VOLTS : 0.IV. to 2.500V. R.M.S.
With diode probe
up to 2 Mods.
external O.IV. to 250V. R.M.S.
Useful measurements can be made
up to 200 Mc /s. the applied voltage
being limited to 100V. above 50
Mc's.

:-

5

DECIBELS

:

-10db. to

CAPACITANCE

:

.

ion

Size

9ins.

12!,ins.

Weight

:

5

}ins.

12flbs.

.0001,0F. to 50í1F

:

RESISTANCE : 0.2 ohm to

INSULATION

List Price

20db.

i

0.1

10

The

megohms

instrument

mains,

megohm to 1,000

Il

megohms

100 -130V.

operates on A.C.
and 190- 260V., 50 -60 c s.

rife tor /rrlly deecriprire pamphlet.

tor an of the arious tests to he undertaken, a single range selector switch auto The instrument is gwckb.
maticall removing from the circuit an voltages and controls which are not required for the test in question.
set up

Sole Proprietors and

Manufacturer

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. Ltd.
'Phone: VICtoria 3404 -9

Avoce, House. 92 -96, Vauxhall Bridge Road. London. S.W.I

All the experts

BAND III AERIALS
OR
FITTINGS

use-

MAXI-4.Y
9d ot

SOLON

Whether you
struction of a
one complete
while to write

Reliable
Speedy
Long -lasting

*

Universal Band Ill Clamp -on Fitting.
Band Ill Insulator, complete with folded dipole.
Director and Reflector Rod Holders for

:

I,

II, and III.

Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes).
Alloy Tubing,
* Chimney and Wall Brackets.
*

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.

Tel

well worth your

THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS SECTION OF
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR NEW COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE.
*
10 Element Band Ill Aerial, 77/6.
*
8 Element Band III Aerial, 62/6.
*
6 Element Band III Aerial, 47/6.

Bands

Hatton Garden, London

be

to us who, as manufacturers,
can offer you real

FITTINGS

Leaflets on request front

-53

it will

VALUE FOR MONEY

A model for every purpose

51

are contemplating the conBand III aerial or purchasing

MA0.K

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS

*
*
*

E.T.M.3

E.C.1

CHAncery 6822

etc. etc.

Send If- P.O. for the NEW MULTI -PAGE illustrated
Catalogue (together with element and boom
measurements (all Bands) to help the constructor)

to

FRINGEVISION LTD.
FOR 25 YEARS THE BEST

www.americanradiohistory.com

:

MAR LnROUG5/eWILTS.

